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Preface 

This thesis is a team achievement. Without the collaboration and discussions with 

Jan, Bob and Marcel, the web services and applications developed with Mari, the 

annotation exercise and OM-QUDT comparison conducted with Mark, the data 

integrator designed with Remko, the Wurvoc website set up with Jeen, the Excel 

add-in created with Mari and Remko, and the epistemological discussions with Seth 

this work would simply not have been possible. Hence this thesis is written in the 

we-form – not because I am so important that I use the royal “we” (although I admit 

that I’m in the habit of doing that). 

It is unclear when exactly my Ph.D. project started. It grew gradually from the 

publications that Jan and I wrote about reuse of physical models. It must have been 

sometime between 2003 and 2005. It is clear when the project finished: today, on 

the day of the defense. The project has taken so long that, unfortunately, a number 

of relatives have not survived to see its completion: namely my father-in-law, my 

stepfather, my father, my maternal grandma and grandpa, and my paternal grandma 

and grandpa. This thesis is dedicated to them, although not all of them would have 

understood (as much of) the work. 

My grandfather looked up to me for writing a “dissertation”. Upon hearing in 

which language I would write it, he threw up his hands and cried out, almost in 

despair: “And also completely in English!” He shook his head despondently. 

Between work and being a father I have somehow had to find time to do this 

research. Hence its taking so long.  

The “thank-you”s. Dangerous, because one will always forget someone 

important. So please don’t be sad or hurt if I forget you; there are so many people 

that I should thank! Because I couldn’t do it on my own. Here we go: 

Jan, without you as a promoter, this work would have been absolutely 

impossible. It is thanks to your chair at the VU that we have been able to do this 

work. 

Marcel, collaboration with you was crucial during the start-up phase. Together 

we have tried to make the work concrete. 

Bob, for a moment it looked like you were going to be my co-promoter. 

Together we were able to dive into PCA and look at the use of this method in a 

precise way. 

Mari and Mark, in addition to having collaborated intensively, you are also my 

paranymphs! 
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Seth, our numerous discussions about epistemology have contributed greatly to 

this thesis. And the innumerable discussions about all other subjects were of great 

value too! 

Maksym, Remko, Jeen, Carsten, Martine, Marcus, Don, and Tom, each of you 

in your own way have occupied yourself (or still do) with our shared interests in 

this work! 

Jan B., Rene, Nicole, Roeland, Eric, Jan V., Remco, Janneke, Martijntje and 

Leo, together with the people mentioned above you were my “experimental 

subjects”, people that I could test designs and prototypes on as well as bounce ideas 

off. 

My teammates, who were always around and are very nice colleagues! 

In my long term of employment I have “worn out” a number of roommates. I 

would like to thank them all, but especially Gert, Anne, Seth, Lobke and Arjen for 

being very special roommates! 

Richard, Paulien and Tamar, you were my friends at home. We’ll have many 

more great times with the seven of us! 

We form another group of seven together with Suzan and my godchildren, 

Peter and Lucy. The seven of us will also have many more happy moments 

together! 

My grandmas are always in my thoughts. In retrospect I clearly was a  granny’s 

child. 

My mother and my brother, Maarten, were always close to me, both physically 

and mentally! 

My mother-in-law is also close to me emotionally, but in the physical sense she 

is at the other end of the country! 

My daughters Annabel and Saskia are the best systems that I have ever made! 

But without Roelfina that wouldn’t have been possible at all. She has done the real 

development work in this field. Roelfina, Annabel and Saskia, I love you very 

much! It would have been nothing without you. 
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Voorwoord 

Dit proefschrift is een teamprestatie. Zonder de samenspanningen en discussies met 

Jan, Bob en Marcel, het ontwikkelen van de web services en applicaties met Mari, 

het plegen van de annotatie-exercitie en het OM-QUDT-vergelijk met Mark, het 

ontwerpen van de data integrator met Remko, het opzetten van Wurvoc met Jeen, 

het bouwen van de Excel add-in met Mari en Remko, en de epistemologische 

discussies met Seth was dit werk simpelweg nooit gelukt. Vandaar dat dit 

proefschrift in de wij-vorm is geschreven –niet omdat ik mezelf zo belangrijk acht 

dat ik de pluralis majestatis mag gebruiken (hoewel ik dat ook wel pleeg te doen). 

Het is onduidelijk wanneer mijn promotieproject precies begonnen is. Het is 

geleidelijk ontstaan uit de publicaties die Jan en ik maakten over het hergebruik van 

fysische modellen. Het moet ergens tussen 2003 en 2005 zijn geweest. Het is wel 

duidelijk wanneer het project is afgelopen: vandaag, op de dag van de verdediging. 

In totaal heeft het project dan zo lang geduurd dat een hele reeks familieleden mijn 

promotieproject helaas niet heeft overleefd: achtereenvolgens mijn schoonvader, 

mijn stiefvader, mijn oma, mijn vader, mijn opa, mijn oma en mijn opa. Aan hun is 

dit proefschrift opgedragen, al zou niet een ieder (even)veel van het werkje 

begrepen hebben. 

Mijn opa vond het zo knap dat ik een “dissertatie” schreef. Waarbij hij zijn 

handen ten hemel hief en bijna wanhopig uitriep: “En dan ook nog helemaal in het 

Engels!” Moedeloos schudde hij zijn hoofd. 

Tussen werk en vader zijn heb ik tijd gevonden voor dit onderzoek. Vandaar 

dat het zo lang heeft geduurd.  

Dan de bedankjes. Gevaarlijk, want je vergeet altijd wel een heel belangrijk 

persoon. Dus wees alsjeblieft niet bedroefd of beledigd als ik je vergeet, ik ben ook 

zoveel mensen dank verschuldigd! Want ik kon het zeker niet alleen. Daar gaat ie: 

Jan, zonder jou als promotor zou het werk absoluut onmogelijk zijn geweest. 

Dankzij jouw leerstoel aan de VU hebben we dit werk kunnen doen. 

Marcel, toen het werk in opstartfase was, was de samenwerking met jou 

cruciaal. Samen hebben we geprobeerd het werk concreet te maken. 

Bob, even zag het ernaar uit dat je mijn copromotor zou worden. We zijn 

samen in PCA gedoken en konden fijn pietje-precies naar het gebruik van deze 

methode kijken. 

Mari en Mark, behalve dat we intensief samengewerkt hebben, zijn jullie ook 

mijn paranimfen! 
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Seth, onze talloze discussies over epistemologie hebben een belangrijke 

bijdrage geleverd aan dit proefschrift. En de talloze discussies over alle andere 

onderwerpen waren ook van grote waarde! 

Maksym, Remko, Jeen, Carsten, Martine, Marcus, Don en Tom, ieder op jullie 

eigen manier hebben jullie je beziggehouden of houden jullie je nog steeds bezig 

met onze gedeelde interesses in dit werk! 

Jan B., Rene, Nicole, Roeland, Eric, Jan V., Remco, Janneke, Martijntje en 

Leo, samen met mensen die hierboven al zijn genoemd waren jullie 

“proefpersonen”, mensen aan wie ik bepaalde ideeën, ontwerpen en prototypen heb 

mogen spiegelen. 

Mijn themagenoten zijn als fijne collega’s altijd in de buurt geweest! 

In mijn lange diensttijd heb ik veel kamergenoten “versleten”. In het bijzonder 

wil ik Gert, Anne, Seth, Lobke en Arjen bedanken voor een bijzonder 

kamergenootschap! 

Richard, Paulien en Tamar, jullie waren mijn vriendjes thuis. We zullen het nog 

vaak met z’n zevenen heel gezellig hebben! 

Ook een groep van zeven vormen we met Suzan, Peter en Lucy, mijn 

peetkinderen (de laatste twee). Ook wij zevenen zullen nog vaak fijn bij elkaar zijn! 

Mijn oma’s zijn in gedachten altijd bij me. Achteraf gezien was ik duidelijk een 

oma’s kindje. 

Mijn moeder en mijn broer, Maarten, waren altijd op korte afstand, zowel 

fysiek als mentaal! 

Mijn schoonmoeder staat ook dicht bij me, maar dan wel aan de andere kant 

van het land! 

Mijn dochters Annabel en Saskia zijn de beste systemen die ik ooit gemaakt 

heb! Maar zonder Roelfina zou dat helemaal niet mogelijk zijn geweest. Zij heeft op 

dat gebied het echte ontwikkelingswerk verzet. Roelfina, Annabel en Saskia, ik 

houd heel erg veel van jullie! Zonder jullie zou het niets zijn geworden. 
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1 Introduction 

Scientific research aims to describe and understand real-world phenomena and their 

underlying mechanisms in a transparent, reproducible way. Expressing this 

knowledge quantitatively lets scientists abstract the information in terms of 

objectified mathematics and numbers. Quantitative research expresses scientific 

knowledge in quantities, units of measurement, measurement scales, mathematical 

relations and operations, tables, graphs, and so on. Computer tools process the 

numerical data. Both science and engineering have used computers primarily for 

numerical processing for years, and this usage has determined scientific software’s 

development direction. 

However, the downside of emphasizing numerical aspects of data and models 

is that most contextual knowledge remains implicit. By stating pV = nRT in a 

scientific publication, we assume that the reader recognizes the ideal gas law, but 

this isn’t guaranteed in any way. Moreover, if we provide a table with numbers 

expressing a set of associated observations, a correct interpretation requires 

considerable context information on the quantities used, units, experimental setup, 

assumptions, and so on. In the case of individual research or small teams, personal 

memory and contacts might be sufficient to provide the missing information. 

However, this doesn’t scale in today’s global collaborations. The current volume 

and complexity of scientific information is so large that computer support is 

becoming ever more important, not only with respect to numerical data but also in 

terms of the contextual interpretation. Collaboration is not anymore just a matter of 

presenting finalized work in scientific articles, but also of continuously sharing 

early, intermediate data and models. New approaches in computer support of 

scientific research – labeled e-science – break away from number crunching only 

and enable new ways of (digital) collaboration. 

We’ve observed that ways of sharing quantitative information are certainly not 

self-evident. Generally speaking, quantitative information (such as in experimental 

data, mathematical equations, programming code, data files, and graphs) is difficult 

to find, interpret, and execute. For example, scientists might not be able to interpret 

numbers because of lack of clarity about the units of measurement or the method 

used to measure certain properties. Often they can’t execute a model because it isn’t 

in a suitable input format for the preferred mathematical software and so requires 

manual adaptation. Although neither completeness in all contextual details nor full 

automation is feasible, opportunities for improvement in this situation are abundant. 
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To express contextual scientific information, we need a suitable vocabulary. 

Krishnamurthy and Smith (1994) have argued that conventional computer 

languages aren’t fit for specifying scientific knowledge. This holds even if we 

consider only quantitative scientific knowledge. For example, if we look at how 

models are usually specified, we see that it’s mostly in terms of programming code, 

with little or no explanation of variables or contextual assumptions. The 

programming code only expresses numerical processing. Data is usually specified 

in spreadsheets in free formats or in databases with assumed interpretation of the 

tables and fields. Explanatory information usually remains at the level of papers and 

reports, only loosely coupled to the underlying quantitative information, or informal 

comments (Keller and Dungan, 1999). 

As far as we know, there is no extensive research into the requirements, design, 

and use of a comprehensive quantitative research vocabulary. To take a step in this 

direction, we discuss some key elements of the quantitative research process and 

design an ontology for quantitative research. Nowadays, a common way to specify a 

shared, formal vocabulary is to use ontologies. We demonstrate the adequacy of the 

proposed ontology for expressing scientific research in food science (see Section 

1.3). We report on the ontology’s application in prototype quantitative e-science 

tools, which we evaluate with users. This way we obtain an indication of the 

suitability and usability of the ontology. Finally, we investigate heuristic rules for 

converting and enriching quantitative data stored in spreadsheets to a semantic 

level. 

1.1 Quantitative and qualitative research 

Quantitative knowledge differs from qualitative knowledge in that it deals with 

numbers and mathematics. Observations are expressed in cardinal scales 

(quantitative scales) which have been defined in advance. As a result, newly 

obtained data is more objectively interpretable and comparable. In “qualitative 

science” this valid is to a lesser extent since usually the observation space is not 

defined (no explicit “qualitative scales” are available). In this case the researcher 

often works with cases which he interprets. So the interpretation and comparison of 

qualitative data is more subjective. Also in alpha and gamma sciences observations 

are made as quantitative as possible; cardinal scales are used in order to enable 

performing computations (for e.g. statistical analysis). 

Nominal and ordinal scales are situated more or less between qualitative and 

quantitative knowledge. They do represent a standardized space – even with order 

in case of ordinal scales –, but data expressed in these scales cannot be added, 

subtracted, multiplied, or divided. This is possible with interval and ratio scales – 

subsumed under the term “cardinal scale” – which have unit difference between all 
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points, and in the latter case an absolute zero. In this thesis we focus on matters that 

can be expressed using quantitative (cardinal) scales. 

1.2 Limitations of computers in science 

Understanding, connecting, integrating, and using data and models, including 

reproducing them, is difficult. It is already, for example, practically impossible to 

keep up all the literature in a subdiscipline, let alone understanding them and 

reusing the quantitative data and models. Human interference is essential, because 

the quantitative knowledge in computers is hardly beyond the textual and numerical 

level. As a consequence, no high-level computer support can be developed. The 

computer support generally stops at the numerical and textual level. Broadly 

speaking, the computer either computes, purely using numbers, or stores 

information in natural language, which the computer can’t understand and so can’t 

do much with. With numerical info it can “only” compute. The computer doesn’t 

know to which real-world phenomena, objects or events the numbers and operations 

relate and therefore it cannot do without human interpretation and control. In 

practice, processing numerical data requires much human bookkeeping. 

Due to the intensive use of the computer another problem arises. It is 

impossible to keep an overview of the explosively increasing amount of data. And 

the need for knowledge is only growing, in all regions of science and society. A lot 

of data comes from automated measurement devices, digital registrations, and 

sensors. It has become difficult to identify relevant datasets in the ocean of 

potentially interesting sources. Especially the popularity of spreadsheets has a 

problem. There is hardly any condition to the description and structure of their 

content, which consequently is often, later or to another person, incomprehensible. 

Worldwide, there are large amounts of research data that are not directly available 

for automated reuse or to supplement other data because the meaning is 

insufficiently clear. In fact this is at the expense of the scientific method. The same 

goes for models, even if they are expressed mathematically rather than in some 

programming language. They are often of limited access and use due to lack of 

formal documentation (de Vos et al., 2011). Mostly they are developed in a specific 

domain and are difficult or impossible to be used by others than the developer. 

If documentation of data or models is available, it is usually disconnected from 

the data and put into natural language. Again, a computer can’t do anything with it, 

except listing the numbers and processing them arithmetically. It is not able to offer 

any advanced help or explanations. Moreover the origin of the data is not clear. For 

example, analyzed data originates from specific computational procedures, but 

usually this is not reported or automatically logged with the data. Computational 

methods are usually described at code level or at most mathematically, or in 

documentation in natural language. Moreover, similar computations can be done in 
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different software packages, each of them with their own implications. It is difficult 

to see how these different implementations exactly relate. Finally, it is not always 

clear for a specific procedure which settings one has chosen. 

1.3 Food science research example 

Over the past ten years, we’ve supported experimental food scientists in working 

together across locations, projects, and disciplines. A specific case that we use as a 

returning example in this thesis is the following, a study of creaminess of 

mayonnaises and custards. Modern food science aims to identify new material, 

mechanisms, and processes to support development of high-quality food products. 

Concerns about obesity have increased interest in reducing the fat or oil content of 

food products without loss of sensory pleasure. This is difficult because oil plays an 

important role in the perceived creaminess of many products. Creaminess appears to 

be a highly appreciated sensation in taste perception. 

De Wijk and Prinz studied perception of creaminess of food products. First 

they had to understand the concept of creaminess. They did this through sensory 

experiments conducted by expert panels. Subsequently, they had to find the 

parameters that affect creaminess, such as rheological and mechanical properties 

under deformation – for example, viscosity, stress, and shear moduli. They used 

instrumental measurements to determine these parameters. To analyze the data, they 

used principal component analysis (PCA). The study focused on custards, 

mayonnaises and white sauces.
1
 

Support for the quantitative research process can help finding new properties of 

food products and their effects on humans. In a number of chapters of this thesis we 

revert to this example from food research. 

1.4 The Semantic Web 

For this thesis, the developments within the Semantic Web, or the Web of Data, are 

very important. The last ten years within computer science a lot of work has been 

done on designing shared vocabularies that link data from disparate sources. The 

idea is to develop vocabularies, express domain knowledge in such vocabularies 

and subsequently create computer systems that offer advanced support to the user. 

These steps can be projects in themselves – the entire process is quite an effort. 

The basic idea of the Semantic Web is that concepts are uniquely defined, 

using URIs and namespaces, and relations between these concepts are specified as a 

way to set their semantics. Numerous of such ontologies exist, many of them are 

available on the web. Similar concepts may be defined in different ontologies, 

 
1 R.A. de Wijk, J.F. Prinz, “Fatty versus Creamy Sensations for Custard Desserts, White Sauces, and 

Mayonnaises,” Food Quality and Preference, Vol. 18, 2007, pp. 641-650. 
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leading to major efforts in ontology alignment. The Linked Open Data cloud 

(Cyganiak and Jentzsch, 2011) is a way to connect semantically described data on 

the web.  

Formal representations occur in different disguises. A vocabulary is a list of 

terms with possibly broader-narrower relations between them. A thesaurus on the 

other hand can be defined according to specific ISO standards. It has broader-

narrower relations, but also related-to relations, preferred terms and alternative 

terms. A taxonomy is a system of terms with super and subclass relations. These 

relations are more specific than broader-narrower relations, that for example also 

might be used to indicate “part-of” relations. An ontology (Gruber, 1993) is a 

taxonomy with additional relations and properties. For our objective we need a rich 

representation mechanism and therefore choose the latter. These different 

representations can be expressed in the Semantic Web standards RDFS (Resource 

Description Framework Schema) (W3C, 2004a) or OWL (Web Ontology 

Language) (W3C, 2004d). 

Creating vocabularies for expressing (the context of) quantitative information 

can be placed in the timespan of the past four or five decennia. Since the 

development of problem solving environments in the 70s of the previous century, 

data and information systems in the 80s, and laboratory information (management) 

systems in the 90s, this subject has received more and more attention. The rise of 

the Internet boosted sharing of information and the need for shared computer 

vocabularies. Today, with the advent of Web 2.0 and 3.0, information is 

increasingly expressed in terms of formalized standards in order to enhance the use 

of it, including retrieval and reuse. 

In the beginning, vocabularies on the Internet were developed in the form of 

markup languages. A markup language is a computer language that defines terms 

and syntax for annotating documents. Important mathematical markup languages 

are OpenMath (OpenMath, 2001-2006) and MathML (W3C, 2003). These 

languages contain several mathematical operations and relations. Presently these 

languages are extended with quantities and units of measure. In this way these 

languages gradually extend to include concepts of the real world. 

Formal vocabularies offer the possibility to restore cohesion between datasets, 

models, computations and even publications. Expressing the context of data 

formally in RDFS/OWL paves the way for selecting, connecting and processing this 

data automatically. It is already common to find finalized research published on the 

web. The next step is to share the underlying data, methods, material descriptions, 

etc. Tim Berners-Lee, the founder of the Semantic Web, says about this (2001) that 

experimental results will be published more on the web, within or outside the 

context of a research publication. A scientist can design an experiment and perform 

it, and gradually share the results through a web page with colleagues he trusts. 
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Running experiments and studies can be traced and the work can be adapted as a 

result of interaction with peers, rather than waiting for the concluding publication. 

1.5 Virtual Lab e-Science project and Commit project 

This work has been done in two successive Dutch research programs, Virtual Lab e-

Science (VL-e) and COMMIT. In these programs one of the objectives was to lift 

computer support in science to a higher level. In the VL-e project the focus was 

mainly on developing and applying grid technology (high-performance computing) 

as well as semantics. Within this program we have worked in the Food Informatics 

project. The objective of this project was to develop food ontologies and apply them 

to search in heterogeneous information sources. The intention was to enable 

advanced computer support that leads to new discoveries that could not be made 

without it. Within the COMMIT project we are working in the eFoodLab project, 

which aims to extend previously developed methods and tools (among other from 

the VL-e project) and integrating them in existing systems that researchers use in 

their daily practice. Examples of such systems are Microsoft Excel, Matlab, R, and 

SPSS. 

1.6 Research Question 

The research question in this thesis is: 

 

“How can we support quantitative research processes using formal vocabularies?” 

 

We focus on creating vocabulary and applying it in new, advanced tools, in order to 

bring support of quantitative research processes to a higher level. Standard research 

vocabulary is not common yet; this will have to be developed. The question is what 

such a vocabulary should be like. Which concepts should appear in it? And on what 

should these concepts be based? As such, we formulate a first subquestion: 

 

1.  “What constitutes a quantitative research vocabulary?” 

 

This subquestion decomposes into two subquestions: 

1a. “How can data and models be formally represented?” 

1b. “How can the processes and computations by which these data and models are 

obtained be formally specified?” 

 

In addition to understanding how quantitative information in itself – for example, 

observed phenomena, objects, quantities and units of measure – is better 

understandable (1a), it is also important to formalize how the information is 
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obtained (1b). Once we have obtained this vocabulary, the question arises which 

tools we should develop to apply the vocabulary and support quantitative research 

processes: 

 

2. “Which tools can be developed to support quantitative research processes?” 

 

Without tools a computer vocabulary would be useless for a user. It can only be 

meaningful if it is integrated in the existing way of working of scientists. 

Finally, once this has been done, we focus on the question how legacy data can 

be semantically upgraded to the vocabulary: 

 

3. “How can legacy data be semi-automatically semantically upgraded?” 

 

The idea behind this question is that once we have a vocabulary, this can be used to 

annotate the enormous amount of data and models that already exist and have no 

formal description yet. It is impossible to do this all by hand. So, automated tools 

will have to be developed to accomplish this. 

1.7 Approach 

Our research is design oriented, resulting in ontologies. Our ultimate quality 

criterion is “does it work in practice”. For empirical evaluation along this criterion 

we develop tools that are to be used by scientists and engineers in practice. 

We start our work by drafting a model of quantitative research, based on a 

general view of research methodology. Subsequently, on the basis of this model we 

reflect on the current computer support of quantitative research and identify an 

important problem, namely, that meaning and context of quantitative data are often 

lacking. We argue the need for a shared vocabulary, directly available for computer 

tools. 

As an initial step towards an ontology of science, we draft an epistemological 

model of quantitative knowledge and how it is acquired. We do this on the basis of 

epistemological models of philosophers of science such as Karl Popper and Mario 

Bunge.  

Building on paper standards on quantities and units, together with a number of 

existing ontologies we draft an ontology of units of measure and related concepts 

(such as dimensions and quantities). We call the ontology OM (Ontology of units of 

Measure and related concepts). Existing and new ontologies are evaluated by 

comparing them to standards in the domain and on the basis of use cases. For tables, 

we start from traditional tables in spreadsheets and databases. This allows us to 

express the contained data in a semantical way.  
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Given our focus on supporting researchers in practice, our next goal is to model 

how data is being processed. We define computational methods which can be 

instantiated and connected with input and output data and models. Generic methods 

are distinguished from their implementations in external software packages. This 

modeling approach is evaluated by reproducing datasets that have been computed in 

the past. Stripping semantically rich data for computations by numerical tools and, 

afterwards, enriching the obtained results gets special attention. Rules for doing this 

are part of the ontology, called Ontology of Quantitative Research (OQR).  

We construct a number of tools that use OQR, OM, and the web services, and 

evaluate these tools with users to see if we are on the right track and to which extent 

the tools and the vocabulary already support quantitative research. 

Finally, we investigate automated annotating of existing spreadsheets. Heuristic 

rules are derived empirically from datasets in the food domain. We evaluate the 

heuristic rules on the basis of a golden standard, manually constructed by 

researchers. 

1.8 Contributions 

This work contributes the following results to the domain of e-science. 

- Epistemological model of science that is used as a basis for OQR. The model 

can be used to express actions on basis of which scientific knowledge is 

acquired (such as performing a measurement or stating a new hypothesis) and 

relate it to data. This allows researchers to record the provenance of their data 

and others to trace and reproduce their work. 

- Ontology of units of Measure (OM) based on a semiformal description of the 

domain drafted from textual descriptions of standards in the field.  

- Comparison of existing ontologies of units of measure with the semiformal 

description of the domain and on the basis of use cases. OM web services, 

supplying support for software developers. This provides a loose coupling 

between the ontology and applications.  

- Three applications demonstrate the usefulness of OM and its services. First, a 

web application checks dimension and unit consistency of formulas. Second, an 

engineering application for agricultural supply chains computes product 

respiration quantities and measures. Third, a Microsoft Excel add-in assists in 

data annotation and unit conversion, and an extension in data integration. 

- Modeling of computations and tables in an ontology. This constitutes part of 

the development of OQR. The ontology facilitates delegating computational 

methods to external software packages, interfacing between computational 

methods and tabular data and formulas, and connecting headers and cells of the 

tabular data in a conceptual way. 
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- Exploration of mechanisms for stripping and enriching quantitative 

information, for delegating computational methods to external, numerical 

software. 

- The prototype Quest, for connecting data and models to computational 

methods, and delegating the computations to external software.  

- User evaluations of tools that use OQR, OM, and the associated services 

indicating the usefulness of the steps made and the chosen approach of 

formulating and applying formal semantics. 

- Investigation how to convert and annotate relatively unstructured legacy data 

stored in tables into a semantic representation in RDF(S). Introduction of new 

disambiguation strategies based on OM, which allow to improve the quality of 

annotation in “sloppy” datasets not yet targeted by existing systems. We 

present several ways in which OM can help solving ambiguity problems in 

these data. Evaluation of the heuristic rules on the basis of a golden standard, 

manually constructed by researchers. This research shows that using such 

heuristic rules tabular data can be made more meaningful. 

 

In short, this work makes a first step towards taking numerical data and models to a 

conceptual level, which may have a large impact on the efficiency and effectiveness 

of science and engineering. 

The impact of the research can be significant. Quantitative research occurs in 

all regions of science – the use of quantitative vocabulary and formalized linking 

with external computation methods doesn’t even have to be limited to science but 

can also be important to medical care, the financial sector, and other domains. 

1.9 Outline of the thesis 

Chapter 2 starts with an overall epistemological model of the research workflow, 

resulting in a start of the design of OQR. Chapters 3 and 4 are the core of this 

thesis, addressing the first two research questions. Chapter 3 presents the 

construction of OM, the ontology of quantities and units. Chapter 4 is about 

modeling computations and their tabular inputs and outputs, as part of further 

modeling OQR. We  describe applications based on the proposed solutions. These 

applications are evaluated with users. Chapter 5 investigates how legacy data can be 

automatically semantically upgraded. This chapter answers the last research 

question. 

Throughout this thesis we represent ontologies using UML diagrams. In these 

diagrams the names of instances are underlined, classes of instances and 

superclasses of classes are indicated between brackets before the name of a 

particular concept. Braces represent nested rdf:Lists, and namespaces are given 
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before the name of a concept, separated by a colon. If no range or value is given for 

a property, than its range is owl:Thing. 

1.10 Publications 

This thesis is based on the following papers: 

- H. Rijgersberg, M.B.J. Meinders, J.L. Top, “Use of a Quantitative Research 

Ontology in e-Science,” Proceedings of AAAI 2008 Spring Symposia, Palo 

Alto, California, 2008, pp. 87-92. 

- H. Rijgersberg, M.B.J. Meinders, J.L. Top, “Semantic Support for Quantitative 

Research Processes,” Intelligent Systems, Vol. 24, Nr. 1, 2009, pp. 37-46. 

- M.F.J. van Assem, H. Rijgersberg, M.L.I. Wigham, J.L. Top, “Converting and 

annotating quantitative data tables”, Proceedings of 9th International Semantic 

Web Conference (ISWC’10), LNCS, Vol. 6496, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 

Heidelberg, 2010. pp. 16-31. 

- H. Rijgersberg, M.L.I. Wigham, J.L. Top, “How semantics can improve 

engineering processes. A case of units of measure and quantities.” Advanced 

Engineering Informatics, Vol. 25, Nr. 2, 2011, pp. 276-287. 

- H. Rijgersberg, M.F.J. van Assem, J.L. Top, “Ontology of Units of Measure 

and Related Concepts.” Semantic Web, Vol. 4, Nr. 1, 2013, pp. 3-13. 

- H. Rijgersberg, B.J. Wielinga, J.L. Top, “Towards Conceptual Representation 

and Invocation of Scientific Computations”, International Journal of Semantic 

Computing, Accepted.  

 

The following paper is related to the work described in this thesis: 

- D.J.M. Willems, H. Rijgersberg, J.L. Top, “Identifying and extracting 

quantitative data in annotated text,” Proceedings of the Workshop on Semantic 

Web and Information Extraction (SWAIE 2012), Galway, Ireland, 2012, pp. 

43-54. 

1.11 Cover illustration 

The figure on the cover is “Madame Arithmatica”, by Gregor Reisch, 1508. The 

woodcut shows Madame Arithmatica instructing Boethius and Pythagoras, 

competing in computing. Their instruments, a calculating table and an abacus, may 

be considered as precursors of computer support of quantitative research processes. 
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2 Ontology of Quantitative Research (OQR) 

This chapter introduces the Ontology of Quantitative Research (OQR). It discusses 

and demonstrates the requirements and use of OQR using an example from the area 

of quantitative food research. It identifies some key elements of the quantitative 

research process, outlines an ideal workflow, identifies further requirements, and 

demonstrates how some of these aspects can be implemented for e-science. 

This chapter was published in the paper “Semantic Support for Quantitative 

Research Processes,” Intelligent Systems, Vol. 24, Nr. 1, 2009, pp. 37-46 

(Rijgersberg et al., 2009). Co-authors were Marcel Meinders and Jan Top. The 

introduction of this chapter and passages in Section 2.2 are based on the paper “Use 

of a Quantitative Research Ontology in e-Science,” published in proceedings of 

AAAI 2008 Spring Symposia, Palo Alto, California, 2008, pp. 87-92 (Rijgersberg 

et al., 2008). Marcel Meinders and Jan Top were co-authors of this paper too. 

2.1 Introduction 

The objective of quantitative research is to develop and employ mathematical 

models, theories, and hypotheses about real-life phenomena. The process of 

measurement is central to quantitative research as it provides the connection 

between empirical observation and mathematical expression of the quantitative 

relationships. Information technology is intensively used in quantitative research, 

for making calculations, i.e., numerical operations on quantitative information, and 

storing quantitative data. In a world of ever-increasing scientific knowledge, the 

development of advanced services to scientific research is getting more and more 

important. A special field within computer science engages this subject: e-science. 

One of the major problems in quantitative research is the difficulty of reusing 

and reproducing quantitative information. An important underlying problem is the 

lack of suitable quantitative vocabulary in information systems (Keller and Dungan, 

1999). In this chapter, we investigate requirements to such a vocabulary and build a 

model of quantitative research according to widely accepted principles of 

philosophy of science, which we outline in this chapter. On the basis of this model, 

we design an ontology for quantitative research and demonstrate the adequacy of 

the ontology for expressing scientific research in food science. Finally, we report on 

the ontology’s application in a prototype quantitative e-science tool. 
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2.2 Quantitative Research Considerations 

Before expanding on the current computer support of quantitative research and 

competency questions for the quantitative domain, let’s first look further at 

quantitative research to explain our overall view on this subject. 

Quantitative research follows a certain structured, often iterative process 

whereby scientists evaluate evidence, refine hypotheses and theories, and advance 

knowledge in the field. Of course, this procedure isn’t rigid in practice because it 

involves trial and error, unexpected findings, and organizational and socioeconomic 

issues. 

Figure 2.1 shows an example overall process structure. The process order in 

this graph is less important than the steps it contains. The steps determine the 

content and structure of the ontology proposed later. We base this figure on the 

work of Gauch (2003) and Langley (2000). It includes the following steps: 

- Formulate a research question based on a specific context and existing 

knowledge reported in publications and reports. A research question is usually 

an open statement, which additional hypotheses and assumptions specify 

further. An example question in our food research case was “Which factors 

control sensory creaminess of mayonnaise?” Researchers subsequently 

decompose questions into subquestions, until they reach a level where they 

hope to find some kind of answer. 

- Select and define the objects and phenomena to be studied – in our case, 

mayonnaise, the different kinds (for example, commercial and specially 

prepared), and ingredients such as oil and egg yolk. 

- Define quantitative concepts (parameters, variables, and measures) to measure 

the studied phenomena and to quantify the relations between them. Parameters 

in our example include oil content, creaminess, and viscosity. 

- Formulate hypotheses – for example, “Fat controls sensory creaminess.” 

- Model the studied phenomena and collect available data and models from 

literature. 

- Derive a hypothetical “fact” – preferably a more specific statement that can 

actually be tested experimentally (in reality or by simulation) to support or 

reject one or more hypotheses. For example, “Fat controls the sensory 

creaminess of these six mayonnaise samples.” 

- Compare such a fact to available or newly obtained data or models. 

Researchers must often design experiments for this purpose. 

- Construct the studied phenomenon, usually in a laboratory setting. In our 

example, the researchers prepared different mayonnaise samples with 

differences in oil content. 

- Observe or measure the phenomena of interest – in this case, a trained sensory 

panel tested the creaminess of the mayonnaise samples. 
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Figure 2.1. Typical structure of the quantitative research process. Ellipses denote 

research steps; rectangles are real-world phenomena and statements (i.e. data, models 

or text). Arrows indicate input/output relations. In daily practice, researchers will 

perform steps in different order, repeat some steps, omit others, and so on. 
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- Process the obtained data, using statistical methods or model simulations. 

Creaminess was related to oil content using principal component analysis 

(PCA), a mathematical method that transforms a number of possibly correlated 

variables into a (smaller) number of uncorrelated variables. 

- Compare the processed data or models with the hypothesis, which is 

subsequently considered to be supported, rejected, or revised. In our research 

example, the hypothesis was considered to be supported on the basis of the 

result that oil content explained more than 98% of the creaminess variance. 

- Generalize the obtained knowledge – for example, the relation also applies to 

other foods and other conditions. Many publications omit making this step 

explicit, making it unclear under which conditions the generalization is 

allowed. 

- Describe and publish the results, methods, and ideas, enabling other researchers 

to interpret and (sometimes) experimentally reexamine them. 

 

This framework isn’t the only way to categorize scientific activity, but it appears to 

have general applicability in discussing the current computer support of quantitative 

research processes and can be used as a basis for a sketch of quantitative e-science 

infrastructure, as we will show below. In daily practice, research steps will be 

omitted, repeated, performed in different orders, etc. The ultimate model of 

scientific research is still a subject of debate in epistemology and the philosophy of 

science – for example, see Hars (2001) and Sowa (2006). 

2.3 Computer support of quantitative research 

We can view the above decomposition of research activities as a workflow model. 

Many tools and methods are available to support workflows, but we would like 

their significance toned down in scientific practice. 

First, workflow tools that support document flow in operational business 

processes seem too rigid for scientific process dynamics. They are typically 

designed for administrative processes where, for example, authorization is 

important. This isn’t the highest concern in science, although a mechanism for 

registering claims would be most welcome. But more important, these workflow 

systems don’t explicitly use scientific notions such as “hypothesis”, “model”, and 

“theory”. We don’t know of any realistic experiment in this direction. 

Another type of workflow tool focuses on chaining computational methods. 

Such tools are relevant to our approach because they also automate the invocation 

of such methods. We have applied Taverna – a prominent workflow tool for web 

services – to access and control services related to units of measurement 

(conversion, consistency of equations, and so on). The QeSI tool we describe later 
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in this chapter implements workflow control in this sense. A proper approach 

should enable both types of workflow in a highly flexible way. 

On the basis of the sketchy model of quantitative research given in Figure 2.1, 

we can show how the computer supports quantitative research in general at this 

time. With the model we can position the tools and systems presently used in 

science. For example, researchers use computers to store background information, 

which is usually specified in text documents – papers, reports, logs, and so on. They 

sometimes specify experimental information formally – for instance, in laboratory 

information management systems. For measurements and logging observations, 

they use data acquisition systems that contain logic and analysis software to 

improve data quality. Researchers often store their measurements (raw data) in 

spreadsheets and dedicated databases. They perform subsequent computations in 

spreadsheet tools or statistical and mathematical packages such as SPSS, R, Matlab, 

or Mathematica, or in dedicated software implementations. These computations are 

numerical, which means that the quantitative data is in stripped form, leaving only 

what is needed to perform calculations on. The computational methods themselves 

are usually specified in computer code. Researchers can also use computational-

workflow software such as Kepler and Taverna to control these computations. The 

results are usually stored in specific file formats, spreadsheets, and databases again. 

These different systems are seldom tightly linked. Whether the results include 

contextual information and explanations depends on the respective researcher’s 

meticulousness and are mostly specified in natural language. Some software 

packages do have support at a more conceptual level, but this support is normally an 

intrinsic part of the software and can’t be extended to other systems. 

The Semantic Web offers the possibility to define vocabulary external to 

computer systems. It accomplishes this using languages such as RDFS and OWL. 

The use of standard formats and vocabulary is an important prerequisite for sharing 

vocabulary across multiple computer systems and platforms and, therefore, for 

reusing information. Well-known mathematical Semantic Web initiatives in the area 

of e-science are OpenMath and MathML. Currently, these approaches are extended 

toward units of measure and related concepts, such as quantities and dimensions. 

Two examples of upper ontologies intended as foundations for computer 

information processing systems are SUMO (Suggested Upper Merged Ontology) 

and OpenCyc. Applied scientific disciplines such as geoscience and bioinformatics 

also create scientific vocabularies (Langley, 2000; Brodaric, 2008). 

2.4 A quantitative research model 

To create a vocabulary for quantitative research, we need some understanding of the 

fundamental mechanisms of scientific research, in addition to the practical 

workflow we presented earlier. Constructing a model of science has been a major 
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Figure 2.2. A simplified UML class diagram of Karl 

Popper’s model of scientific research. An “occurrence” 

refers to a real-world phenomenon. 

topic in the philosophy of science for a long time. However, an ultimate model 

hasn’t yet been achieved. So, we should be under no illusion as to whether we can 

build the ultimate model of science in our quest to develop e-science tools and 

vocabularies. However, any vocabulary should draw carefully on established 

philosophy of science where possible. In particular, we should explore the 

quantitative aspects of science in the model of science more deeply. 

Philosophers like Karl Popper, Ernest Nagel, Robert Dubin, and Mario Bunge 

have played a dominant role in developing a scientific research model (Hars, 2001). 

In general, such models distinguish three key concepts: 

- the physical phenomena under consideration, 

- statements about these phenomena, and 

- reasoning steps and activities that lead to these statements. 

 

Many philosophical models don’t prominently feature the third concept – that is, the 

reasoning steps and activities that lead to statements about phenomena. The 

analyses mostly stay at an abstract level and are concerned with major 

argumentation structures. Although also relevant for e-science, such philosophical 

studies don’t give detailed observations at the operational level. Stipulating the 

underlying obtainment processes is crucial to automating the interpretation of 

scientific knowledge. Only after you’ve detailed the processes can you generate 

reasoning steps and statement chains to reflect realistic workflows (such as in 

Figure 2.1). 

Popper’s model is the most well-known (Popper, 1968). Figure 2.2 illustrates it 

in simplified form. In this model, the notion of an “occurrence” refers to a physical 

phenomenon in the real world. On the other hand, Popper also defines the concept 

“concept.” A “statement” describes relationships between occurrences and 

concepts. Popper distinguishes different kinds of statements – in particular, laws 

and hypotheses. He defines theories as systems (or collections) of statements and 
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Figure 2.3. A simplified UML class diagram of Mario Bunge’s model of scientific 

research. 

methodologies as a special kind of theory. 

Nagel (1961) and Dubin (1978) propose some modifications to Popper’s 

model, but we won’t consider them further in this thesis. Bunge presents a 

considerably more extended model (Bunge, 1998); for example, he defines the 

concept “datum.” He also clearly indicates that data has a basis in the form of 

scientific experiences, such as observation, measurement, and the actions they 

involve. Data is evidence for statements. Figure 2.3 illustrates Bunge’s model. Like 

Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 is simplified; in particular, we show only those concepts that 

correspond to concepts in Popper’s model. 

Given these two models, we propose a combined view that also lets us add 

some operational concepts needed in e-science practice. Like Popper, we define 

occurrences and statements in our model (see Figure 2.4). Inspired by Bunge, we 

define an additional class, “scientific reasoning.” Scientific reasoning operations 

produce statements that are based on already existing statements and occurrences. 

Occurrences are inputs to measurements and observations, making the transition 

from real-world phenomena to the descriptions of these phenomena. 

In our approach, the different subclasses of scientific reasoning can have a 

number of properties. For example, “hypothesis formulation” has a property, 

“hypothesis”. Such properties indicate the input or output of a particular reasoning 
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Figure 2.4. A simplified UML class diagram of our proposed model. Scientific 

reasoning (and activities) are more prominent in this model. Statement roles, such as 

hypotheses and laws, are modeled as properties (or relations) rather than classes. 

step. In the same way, some reasoning steps have theories or laws as output 

properties (not shown in the figure), such as “theory formulation” and “law 

formulation.” We did this because a statement can have different levels of validity 

within different studies or scientific reasoning steps. For example, a statement that’s 

considered a hypothesis in one study might be a proven fact (or rather, a supported 

hypothesis) in another. In existing models of the scientific process, hypothesis, law, 

and theory usually appear as classes. The disadvantage of such an approach is that a 

statement can play only a single role at a time, given the class assigned to it. 

One of the Figure 2.4 model’s aspects needs specific attention. This is related 

to the general question of how to link software procedures to ontologies. In modern 

quantitative research, computational methods play a central role. To appreciate and 

verify quantitative statements that originate from numerical computations requires 

knowing which computational routine has been used, from which package, and so 

on. Therefore, a quantitative research ontology should contain knowledge about 

software, functions, services, and other such computational methods and tools. We 

assert that regardless of the nature of the computational method, the ontology must 

provide and store the values of the interface variables directly at the ontology’s 

instance level. This requirement is important when developing the actual 

vocabulary. 

In science, statements are usually obtained by following prescriptive methods 

or protocols. Figure 2.5 shows a fictitious method Water_temperature_determination, 

with an instance, my_temperature_determination. This instance can represent the 
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Figure 2.5. UML class diagram of Water_-

temperature_determination. Braces indicate 

collections. If no range or value is given for a 

property, than its range is owl:Thing. 

origin of a result such as the_temperature_of_my_water_is_20,4_°C. The method 

carried out in reality may diverge from the prescribed method, which we see in the 

example. The prescribed method, namely, was to shake the water sample for 3 

minutes, where in practice the water was shaken for 4 minutes. The property 

workflow indicates the steps of the method. For example, the step Shake_water_3_min 

may consist of the steps Take_the_water, Move_the_water_up_and_down, and 

Put_the_water_back (all not shown in the figure). 

Results of methods can be used as methods themselves. For example, “F = 

m∙a”, Newton’s second law of motion, is a result of Newton’s research. In that 

sense, “F = m∙a” represents a specific statement. However, it can also be considered 

as a general statement (a model), which can be used to obtain new results. From 

existing measurement results, for example “m = 3 kg” and “a = 4 m/s
2
”, a new 

result, namely “F = 12 N”, can be calculated using this model. So, in an absolute 

sense we can’t distinguish methods and results: something that’s a result in one 

situation is a method in the other. One may even argue that each statement – generic 

or specific – can also play the role of a method: statements are only interesting or 

relevant if they can be used (applied) in different ways. 
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2.5 Building a quantitative vocabulary 

The elements of the scientific workflow as sketched above can be formalized into 

an ontology, which supports tracing and repeating scientific research actions. For 

this purpose we have started to construct the Ontology of Quantitative Research 

(OQR). It is based on the model illustrated in Figure 2.4 and the additional 

requirement that it should support operational invocation of computational software. 

Figure 2.6 shows OQR’s structure. We deliberately organize the subontologies in 

categories, not hierarchically as they would be in when specified as subclasses. 

Figure 2.7 shows some of the ontology’s classes and properties. OQR is modeled in 

OWL. 

The ontology consists of five modules: 

- Scientific reasoning. This subontology includes scientific reasoning operations 

and activities such as hypothesis testing, measurement, deduction, and 

definition. Together with the “computations” subontology, this module relates 

to “scientific reasoning” at the center of the proposed model for science 

illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

- Quantities and related concepts. This module includes units of measure, 

measurement scales, dimensions, and so on. The subontology is based on 

existing e-science approaches, such as Engmath (Gruber and Olsen, 1994) and 

is published separately as the Ontology of units of Measure and related 

concepts (OM). This ontology is described in Chapter 3. The entities defined in 

subontologies “mathematical concepts” and “programming constructs” together 

with those defined in OM all correspond to the concept “concept” in the 

proposed model. 

- Mathematical concepts. This subontology defines elementary mathematical 

operations and concepts, such as mathematical relations, arithmetic, and logic. 

It’s based on existing approaches such as OpenMath, MathML, and 

mathematical constructs in programming languages. The “mathematical 

relations” subontology contains equations, inequalities, and the like and 

corresponds to the class “statement” in the proposed model. The rest of this 

subontology, together with the quantities and related concepts and the 

programming constructs subontologies, correspond to “concept” in the 

proposed model. 

- Programming constructs. This subontology defines abstract computer 

programming statements and data structures, such as if-then, while, table, and 

array, together with mathematical constructs required in specifying 

computational algorithms. The subontology is based on existing programming 

languages. 

- Computations. This module contains mathematical and statistical methods 

implemented in specific computer languages, such as Matlab and R. This 
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subontology implements specific reasoning steps in terms of numerical 

computations. For example, computing the values of a time-dependent equation 

is a form of deduction, which is common practice in quantitative research. 

Together with the “scientific reasoning” subontology, the “computations” 

subontology corresponds to “scientific reasoning” in the proposed model. This 

ontology is described in further detail in Chapter 4. 

 

OQR doesn’t include subclasses of specific physical phenomena (“occurrences”). 

As Figure 2.8 shows, specific studies must import subject-related ontologies 

together with OQR. 

An important OQR principle is that mathematical and programming constructs 

can have implementations in external application software. For example, “addition” 

can employ “plus” of the “Matlab 7.0.4 ops functions” – a computations 

subontology – as its underlying method (Figure 2.9). In this way, quantitative 

concepts are executable, and a quantitative e-science tool that uses OQR can be 

equipped with this external application software. When researchers invoke 

computational methods, they should be able to set the methods’ input and output 

variables. Interfacing to a method means that (some of) its aspects are given specific 

values. For this purpose, we model variables (for value passing) as properties (in 

OWL). When a computer system executes an operation, it replaces the specified 

variables by their values and evaluates the operation. 

With respect to quantities we have to mention a particularity. Quantities are 

both modeled as things and properties, i.e., they are properties and things at the 

same time. Firstly, they are independent entities which can be classified (they are 

things). Secondly, they are measurable aspects of objects, such as the length of a 

ship, or they can play the role of input or output variables of a computational 

method (in which case they are properties). 

2.6 OQR food science example 

We can now illustrate the use of OQR with our food science example (Section 1.3). 

We specify the case of creaminess in mayonnaises and custards in further detail and 

see how well the vocabulary fits the case. First, we need to borrow vocabulary on 

specific food products, measuring devices, and other concepts that aren’t part of the 

generic OQR. We import such ontologies, together with OQR, into a dedicated 

ontology created specifically for this research case (see Figure 2.8). Figure 2.10 

illustrates how to specify the research study: 
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Study “Causes of 

creaminess”

Measuring 

instruments
OQR Food

 
 

Figure 2.8. The OQR and other ontologies in a dedicated research 

ontology. Arrows indicate import (subontology) relations. 

- Figure 2.10a. We start by formulating (1) our hypothesis (2) and deriving (3) a 

hypothetical fact (4). 

- Figure 2.10b. Subsequently, we create six mayonnaise samples (5) and a 

trained sensory panel (6) as phenomena. The six mayonnaise samples are 

created according to “Used ingredients in six mayonnaise samples” (7), a table 

that is also specified. This table and the mayonnaise samples are related (8) in 

the sense that the samples occur in some of the table cells. The trained panel 

judges the samples (9). The “panel” property (10) of “Trained sensory panel 

judgments of six mayonnaises” is set to “Trained sensory panel for creaminess 

of mayonnaise.” The six mayonnaise samples are input (11) to the judgment, 

and sensory data (12) are obtained as output (13). 

- Figure 2.10c. Next, we process the data and calculate mean values. We 

construct an extended version of the averaging operation to define the table 

variables over which the averaging has taken place, called “mean per over.” A 

mean-per-over instance (14) has the sensory data as its input (15) and returns 

(16) the results of computing the proper average values (17). 

- Figure 2.10d. These data is input (18) to a PCA routine (19), which returns oil-

fat content (20) as the first principal component (21). The “explanation 

percentage” is 80% (22). 

- Figure 2.10e. Finally, our hypothesis is considered to be supported (23), which 

evidence is added (24) to the particular statement. 

 

In summary, the basic steps of the scientific process in this example are properly 

reflected in the OQR’s different formal concepts. All concepts needed for this and 

similar cases are available. Of course, OQR does not yet cover all cases, but the 

current structure provides a convenient starting point for extending the ontology. 

2.7 The QeSI prototype tool application 

We used the OQR to implement the software demonstrator QeSI (Quantitative e-

Science Infrastructure) for supporting quantitative e-science. Figure 2.11 shows a 

screenshot of the implementation. 
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Arithmetic

Matlab 

7.0.4 ops 

functions

term 1

term 2

Addition

varargin: term 1

varargin: term 2

Term 1 plus term 2

varargin

Plus

workflow

imports

 
Figure 2.9. A UML class diagram of an OQR implementation of the 

mathematical concept “addition” in Matlab. “Arithmetic” and 

“Matlab 7.0.4. ops function” are (sub)ontologies. The arrow at the 

bottom indicates an import (subontology) relation. 

In the prototype system, you can instantiate the concepts needed to describe a 

certain scientific situation and execute computational processes that derive new 

statements. The top-left pane in the figure shows the OQR concepts available, and 

the bottom-left pane shows the selected concept in its context. The right pane shows 

details of the selected concept. The figure shows a selected instance of “mean per 

over.” This class computes the average values for a selected set of quantities, 

skipping some irrelevant quantities. In this case, averages are computed for all 

quantities in the table for each type of mayonnaise, while skipping the quantities’ 

judge, replication, and presentation position. The latter represent the experimental 

setup and aren’t part of the observed quantities. 

The computation assumes input in the form of an instance of “table,” which in 

turn is a specific kind of statement. The input properties of the method “mean per 

over” are further restricted, such that the mathematical software can perform the 

operation – that is, execute the calculation routine. The properties “input,” “per,” 

and “over” are specified in, respectively, a table of measurements, the class 

“Mayonnaise,” and some objects over which we wish to calculate the mean – 

namely, “replicate,” “judge,” and “presentation position.” Pushing the “evaluate” 

button generates a new output table, which the prototype automatically translates 

into a new statement in the ontology. 

QeSI applies OQR to support the user applying computational methods. When 

the user invokes an external numerical method, QeSI strips OQR’s semantically 

rich quantitative information to a numerical level. After the numerical method has 

returned the answer, QeSI upgrades the result again (or rather, regrades it) to the 

OQR semantic level, adding units of measurement and so on. At this point, we 
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assume that tools such as QeSI handle this issue specifically for each required 

numerical method. In Chapter 4, we demonstrate how such tools can use standard 

terms algorithms to automatically format every particular variable. In that chapter 

we describe Quest, a prototype tool that implements this functionality, and is a 

successor of QeSI. 

We evaluated QeSI in an iterative process with representatives from the 

intended target group. To these users, the demonstrated way of invoking 

computational methods appeared intuitive. They appreciated the model of science 

used by QeSI and the additional feature to define interface variables (and quantities) 

as properties. 

Further QeSI development (in successor Quest) must visualize the reasoning 

steps and statements. How should we show quantitative research information to the 

user? We must represent details in an orderly way, while keeping all relevant 

information within view. The research map in the bottom-left pane of Figure 2.11 

helps in this task by showing the selected concept in its context. It shows a 

workflow diagram that includes the statements that follow from every scientific 

reasoning step or activity (and can be input to the following step). We also need to 

show more details than just scientific reasoning and statements. In our user 

environment, “overview” is the most frequently requested feature. 

2.8 Conclusion 

We conclude that integrated vocabulary of quantitative research processes is 

currently lacking in information systems. Such vocabulary is required for the 

advanced computer support of quantitative research. An ontology of quantitative 

research is a possible realization of this vocabulary. We have shown that 

quantitative e-science can be structured around an ontology of quantitative research. 

The required vocabulary should include real-world phenomena, statements, and 

scientific reasoning. Especially the latter is important for the transparency of 

research in general and interpreting the validity of scientific knowledge statements 

in particular. 

Our proposed model of science features scientific reasoning and actions more 

prominently than the existing models. This is important with regard to research 

transparency in general and to interpreting the validity of scientific knowledge 

statements in particular. The model represents hypotheses, laws, and theories as 

roles in scientific reasoning, rather than independent concepts. This is important 

because scientific statements are always set within the scope of a certain scientific 

reasoning or study. Something that’s a theory in one scientific school might be a 

(yet unsupported) hypothesis in another. 
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Our model aims to be very generic. A next step is to add specific disciplines, 

schools, studies, experiments, persons, etc. as additional infrastructure. The present 

ontology can already be used in tools for the support of the scientific process. 

We relate to existing models in the sense that the concept “statement” is 

central. However we consider everything as a statement, every model, every 

dataset, every (performed) reasoning step (yielding data and models), every 

performed method, every mathematical expression. Actually, reasoning steps and 

methods are statements about statements, how (from input statements or not) new 

statements (data, models) are obtained. We define the roles of statements 

(hypothesis, theory, etc.) as properties of methods (hypothesis formulation, theory 

formulation, etc.). 

Our model can be related to SKIo, work of Brodaric et al. (2008). SKIo 

specializes the DOLCE ontology, a foundational ontology aiming at capturing the 

ontological categories underlying natural language and human common sense. It 

also covers primitives to express e.g. science theory, model, data, prediction, and 

induction. However, not all roles are defined as properties in SKIo (as is the case in 

OQR); a number of roles is defined as independent statements. Examples of such 

roles are “theory”, “data”, and “model”. As a consequence, these statements can’t 

take on different roles in scientific methods, which is a disadvantage for the 

independence of the ontology. 

OQR differs from existing approaches to implementing e-science tools in its 

support for executing quantitative operations. For this purpose, we define interface 

variables of computational methods as properties. Scientists specify the values of 

these properties when a method is instantiated in the ontology. The properties then 

appear as inputs and outputs of the underlying computational methods. 

Furthermore, the ontology’s mathematical and programming constructs can have 

implementations in any external software. We’ll study this subject in more depth in 

Chapter 4. 

We admit that modeling quantities both as properties and as independent 

entities is a daring approach. However, we have good reasons to do so. In this way 

we can use quantities as properties of objects or phenomena (i.e., as metrological 

aspects), and as interface properties of computational methods, which we 

demonstrate in Chapter 4. For example, the mass of a table can be viewed as an 

instance of the class “Mass” referring to phenomenon “table”; however, “mass” can 

also be considered as a property of “table”, or of a computational method, e.g., a 

law (such as F = m∙a). Both perspectives are useful in practice. 

We can still add many mathematical operations and computational functions of 

specific software packages to the OQR, but our objective isn’t to be complete at this 

moment. We extend OQR on an as-needed basis, and others are free to propose 

their contributions as well. The proposed ontology can serve as a discussion vehicle 

and a step toward an improved, extended ontology of science. The model still needs 
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Figure 2.11. Prototype Quantitative e-Science Infrastructure (QeSI). The user selects a scientific 

reasoning operation, “Mean per Ma-series or Mb-series mayonnaise over replicate, judge, and 

presentation position,” which then processes a table containing judges’ sensory observations on several 

mayonnaise samples. 

e.g. the “method development” concept, an important pillar in scientific research, as 

well as “study” and “research” as classes. Scientific reasoning and scientific 

activities should be distinguished and, subsequently, linked to each other. 

We have demonstrated the quality of OQR for a detailed research case. That 

the design fits this specific research case is an important result, a step forward, 

because the matter has proved to be difficult, especially considering the many years 

of epistemological research in modeling science. 

The next chapter discusses how we model units and related concepts such as 

dimensions and quantities in further detail. In Chapter 4 we discuss formalizing 

computations more deeply. In both chapters we use the obtained vocabulary in a 

number of prototype software systems and evaluate these – and along with it the 

chosen way of solution – with users. In Chapter 5 we investigate how legacy data 

can be automatically semantically upgraded to the newly developed vocabulary. 
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3 Ontology of units of Measure and related concepts 
(OM) 

This chapter describes the Ontology of units of Measure and related concepts (OM), 

an OWL ontology of the domain of quantities and units of measure. We evaluate 

prevailing ontologies of units of measure by comparing them to a semi-formal 

description of the domain of units of measure. We have distilled this description 

from several official paper standards that we have analyzed. An example of such a 

standard is the Guide for the Use of the International System of Units (Taylor, 

1995), by the NIST. The semi-formal description for example states that “multiples 

and submultiples of units combine a prefix and a singular unit”. The various options 

for modeling the domain are discussed. OM is compared with QUDT, another 

active effort for an OWL model in this domain. We note possibilities for integration 

of these efforts. We also discuss the role OWL plays in our approach. 

This chapter is a merger of two papers: 

- H. Rijgersberg, M.L.I. Wigham, J.L. Top, “How semantics can improve 

engineering processes. A case of units of measure and quantities,” Advanced 

Engineering Informatics, Vol. 25, Nr. 2, 2011, pp. 276-287, 

- H. Rijgersberg, M.F.J. van Assem, J.L. Top, “Ontology of Units of Measure 

and Related Concepts,” Semantic Web, Vol. 4, Nr. 1, 2013, pp. 3-13. 

3.1 Introduction 

Quantities and units, such as the length of a ship measured in meters, are vital to the 

exact sciences and engineering. Large amounts of quantitative data are used and 

produced in scientific experiments and in designs of artifacts. This data is stored in 

structured representations so that it can be manipulated by analysis and design tools. 

The need to integrate data from several sources has increased, e.g. to make new 

inferences on existing research efforts that were previously disconnected. In 

practice researchers often store their results in proprietary formats, such as 

spreadsheets, databases, or mathematical software packages, and only informally 

annotate the data (e.g. text entered in the head of a table such as “l (m)”). This lack 

of standardization and formal meaning of data hinders interoperability. 

Formalization of units of measure and related concepts, such as quantities and 

dimensions, is important in exchanging and processing quantitative information. 

Many activities in different fields – not limited to the exact sciences only – heavily 
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depend on unambiguous communication and interpretation of quantitative models 

and data. Standardized concepts allow scientists to formulate shared theories and to 

have their experiments reproduced. They also make reliable and transparent 

engineering possible. Errors or even disasters due to different units of measure can 

occur in many common-place activities, such as the transfer of designs from R&D 

to production, cooperation between different companies on the same construction 

project, or research institutes in an international collaboration project. The best-

known example is probably the Mars orbiter that was lost because of a mismatch 

between units, causing the loss of $125 million
2
. However, the impact of 

formalizing scientific and engineering knowledge is potentially greater than only 

preventing misunderstandings. If data, models, theories, hypotheses, research 

questions and so on can be processed automatically on the web, science and 

engineering will change. Data from disparate sources can be integrated better. For 

example, the outcomes of research on the relation between eating patterns and 

obesity in the US can be related to experiments on food intake in The Netherlands 

automatically or with limited human intervention. New hypotheses can be generated 

by merging disparate data sources. In another scenario, data sources are cleaned 

automatically and compared with similar data on the web. A system that exploits 

this data then signals abnormal observations, suggesting possible measurement 

errors (for example due to lack of calibration) or indicating unexpected conditions. 

Another prospect is that formalized data could be used as the source of 

automatically generated visual and graphical representations, where the type of 

display depends on the characteristics of the data and the research questions asked. 

Traditionally, most of the contextual information needed to interpret 

mathematical and numerical information remains at the level of informal comments. 

As a consequence, this contextual information is often ambiguous and incomplete, 

and a long way from being amenable to automated processing. For example, units 

of measure are frequently omitted when presenting scientific models, making the 

assumption that a default choice is shared by all readers. However, many scientists 

and engineers will agree that incomplete specification in the work of others is a 

major source of confusion and errors. This becomes even more manifest when 

models and data are processed by numerical software, which is common practice. 

In this chapter we focus on elementary concepts of quantitative knowledge 

such as units of measure, quantities, and measurement scales. We analyze a number 

of existing ontologies of units of measure, which appear to be incomplete, as we 

will see in Section 3.5. This led us to propose an alternative design, reusing the best 

features of the existing ontologies. We call the ontology OM – Ontology of units of 

Measure and related concepts. We present OM and discuss the modeling choices we 

have made in Section 3.7. In addition to building on the existing ontologies, we 

 
2 CNN Tech, September 30, 1999. 
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have based OM on a semi-formal description of the domain of units of measure, 

which we have drafted from textual descriptions of standards in the field (Sections 

3.3 and 3.4). To evaluate the proposed ontology, we present three applications of 

the vocabulary, i.e., a demo web application, a semantic calculator and an add-in for 

Microsoft Excel to annotate data and convert data on the basis of semantic support 

in unit conversion (Section 3.9). In Section 3.7 we determine which use cases 

benefit from an ontological representation of this domain. These include 

mathematical applications such as unit conversion and dimensional analysis. 

Existing software products already perform these applications but rely on their own 

proprietary data formats. In Section 3.8 we compare the modeling choices of OM 

with these underlying the QUDT ontology,
3
 which is another active effort to 

comprehensively model this domain in OWL.
4
 

3.2 Related work 

In the last fifteen years, as part of e-science and Semantic Web activities, formal 

vocabularies for computers have been created (Hey and Trefethen, 2005). This 

improves on past practice when most emphasis in automating scientific 

computations was on numerical processing and visualization only. Advantages of 

separating vocabulary from application code are that vocabularies can be shared 

with other systems or people and updated or extended without having to adapt the 

computer system. In this way, federation of disparate data sources is facilitated for 

the application developer; using a shared ontology, these sources can first be 

(virtually) merged and then queried as a single database. Once proper vocabularies 

are defined and accepted by the scientific and engineering communities, elementary 

electronic (web) services disclosing and processing data adhering to this shared 

vocabulary can be developed. These services can then be applied by arbitrary 

applications to realize the visionary scenarios sketched above. 

The following examples are basic actions by researcher researchers that can be 

supported by services based on an ontology of units of measurement: 

- Support annotation of numerical data, manually or automatically, 

- Switch between (systems of) units and check dimensions and units in 

expressions, 

- Automatically recognize given parameters, 

- Translate between different natural languages, 

- Convert data on the basis of unit conversion, 

- Check against typical values in an application domain, 

- Check for permitted values and typical values. 

 
3 http://www.qudt.org. 
4 The OASIS QUOMOS effort has an OWL version in the planning stage, see http://wiki.oasis-

open.org/quomos/. 
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Certain of these functions exist as standalone tools or are part of the more advanced 

software packages such as Aspen
5
, AutoCAD

6
, Pro/Engineer

7
 and Vensim

8
. Usually 

these systems have the disadvantage that they have their private representation of 

concepts. As a consequence, data can often not directly be exchanged between 

packages nor integrated. Systems such as Robot Scientist (Soldatova et al., 2006) 

and Tiffany (Top and Broekstra, 2008; Broekstra et al., 2008) attempt to integrate 

the above services applying open vocabularies for encoding and automated 

processing of hypotheses as well as data and measurements. 

The importance of an ontology of units of measure and quantities is recognized 

by the W3C Semantic Web Best Practices and Development (SWBPD) working 

group (W3C, 2004c). This organization is responsible for setting new standards for 

communication on the web. With underlying formats RDF (the Resource 

Description Framework; (W3C, 2004b) and OWL (the Web Ontology Language; 

(W3C, 2004d), more semantics can be expressed than in traditional text-based 

formats or XML. Ontologies in the area of units and quantities do exist, such as 

EngMath,
9
 an ontology for mathematical modeling in engineering by Gruber and 

Olsen (1994), implemented in KIF. UCUM,
10

 created by Schadow et al. (1999), is a 

system of codes of units and quantities to refer to in e.g. electronic data interchange 

(EDI) protocols. Another ontology is MUO,
11

 the Measurement Units Ontology, in 

RDF (W3C, 2009), which adopts the units and quantities of UCUM and gives them 

URLs. However, the quality of the ontologies varies considerably, as we will see in 

this chapter. 

3.3 Drafting a unified semi-formal description of the domain of units 

of measure 

To build services and applications that assist the researcher with data processing 

and data integration, we first need a proper ontology. We start by analyzing some 

well-known ontologies presently available in the domain of units of measure. For 

this analysis, we construct a semi-formal reference framework based on official, 

well-established paper-based standards in the field. We select the following sources 

as original and official references describing the domain of units and quantities, to 

distil our reference description from: 

  

 
5 www.aspentech.com. 
6 usa.autodesk.com. 
7 www.ptc.com. 
8 www.vensim.com. 
9 http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/knowledge-sharing/papers/engmath.html. 
10 http://www.unitsofmeasure.org. 
11 http://forge.morfeo-project.org/wiki_en/index.php/Units_of_measurement_ontology. 
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- E.R. Cohen, P. Giacomo, “Symbols, Units, Nomenclature and Fundamental 

Constants, 1987, 

- R.C. Weast (Ed.), The CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 1976, 

- B.N. Taylor, Guide for the use of the International System of Units, 1995, 

- The NIST Reference on Constants, Units, and Uncertainty, 2004. 

 

The selection is motivated as follows. The work of Cohen and Giacomo was 

compiled by the Commission for Symbols, Units, Nomenclature, Atomic Masses 

and Fundamental Constants (SUNAMCO commission) of the International Union 

of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP) and has been approved by the successive 

General Assemblies of the IUPAP held from 1948 to 1984. The CRC Handbook of 

Chemistry and Physics is a standard work which, among many other things, 

provides a detailed description of special systems of units used in electricity and 

magnetism, such as the cgs systems of units. This description is additional to Cohen 

and Giacomo (1987). It reflects definitions that were set by the S.U.N. commission 

(Symbols, Units and Nomenclature), predecessor of the above-mentioned 

SUNAMCO commission. Taylor (1995) is a guide for the use of the SI standard in 

the U.S. prepared by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). 

The document reflects the SI standard as described in the official ISO documents. It 

discusses fundamental aspects of the SI standard including classes of units of 

measure and the SI prefixes that are used to form decimal multiples and 

submultiples of units. NIST has also produced the NIST Reference on Constants, 

Units, and Uncertainty (2004) which describes, among other things, prefixes for 

binary multiples of units (units that should be used in information technology). 

OM is meant for use in science and engineering practice. Therefore we have 

based it on the technical standards used by physicists, chemists, engineers, food 

scientists, etc., such as the documents described. We have made no explicit efforts 

to link to terminology in measurement theory (Suppes and Zinnes, 1962; Suppes et 

al., 1989), as this appears to use a somewhat different terminology. For example, 

measurement theory doesn’t seem to distinguish between what are called 

measurement scales and units in the technical standards. 

3.4 Description of the domain 

Based on the text sources above we formulate a number of propositions that 

describe the domain of units of measure. We briefly describe the main concepts 

used in these propositions: 

- Unit of measure, 

- Prefix, 

- Quantity, 

- Measurement scale, 
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- Measure, 

- System of units, 

- Dimension. 

Quantities 

The general idea of defining units and quantities is to express observations relative 

to a limited set of standard measurements, produced in reproducible conditions. For 

example, the length of a table can be expressed in terms of the length of the path 

traveled by light in vacuum during a time interval of 1/299 792 458 of a second, a 

standard quantity defining the meter. 

One of the main reasons to specify quantities and units is to use them for 

recording observations of the physical world. Using the standards we can relate and 

reproduce measurements in arbitrary conditions. These observations are then used 

for various goals such as creating new models and theories in science and 

developing new artifacts in engineering. A basic record consists at least of the 

elements (1) phenomenon (object or event being observed); (2) quantity kind 

(aspect of phenomenon being measured such as length or weight); (3) unit of 

measurement (e.g. meter); and (4) numerical value (e.g. 5.0). In everyday language 

the term quantity is often used to denote just the quantity kind (e.g. “the quantity 

length”), but also sometimes a value and unit (e.g. “a quantity of 3 meter”). 

However, in the physical sciences this term may also refer to the combination of the 

quantity kind and the phenomenon, for example ”the density of water”. The 

quantity may have been measured, i.e. a numerical value and unit may be known for 

it. If the value and unit are known, the quantity can also be regarded as a record, e.g 

“height (2 m)”. 

Some quantity kinds are more specific than others. For example, diameter is a 

kind of length; work is a specific kind of energy, when a force acts against 

resistance to produce motion of a body. A unit together with a numerical value 

expresses the amount of one particular quantity; this is called a measure (e.g. 3 

meter). The amount of a particular quantity can only be expressed with a specific 

set of units (e.g. meter, yard, light year, etc. for the quantity distance). A unit is 

defined by reference to a standard measurement. For example, 1 kilogram 

represents the mass of the International Kilogram Prototype, a platinum cylinder 

stored at the International Bureau of Weights and Measures in France. 

Quantities define independent aspects that can be observed. The extension of a 

quantity is in principle defined by its measurement scale. Each quantity can have 

more than one measurement scale. A measurement scale is a mapping of categories 

and points on standard, constant and reproducible quantities. Scales can be nominal, 

ordinal (e.g., Beaufort), interval, or ratio. Nominal scale types have categories, 

where each category represents a certain constant and reproducible situation. 
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Ordinal scale types have these categories ranked in a certain, relevant order. Interval 

scale types have points that delimitate intervals and typically represent certain 

standard, constant, reproducible conditions. Ratio scale types such as the Kelvin 

scale have an absolute zero point, while interval scale types such as the differential 

Celsius scale do not. Units of measurement divide interval and ratio scales into 

equal partitions. The interval and ratio scale type express amount using numerical 

values in combination with units of measure. 

Units of measure, prefixes, and systems of units 

Each unit can ultimately be expressed in terms of a set of base units. Which units 

are chosen as the base units depends on the system of units. For example the SI uses 

seven base units including meter, kilogram and second. The CGS system on the 

other hand uses centimeter, gram and second as base units, plus different extensions 

to cover electromagnetism. Base units are considered to be mutually independent 

units (although e.g. the meter is defined through the second) within a system of 

units; they cannot be converted into one another. Non-base units are called derived 

units, and are defined by multiplication, division and exponentiation of base units. 

For example, newton is a derived unit (in the SI) defined as kilogram∙meter/ 

second
2
. 

Units can be very small or very large. For properly managing these units, 

prefixes such as “milli” and “mega” are defined. Using prefixes units can be scaled. 

Prefixes represent a multiplication factor (e.g. one micrometer is 10
−6

 meter). The 

combination of prefix and unit is called a multiple of a unit (e.g. “megameter”) or a 

submultiple of a unit (e.g. millimeter). Compound units – units expressed as 

multiplication, division or power of other units – cannot be prefixed as a whole, 

only singular units such as meter and newton can be prefixed. It is not permitted to 

use more than one prefix together with a unit. 

SI prefixes, representing powers of ten, are widely known. For example, 

attachment of the SI prefix kilo to a unit expresses a thousandfold of that unit. 

Although being called SI prefixes, these prefixes are also used outside the SI system 

of units (e.g. the decibel employs the prefix deci, but the bel is not an SI unit). In 

addition to decimal prefixes, binary prefixes were introduced by the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), to offer a format preventing erroneous use of 

the SI prefixes in computer science (NIST, 2004). For example the prefix kilo is 

commonly used to indicate 1024 instead of 1000, since 2
10

 = 1024 ≈ 1000. To 

prevent this misuse, the binary prefix “kibi” has been introduced, representing 

exactly this factor 1024. 

Like singular units, multiples have a relation to the standard definition. 

Kilogram is the only multiple unit that is defined directly. It is a base unit in SI and 

has a definition in terms of a standard quantity. However, the definition of most 
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multiples depends on the prefix used and the definition of the singular unit that is 

prefixed. 

Many countries and regions had and still have their own units or versions of 

units. This has caused severe problems in science, but also in economy, trade and 

everyday life. Systems of units and dimensions are required for organizing units and 

quantities in a coherent way, and expressing them in terms of each other. 

Dimensions and application areas 

Quantities and units have a dimension which is an abstraction ignoring magnitude, 

sign and direction aspects. Analysis of dimensions is common practice in science 

and engineering (Bridgman, 1922). It allows for example to detect errors in 

equations and to construct mathematical models of e.g. aircraft. The dimension of a 

quantity or unit can be viewed as a vector in a space relative to an independent set 

of base vectors (i.e. base dimensions). For example, the quantity speed has a 

dimension that can be decomposed into base dimension length and base dimension 

time (with certain magnitudes as we show below). In principle we could also have 

expressed time in terms of base dimensions length and speed. Each system of units 

used defines such a set of base dimensions to span the dimensional space. For 

example, SI has selected as its base dimensions: length (L), mass (M), time (T), 

electric current (I), thermodynamic temperature (Θ), amount of substance (N), and 

luminous intensity (J). Since all other dimensions can be computed by 

multiplication and division of one or more of these base dimensions, an arbitrary 

dimension can be expressed as multiplication L
a
 M

b
 T

c
 I

d
 Θ

e
 N

f
 J

g
. If an exponent is 

0, the respective basic quantity does not play a role. For example, the quantity 

velocity and unit centimeter per hour have SI dimension L
1
 M

0
 T

−1
 I

0
 Θ

0
 N

0
 J

0
, 

which is equivalent to L
1
 T

−1
 or length per time. A quantity or unit with a dimension 

for which all powers are 0 is said to be dimensionless. 

Different quantities and units are typically associated with different application 

areas. For example, the area of space and time concerns quantities such as lengths 

and speed. Some quantities or units appear in more than one domain. Energy, for 

instance, occurs in mechanics, electromagnetics, fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, 

etc. Some areas are more specific than others; e.g., sailing uses the nautical mile to 

measure speed rather than kilometer per hour. This is practical knowledge of how 

quantities and units are used instead of knowledge concerning the mathematical 

nature of quantities and units themselves. Standards such as the SI provide no 

information on such matters. 

The sources we build on and the list of propositions derived from them go into 

more detail, such as different subclasses of units of measure, usage of terminology, 

and relations between the concepts. Appendix A lists all 34 propositions. 
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3.5 Analyzing existing vocabularies of units of measure 

We analyzed a selection of ontologies of units of measure using the semi-formal 

description given in Appendix A as a frame of reference. The method used for this 

analysis is part of the ontology evaluation approach introduced by Gómez-Pérez 

(2001). It proposes a number of criteria based on earlier ontology evaluations: 

- Completeness of the modeled scope in this case relates to what extent the main 

concepts in our frame of reference are present in the examined ontologies. 

- Quality of formal definitions expresses how close the descriptions are to the 

studied objects. 

- Understandability and extensibility concern more basic issues such as 

consistent naming, systematic inclusion of instances, and so on – in other 

words, how consistent the examined ontologies are. 

- Completeness in the natural language documentation concerns the quality of 

the natural language descriptions of the modeled concepts. 

 

We selected the following well-known ontologies for analysis along these criteria: 

- EngMath is an ontology for mathematical modeling in engineering, designed in 

the early 1990s. The ontology defines units, quantities, dimensions, and so on 

and was intended to be a foundation for other engineering ontologies (Gruber 

and Olsen, 1994). We analyze the Ontolingua files as published in 1993.
12

 

- SUMO (Suggested Upper Merged Ontology; Niles and Pease, 2001) is the 

result of a collaborative effort proposing a foundation for middle-level and 

domain ontologies. Some of the general topics covered in SUMO include 

structural concepts, general types of objects and processes, set theory, 

attributes, relations, and numbers. The ontology contains a section on quantities 

and units of measure. We examine the ontology code as published in 2003.
13

 

- The ScadaOnWeb approach to quantities and scales is identical to that defined 

in ISO 15926–2, a standard that specifies a conceptual model for the 

representation of technical information about process plants (Leal and 

Schröder, 2002). We have taken the OWL files published in 2003 as the basis 

for our analysis.
14

 

- SWEET Unit is part of the Semantic Web for Earth and Environmental 

Terminology (SWEET) project of NASA which provides a semantic 

framework for earth science initiatives (SchemaWeb, 2006). We have 

examined the OWL files from 2004.
15

 

 
12 “EngMath,” 1993, http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/knowledgesharing/ontologies/html/standard-units/standard-units-

.lisp.html. 
13 “SUMO,” 2003. http://www.ontologyportal.org. 
14 “ScadaOnWeb,” 2003, http://www.s-ten.eu. 
15 “SWEET Unit,” 2004, http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/ontology/units.owl. 
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- The OpenMath units and dimension CD groups are part of OpenMath, a 

standard for the representation of mathematical objects, allowing them to be 

exchanged between computer programs (Davenport and Naylor, 2003). We 

refer to the code as presented in 2003.
16

 

- QUDT (Quantity-Unit-Dimension-Type) is an OWL ontology developed by 

NASA and TopQuadrant in the NExIOM project. We have examined the v1.0.0 

code as published in 2010.
17

 

 

From the comparative analysis of these ontologies it appears that each of the 

ontologies only defines a subset of the main concepts and propositions as 

distinguished in the reference description. In particular, either prefixes or quantities 

are often missing in the ontologies. Both concepts are unmistakably essential in the 

domain of units. Furthermore, measurement scales, measures, and systems of units 

are lacking in most ontologies. These deficiencies hamper the usage of the 

standards and thus prevent the goal of unambiguous communication. What is more, 

we observe a number of discrepancies between the reference description and the 

ontologies. The considered ontologies do not always properly distinguish between 

different concepts such as unit and quantity, measure and quantity, and 

measurement scale vs. unit of measure. They do not always properly connect 

predefined concepts; in particular multiples and submultiples of units do not refer to 

predefined prefixes and singular units. These problems appear because the 

ontologies do not seem to be properly grounded in the official sources. Naming is 

sometimes inconsistent, and natural language definitions given by the ontologies are 

often incomplete. Moreover, it was difficult to find descriptive information of the 

ontologies, which made proper analysis tough. It was also difficult to contact the 

authors of the ontologies, something we have attempted in this work but only 

succeeded in partly. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the results of the analysis for 

all considered ontologies. 

3.6 Use cases 

The use cases below were identified in the context of the Tiffany project at the 

Dutch food research organization TI Food and Nutrition
18

. In this project a semantic 

research repository is being created to support collaboration between food 

researchers and to enable knowledge transfer to food industry. The use cases are 

also inspired by experiences in other domains, as for example described in Hey et 

al. (2009). The main goals of such efforts are to enable (1) replication and 

 
16 OpenMath, “units_metric1, 3.0,” 2003, http://www.openmath.org. 
17 Masters, J., Hodgson, R., Keller, P.J., “QUDT – Quantities, Units, Dimensions and Data Types in 

OWL and XML,” 2010, http://www.qudt.org. 
18 http://www.tifn.nl. 
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verification of experiments done by others; (2) integration of research data from 

different sources; (3) analysis of existing research data and (4) proper experimental 

design. These goals require an explicit semantic description of the data (using an 

ontology). Data owners not familiar with semantic technologies should be 

supported in providing descriptions. We define the following use cases, 

implementing these general objectives. 

- UC1: Representing and checking observation records. The ontology must 

allow us to represent statements about the physical world. It can be used to 

represent inputs and outputs of experiments to the advantage of scientific 

research (see e.g. Roure et al., 2009). It should for example be possible to state 

that “the viscosity of ketchup sample 1 is 70.000 cP”. This requires relating a 

phenomenon to a quantity class, a numerical value and a unit. It should be 

possible to check if the unit used is consistent with the quantity kind. 

Therefore, the ontology should model the relationship between quantity kinds 

and units. 

- UC2: Manual annotation assistance. Scientists and engineers should be 

supported in the process of annotating their data (numerical values) with 

quantities and units. An example is annotating the header of a table that 

contains experimental results. So, the ontology should contain quantities and 

Table 3.1. Support of the main concepts and relations in the reference description of the domain of units 

by the selected ontologies. 

Main concept or relation Ontology 
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Unit of measure × ×  × × × 

Prefix  ×  × ×  

Quantity × × ×   × 

Measurement scale   ×    

Measure   ×    

System of units ×      

Dimension ×  ×  × × 

Quantities formally refer to units of measure that can be used for expressing them ×b × ×c  × × 

Units of measure have formal definitions in terms of other units of measure and 

standard quantities 

× × × × × × 

Multiples and submultiples of units refer to predefined prefixes  ×a  ×   
a Prefix functions are provided, which require a unit as input. The resultant function call, thus, represents 

a combination of a formal prefix and a unit; therefore it represents a multiple or submultiple of a unit. 
b Units refer to dimensions. 
c Quantities refer to measurement scales. 
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units. Because a huge amount of quantities and units exists, they should be 

related to each other and grouped in application areas. 

- UC3: Unit conversion. In order to integrate data from different sources, and for 

the purpose of data analysis, it is necessary to convert between units (for 

example from yard to meter). This requires a conversion factor between the 

units (in this case 0.9144). In the case of absolute values, also an offset is 

required, because different temperature scales have different zero points. This 

is the case when converting degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit as absolute 

temperatures (factor 9/5 and offset +32). 

- UC4: Representing and checking formulas. Research in the exact sciences 

often uses formulas, either in the process itself or as output when a newly 

discovered “law” is given a formal notation. Formulas are either expressed as 

quantities (e.g. Newton’s force = mass∙acceleration) or combinations of 

quantities and units f[N] = m[kg]∙a[m/s
2
]. To prevent mistakes the formulas can 

be checked on their dimensional consistency and their unit consistency. For 

example, the dimensional exponents of force are the same as those of mass 

multiplied by those of acceleration. A formula can be dimensionally consistent 

without being unit consistent, e.g. v[km/h] = s[m]/t[s] is dimensionally correct, 

but not unit consistent. Formulas need to be specified formally, including the 

units and quantities contained in them, to allow such consistency checks to be 

performed automatically. 

- UC5: Automated annotation. Disclosing legacy data contained in e.g. 

spreadsheet files without costly human intervention necessitates automated 

annotation software. The structure of the ontology should assist in deriving 

annotations from text comments. In Chapter 5 we describe a system that 

performs automatic annotation of table headers with quantities and units. 

Human-made tables contain ambiguous information, e.g. the symbol “F” can 

refer to over ten quantities and units. If a comment contains the text “F (Hz)” it 

is clear to humans that F refers to frequency because the unit hertz (Hz) 

expresses frequency and not for example force, to which capital F usually 

refers. Such ambiguity can only partly be resolved by improving the standards 

(see a discussion on this issue in the SI by Foster; 2010), because humans will 

probably keep using older, ambiguous notations (a phenomenon inherent to 

standardization efforts), and self-invented abbreviations. 

3.7 Design and usage of OM 

Our analysis of existing ontologies in the domain of units of measure and quantities 

shows that the existing ontologies are incomplete, which has prompted us to 

propose a new ontology, OM. This ontology takes the semi-formal description 
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Figure 3.1. Simplified class diagram (UML) of the Ontology of units of 

Measure and related concepts (OM). The fact that we see the concept 

Quantity also as a property is not indicated in the figure. 

given in Appendix A as its foundation, and merges the best features of the existing 

ontologies. It uses the above use cases to set the scope of the ontology. 

Figure 3.1 shows a part of the structure of OM. Appendix B shows class 

diagrams (Figures B.1-5) of some of the ontology’s classes and properties. OM
19

 is 

modeled in OWL 2, a new standard designed by W3C (2009). The choice for OWL 

2 is motivated by the fact that it allows us to link instances to classes, and classes to 

instances. We need it for expressing the relationships between application area 

instances and quantity classes, and between quantity classes and commonly-used 

unit-of-measure instances. OM is published as Linked Open Data through our 

vocabulary and ontology portal Wurvoc
20

. OM can be used freely under the 

Creative Commons 3.0 Netherlands license. It was created by the authors using text 

editors and versioned using SVN.
21

 

3.7.1 Design of the ontology 

In the ontology, a quantity is related to allowed units of measure and measurement 

scales by its properties unit_of_measure and measurement_scale. Units of measure 

and the points and categories of measurement scales have an explicit definition in 

terms of other units of measure, points or categories via the property definition. The 

value of a definition property is usually a measure, prescribing a conversion rule 

between the particular units. At the end of the definitional chain its range is 

 
19 The ontology can be freely downloaded from http://www.wurvoc.org.  
20 http://www.wurvoc.org/vocabularies/om-1.8. 
21 http://subversion.apache.org. 
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om:Quantity, referring to a standard quantity that can be observed in a specific 

setting. For example, the inch is defined as 0.0254 m, whereas the meter is defined 

in terms of the path traveled by light in a vacuum during a time interval of 

1/299,792,458 of a second. 

om:Quantity has a property om:phenomenon of the type owl:Thing to express its 

relation to any real-world object. For example, the quantity ex:length_of_my_table 

refers to the object ex:my_table and is an instance of the class om:Length, which is a 

subclass of om:Quantity. In scientific and technical documents the object of a 

quantity is often left unspecified as it is assumed to be implied by the context. 

However, this can easily become a cause of misinterpretation. The term 

phenomenon is used to indicate that a quantity can refer to an object, but also to a 

process or event. om:Quantity has a large number of subclasses such as om:Length, 

om:Mass, and om:Time to specify metrological aspects. 

Measures, such as “3 kilogram” are used to indicate amounts of quantities. The 

class om:Measure has properties om:numerical_value (range xsd:float) and 

om:unit_of_measure_or_measurement_scale (range om:Unit_of_measure and 

om:Measurement_scale). Strictly speaking, the property om:unit_of_measure_or_-

measurement_scale should refer to measurement scales only (and be named 

accordingly), but in many cases the measurement scale as such has become 

superfluous and units of measure are used instead. 

Units of measure can have a prefix. Multiples and submultiples of units refer to 

predefined prefixes using the property om:prefix. We define the class om:Prefix with 

property om:factor in order to represent the numerical factor of a prefix. For 

example, prefix om:milli has factor 10
−3

. 

Compound units are defined by classes om:Unit_Multiplication, om:Unit_Division 

and om:Unit_Exponentiation. Instances of these classes are linked to their constituents 

with the properties om:term_1 and om:term_2 (multiplication; range om:Unit_of_-

measure), om:numerator and om:denominator (division; range om:Unit_of_measure), and 

om:base and om:exponent (exponentiation; om:base has range om:Unit_of_measure, 

om:exponent has range xsd:integer). Note that all divisions can be expressed as 

multiplications (e.g., m∙s
−1

 instead of m/s). We have still included division in OM as 

it is often used to represent these units, accepted in all standards. An advantage of 

using divisions is that the exponents are always positive. The ontology thus contains 

concepts that are compositionally different, but mathematically equal (i.e. they are 

not owl:sameAs). This has to be taken into account in applications. For example, 

when searching for data annotated with a division, the search process should also 

formulate the query as the equivalent multiplication in order to obtain all relevant 

results. 

UC4 (checking formulas) and UC5 (automated annotation) require that the 

dimensions of quantities and units are modeled. In OM, the class Dimension has 

instances such as om:density-dimension. We take a pragmatic approach in modeling 
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the notion “dimension”. The expression of a dimension in terms of base dimensions 

of a system of units is modeled through a number of separate properties, such as 

om:SI_length_exponent, om:SI_mass_exponent, om:USCS_length_exponent, om:USCS_-

force_exponent, and so on
22

. For om:density-dimension, for example, the values of 

these exponents are 1 and −3, respectively. Dimensions are linked to quantity 

classes using the property om:dimension. Instances of class om:System_of_units are 

used to group together the base and derived units of a system such as SI. The 

concept om:System_of_units has the properties om:base_unit, om:derived_unit, 

om:base_quantity and om:derived_quantity. OM defines most of the prevailing systems 

of units and their base and derived quantities and units. 

UCs 1 and 2 require that names and symbols of quantities and units are 

provided, so that users can find the appropriate concept to annotate with. UC5 

(automated annotation) requires that also unofficial and alternative names/symbols 

of concepts are provided. In OM, quantities and units have a preferred label and a 

preferred symbol, derived from the standards. Other labels needed for UC5 such as 

plural forms of units (e.g. “metres”) and contractions of compound unit symbols 

(e.g. “Pas” instead of “Pa s” for om:pascal_second) are not given but can be 

generated. Exceptions are for example the hectare (not “hectoare”) and kilohm 

(although “kiloohm” is also allowed), and US/British spelling differences 

(meter/metre). Symbols for compound units can be generated from their constituent 

unit symbols (e.g. s
2
 and m/s). Some quantities have different terms used in 

everyday conversation. Mass is often referred to as weight. During automated 

annotation (UC5), incorrect mentions of weight have to result in annotation with 

om:Mass. To reach this goal, we add om:unofficial_labels to Mass and other cases in 

OM (om:unofficial_label is a subproperty of skos:hiddenLabel).We have also added a 

number of frequently used abbreviations for quantities and units, including “sec”, 

“temp” and “ul” (instead of “μl” for microliter), stored in om:unofficial_abbreviation 

(another skos:hiddenLabel). 

UC2 and UC5 require that application areas and their quantities and units are 

modeled. In OM, the class om:Application_area has instances such as om:sailing and 

om:astronomy. The quantities and units belonging to a specific area are linked to 

these instances. Two areas may have the same quantities, but may use different 

units. For example, the parsec is a unit of distance in astronomy, while it is not used 

in sailing. An application area is linked to its units and to its quantities using two 

separate properties, om:common_quantity and om:common_unit_of_measure. The 

fourteen categories from Cohen and Giacomo (1987) are defined as instances of 

om:Application_area, for example om:thermodynamics, om:mechanics, and om:quantum_-

physics. They are supplemented by some additional application areas. Application 

 
22 The United States Customary System, based on the British system of units, is based on length, time 

and force (weight), rather than length, time and mass. In the system, the pound is the standard unit for 

weight. 
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areas that form a selection (subset) of quantities and units in another application 

area are linked to each other with property om:uses_application_area. For example, 

om:sailing is linked to om:space_and_time. 

Ontological choices in OM such as subclassing quantities and the distinction 

between units and scales are discussed in the next section. 

3.7.2 Modeling issues 

When constructing the new ontology, a number of conceptual issues proved 

challenging. Here we discuss the key difficulties. 

Quantity kinds, quantities and units 

There are three basic options to model quantity kinds and quantities, each having its 

own advantages and disadvantages. In the first option, “quantity kinds as classes”, 

subclasses of Quantity are used to model the quantity kinds, e.g. Length. This is the 

approach OM supports along with the approach that quantities are defined as 

properties (see further below). It allows us to incorporate the hierarchical relations 

between quantity kinds in the class hierarchy; e.g. om:Diameter is a subclass of 

om:Length. Most approaches to modeling quantities are based on defining all 

specific quantities (length, mass, time, etc.) as subclasses of the concept Quantity, 

inheriting properties from that level. Instances of om:Quantity represent specific 

occurrences of quantities, such as the ex:diameter_of_apple_1. In that case, ex:apple_1 

is an instance of the class ex:Fruit. The property om:phenomenon links a quantity to 

the phenomenon, for example the quantity ex:diameter_of_apple_1 has phenomenon 

ex:apple_1. The reverse property quantity is also included in OM to express that e.g. 

ex:apple_1 has om:quantity om:Diameter. 

In the second option, “quantity kinds as instances”, quantity kinds are modeled 

as instances of class Quantity_kind, e.g., length and mass are instances of 

Quantity_kind. The hierarchy between quantity kinds should then be modeled with a 

property that relates instances of Quantity_kind to each other. A specific quantity has 

a property (has_quantity_kind X) that links it to an instance of a quantity kind (in the 

above example diameter), rather than it being itself an instance of the subclass 

Diameter. 

In the third option, “quantity kinds as properties”, quantity kinds are modeled 

as properties that connect phenomena to measures, e.g. has_length. This approach is 

also supported in OM (quantities are defined both as things and properties in OM). 

This seems to be an elegant alternative solution in many cases. For example, in the 

above expression ex:diameter_of_apple_1, it is natural to consider diameter as a 

property of ex:apple_1 with value “7 cm”. The quantity hierarchy is then modeled 

with the subproperty mechanism, e.g. has_diameter is a subproperty of has_length. 
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These three alternatives represent possible ways to model the same information 

from slightly different perspectives. They are compatible in that rules may be 

formulated to automatically translate one in the other. Which perspective should be 

preferred then depends on practical concerns, e.g. which perspective allows useful 

reasoning (in the chosen representation language) not easy to realize in another 

perspective. Advantage of the “quantity kinds as instances” approach is that one can 

work with instances rather than classes (some consider this a pro), but the 

disadvantage is that we need an extra concept, i.e., the quantity kind. There is room 

for these three approaches because the sources that we base the ontology on and the 

requirements from computer use leave room for these alternative modeling 

decisions. We return to this issue in the discussion in Section 3.10. 

Another issue related to these alternative forms of modeling quantities concerns 

the knowledge representation language that is used. A language such as OWL is 

useful for modeling the type of knowledge considered here. Nevertheless there are 

concepts that don’t fit in the language. We would face the problem of the distinction 

between object properties and datatype properties in OWL. Some quantities (for 

example ratio quantities) have numbers (i.e., datatypes) as their values and others 

have measures. E.g. mass may have measures such as ex:_10_kilogram as value. Such 

measures must be defined as objects rather than as datatypes in OWL. The problem 

can be avoided by using the rdf:Property which doesn’t distinguish between object 

properties and datatype properties. 

Units and measurement scales 

An issue that was encountered during modeling units concerns the subtle distinction 

between a unit of measure and a measurement scale, which is not always properly 

recognized. Measurement scales are in principle needed to express the extent of a 

quantity. This holds when no fixed numerical distances are defined, as for example 

in the Richter scale for measuring the intensity of earth quakes. However, whenever 

a fixed, elementary part of the scale is defined as a unit of measure, the scale can be 

completely expressed in terms the distance measured in units. In a way, the scale 

itself becomes redundant. A consequence is however that it should be stated 

explicitly whether an absolute or a relative value is intended. This distinction 

becomes apparent when considering the Celsius scale and its unit, the degree 

Celsius. Saying 3 °C on the Celsius scale is something else than speaking of 3 °C in 

units of measure. The former indicates an absolute temperature equivalent to 276.15 

K, whereas the latter denotes a temperature difference of 3 K. We have dealt with 

this issue by defining both units and measurement scales, which enabled us to 

define the degree Celsius (a unit) and the Celsius scale (a measurement scale). 

Measures (for example 3 °C) can refer to a unit or a measurement scale. This 
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Figure 3.2. UML class diagram of a measurement of the diameter of apple 1 in 

OM. 

problem seems only to occur for temperature scales and units according to our 

practice. 

Requirements from use cases 

To represent observation records (UC1), the unit and numerical value have to be 

recorded. OM groups the numerical value and unit of a quantity in an instance of 

class Measure. Quantity instances are linked to a measure through property om:value 

(see also Figure 3.2). Also, quantities can refer to measures themselves if they are 

used as properties. 

UC1 and UC2 both require a link between quantities and units. However, the 

set of units is different. In UC1 (checking annotations) the set of units is all units 

allowed in principle. The set of allowed units is potentially large: each unit can also 

be expressed as a (sub)multiple unit that combines a binary or SI-specified prefix 

with the unit (e.g. kilometer, millivolt, etc.). Even more possible combinations 

occur for compound units (megameter per minute, centimeter per megasecond, 

etc.). An intensional description of the allowed units for a quantity can be given 

using OWL restrictions. It is relatively easy to specify all allowed (sub)multiple 

units; see the example for electric potential in Figure 3.3. For compound units the 

restriction can get quite large and complicated. Instead of specifying them all by 

hand we investigated a generative approach. The ontology currently contains the 

intensional description of the (sub)multiples for all quantities. 
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om:Electric_potential 

    rdfs:subClassOf om:Quantity ; 

    rdfs:subClassOf [ 

        a owl:Restriction ; 

        owl:onProperty om:value ; 

        owl:allValuesFrom [ 

            a owl:Restriction ; 

            owl:onProperty om:unit_of_measure_or_scale ; 

            owl:allValuesFrom om:Electric_potential_unit ]] . 

 

om:Electric_potential_unit a owl:Class ; 

    rdfs:subClassOf om:Unit_of_measure ; 

    owl:equivalentClass [ 

        rdf:type owl:Class ; 

        owl:unionOf (  

            om:Volt_multiple_or_submultiple ; 

            owl:oneOf( 

                :volt 

                :abvolt 

                :statvolt 

                :watt_per_ampere))] . 

 

om:Volt_multiple_or_submultiple a owl:Class ; 

    rdfs:subClassOf om:Unit_multiple_or_submultiple ; 

    owl:equivalentClass [ 

        a owl:Class ; 

        owl:intersectionOf ( 

            [ a owl:restriction ; 

                owl:onProperty om:prefix ; 

                owl:allValuesFrom om:SI_prefix ] 

            [ a owl:Restriction ; 

                owl:onProperty om:prefix ; 

                owl:cardinality "1"^^xsd:nonNegativeInteger ] 

            [ a owl:Restriction ; 

                owl:onProperty om:singular_unit ; 

                owl:hasValue om:volt ] 

            [ a owl:restriction ; 

                owl:onProperty om:singular_unit ; 

                owl:cardinality "1"^^xsd:nonNegativeInteger ] ) ] . 

 

Figure 3.3. Example definition of quantity kind 

electric potential and units that are allowed to appear 

in any om:Measures of electric potential. (om:Measures 

have units and are connected to quantity kinds 

through property om:value). We list (1) the singular 

unit (e.g. om:volt); and (2) all (sub)multiples of that 

singular unit (om:Volt_multiple_or_submultiple). All 

other allowed units (e.g. om:watt_per_ampere and its 

(sub)multiples) are added in the same way. 
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om:Electric_potential 

  om:commonly_used_unit om:millivolt ; 

  om:commonly_used_unit om:volt ; 

  om:commonly_used_unit om:megavolt . 

 

Figure 3.4. Definition of commonly-

used units for the quantity electric 

potential. Actual definition contains 

more units. 

 

In UC2 (manual annotation support) the user for example first selects a 

quantity and is then given a list of units to select from. This list should be much 

smaller than the set of allowed units, as many of the theoretically possible units are 

irrelevant in most cases (e.g. yoctoliter is not used in practice to measure volumes, 

and people rarely use multiples of time such as megasecond or megaminute). This 

set of “commonly-used units” cannot be specified intentionally, so we list them 

explicitly (see Figure 3.4 for an example). These units are linked directly to the 

class using the property om:unit_of_measure. This information cannot be expressed 

as a restriction on the property om:unit_of_measure_or_measurement_scale (in the 

property om:value), because it is not forbidden to use other units than the commonly-

used ones. Neither should it be modeled as a restriction on the property 

om:unit_of_measure itself for the same reason: it is not forbidden that instances of 

measurements (quantities with values) can specify commonly-used units 

individually. 

The set of commonly-used units is actually the same as the union of all units of 

a quantity specified in all application areas taken together, but this equivalence 

cannot be expressed in OWL. Through specification of the commonly-used units, 

UC2 can be covered in our annotation tool. Our selection of application areas and 

commonly-used units is not yet completed and the choices are preliminary, to be 

considered as input for debate on this matter. 

Although we have specified the allowed units of quantities in OM, this alone 

does not allow for checking of datasets in terms of correct use of units, as OWL DL 

in principle uses the open world assumption. For example, if a value of electric 

potential would be expressed using the unit “inch”, OWL DL would conclude that 

om:inch is a member of the class om:Electric_potential_unit, instead of declaring the 

ontology to be inconsistent. We can solve this by adding disjointness axioms 

between e.g. om:Electric_potential_unit and om:Length_unit. This allows reasoners such 

as Pellet to identify the erroneous specifications. 
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Unit conversion 

UC3 requires that conversion relationships between units are modeled. This 

relationship consists of a source and target unit, and a conversion factor (expressing 

how many of the target unit is the same as one of the source unit). Notice that the 

target unit and the conversion factor actually express an extent of a quantity – a 

“measurement”. For this reason OM reuses the class Measure to express the 

relationship between units. For example, the unit om:foot is linked to an instance of 

om:Measure with unit om:metre and numerical value “3.048e−1” (in the scientific E 

notation), denoting that one foot is equal to 0.3048 meter. When the standards 

define a unit in terms of another unit, the property om:definition is used to link the 

units. For example, om:newton is linked to the compound unit om:metre_kilogram_-

per_second_squared. In cases where the conversion factor is 1, we link directly to a 

unit rather than a measure (i.e. we omit the factor). The link allows conversion of 

newton to base units, after which further conversion is possible to other units. In 

OM, conversion factors are given for all singular derived units. 

In case of conversion between two interval scale types, and between an interval 

and a ratio scale type also an offset is required, as the zero points of the scale types 

differ (this requirement is almost exclusive to temperatures; most scales have 

uniquely-defined zero points).
23

 OM represents this by adding to the link between 

om:Measurement_scales an om:factor and an om:offset value. Note that conversions are 

only possible if a unit or scale is related directly or indirectly to the target unit or 

scale. OM provides definitions of units/scales that allow most conversions to take 

place directly or indirectly. 

Software and linking 

All of the use cases mentioned are implemented as freely-accessible SOAP and 

REST services
24

, an annotation plugin for Excel (see Section 3.9) and an automated 

annotation system (see Chapter 5). As far as we know we are the first to supply 

elementary services based on an ontology for units of measurement, as opposed to 

embedding the functionality in a monolithic software infrastructure intended to 

support a specific program. 

We have written a SILK (Isele et al., 2010) specification that links OM to 

DBpedia.
25

 Using a strict comparison to ensure high precision (but lower recall), we 

generated 88 quantity (skos:exactMatch) links and 130 unit links. Note that recall in 

 
23 Look for example at length scales (such as the meter scale), mass scales (such as the kilogram scale), 

density scales (such as the kilogram per cubic meter scale), etc.: 0 m, 0 kg, 0 kg/m3 are all clear zero 

points of these scales. 
24 http://www.wurvoc.org/services/oum.jsp. 
25 http://www.afsg.nl/InformationManagement/images/escience/om_dbpedia_units.nt and http://www.afsg.nl/-

InformationManagement/images/escience/om_dbpedia_quantities.nt. 
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practice is higher than these figures suggest, because DBpedia does for example not 

include all (sub)multiple units that OM has. 

3.7.3 Functional support provided by ontologies of units 

For an ontology of units to be truly useful it must support the engineer in his or her 

daily work in terms of improving efficiency and avoiding errors and 

misinterpretations. This requirement can be articulated by formulating particular 

questions that a useful ontology of units should be able to answer. An example of 

such a question is “What is the conversion factor between unit X and unit Y?” Such 

questions are more concrete formulations of the functions mentioned in Section 3.2. 

In Table 3.2 we list a number of competency questions and show how well the 

previously mentioned ontologies and OM can answer such questions. For example, 

only some of the ontologies can be used for dimensional consistency checking of 

mathematical formulas. They need to contain both the concept “dimension” and the 

expression of these dimensions in terms of base dimensions or other dimensions. 

The table is not exhaustive, but it gives an indication of the support given by the 

ontologies for a set of elementary quantitative functionalities. 

The fact that OM is able to handle all competency questions is due to the fact 

that it contains many concepts and relations used in practice. It includes quantities, 

measurement scales, dimensions, measures, systems of units, and so on, as already 

mentioned. Furthermore, it covers many different application areas. Measurement 

scales are usually outside the scope of existing ontologies, as a consequence of 

which data conversion, expression of quantities, data integration, and comparison of 

quantity values can only be partially supported. For example the inclusion of scales 

in OM makes it possible to deal with both relative and absolute temperatures, a 

functionality that is hardly found in existing converters and ontologies. Another 

issue is that hierarchical relations between generic and specific quantities (e.g., 

“length of my table” is-a length) are not part of most of the other approaches, as a 

result of which automated comparison of quantities and data integration are 

hampered. 

Another important advantage of OM is that software developers can benefit 

from the web services that we have developed around the ontology. As a result of 

this software they do not have to communicate with the ontology itself – they can 

simply call the web services. They therefore do not need to understand the structure 

of the ontology, nor do they need to change their code when, for example, new units 

are added. The end user will not be bothered in the end by which version of the 

ontology is used, except that he or she will benefit from the wide range of quantities 

and units that we provide in OM. 
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3.8 Comparing OM with QUDT 

In this section we compare OM with QUDT, focusing on main modeling choices 

and their consequences for the use cases. We discuss QUDT separately and in more 

depth (as compared to the analysis of OM and existing ontologies in the previous 

section) because together with OM, QUDT is the most vital ontology to model units 

and related concepts in OWL. 

Quantity kinds, quantities and units 

QUDT does not use the “quantity kinds as classes” approach that OM uses (along 

with the “quantity kinds as properties” approach), but “quantity kinds as instances”. 

Quantity kinds are modeled as instances of qudt:QuantityKind. Instances of 

qudt:QuantityValue group together a numerical value and a unit (similar to 

om:Measure). Instances of qudt:Quantity link to a qudt:QuantityValue and a 

qudt:QuantityKind, but not to a phenomenon to represent a complete data record. The 

hierarchy between quantity kinds such as qudt:velocity and qudt:linearVelocity is 

indicated with a special-purpose property qudt:generalization (see example in Figure 

Table 3.2. Support for basic functionalities in the ontologies. 
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What are alternative units for quantity X/Which quantities can be 

expressed by unit X? 

× × ×  × × × 

Is equation X dimensionally consistent or unit consistent?a × × ×  × × × 

What is the conversion rule (or factor) between unit X and unit Y? × × × × × × × 

Can absolute temperatures and temperature differences be converted?c       × 

How can measure X be scaled (e.g., from 1000 mm to 1 m)?  ×  ×   × 

In terms of which points/categories is interval or ratio scale/nominal or 

ordinal scale X defined? 

      × 

Which quantity defines unit X?       × 

What are the multiples and submultiples of unit X?  ×b  ×   × 

What are commonly used units and quantities in application area X?      × × 

Which units are in system of units X?       × 
a Additional mathematical relations and operations are required for this function, these are implemented 

in the services. 
b Prefix functions are provided, which require a unit as input. The resultant function call, hence, 

represents a combination of a formal prefix and a unit; therefore it represents a multiple or submultiple of 

a unit. 
c Temperature conversion is one of the pitfalls for existing unit converters. For example 10 K is usually 

converted to 283.15 °C (assuming an absolute temperature) whereas a temperature difference of 10 K 

should be converted to 10 °C. 
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Figure 3.5. UML class diagram of a measurement of the diameter of apple 1 in QUDT. (Note 

that “diameter” is not currently defined in QUDT.) 

3.5). QUDT does not provide an intensional description of “allowed” units, neither 

does it specify commonly used units of quantities. 

Units in QUDT are, like in OM, instances of qudt:Unit (although the class is 

called Unit_of_measure in OM). Units are linked to their quantity by the property 

qudt:quantityKind. The units allowed for one quantity are grouped together in classes 

such as qudt:LinearVelocityUnit (similar to OM). The property qudt:exactMatch is used 

to indicate that units are equivalent, e.g. knot and nautical mile per hour. QUDT 

does not contain disjointness axioms between its unit classes, making it impossible 

to check observation records using OWL DL as presented for OM. 

QUDT does not represent (sub)multiple units and compound units in terms of 

their constituents. For example, qudt:femtometer is not explicitly related to the prefix 

“femto” and the unit qudt:meter. It is not clear why some (sub)multiples have been 

included and others not. For example, qudt:millihenry is included but qudt:millimeter is 

not. Labels of units in QUDT are included with rdfs:label, qudt:symbol and 

qudt:abbreviation. The label for e.g. qudt:millisecond is “Millisecond”, symbol “ms” 

and abbreviation “ms” (abbreviations of units appear to be the same as the symbol; 

abbreviations such as “msec” would be more useful). 

QUDT specifies 239 quantity kinds and 801 units at the moment of 

observation; OM specifies 610 quantity kinds (subclasses of om:Quantity) and 1200 

units (215 singular units, 621 (sub)multiples and 364 compounds). In general, OM 

specifies more quantity kinds per application area. QUDT covers additional areas: 

biology, communication and currency; OM covers acoustics and astronomy.
26

 

 
26 Surprisingly, NASA’s QUDT does not contain parsec, light year and other astronomical units. 
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QUDT contains some quantities that are not derived from standards, such as 

qudt:EnergyPerElectricCharge and qudt:ForcePerArea. They might have been added to 

group quantities (e.g. qudt:ForcePerArea groups qudt:Pressure and qudt:Stress) based 

on their dimensions. However, such “organizing quantities” may be more confusing 

than helpful as no one is familiar with them. 

QUDT specifies many physical constants (e.g. the Planck constant or the speed 

of light in vacuum) whereas OM defines only a few. Note that many of the 641 

QUDT constant instances concern the same constant (e.g. Planck) expressed in 

different units. 

Application areas 

Application areas are modeled in QUDT as instances of the class 

qudt:QuantityKindCategory, such as qudt:SpaceAndTimeQuantityKind and qudt:Mechanics-

QuantityKind. These instances are at the same time also classes; they are subclass of 

qudt:QuantityKind. These classes group together all quantities that belong to an area. 

Other classes are used to group the units that belong to a quantity, e.g. 

qudt:SpaceAndTimeUnit (subclass of qudt:Unit). There are two differences with OM’s 

approach. Firstly, in QUDT quantities and units of one area are not grouped 

together. The units that belong to an area are not directly accessible from the 

application area instance, but only through the link they have with their quantities. 

Secondly, OM’s approach allows to make more fine-grained groupings. For 

example, in OM we can express that microbiology typically uses milliliter (rather 

than e.g. megaliter). 

Use cases 

At the moment of writing we were not aware of software written for QUDT that 

enables verifying the use cases mentioned. Unit conversion (UC3) and dimension 

consistency checking (UC4) are supported (Allemang and Hendler, 2008). 

However, the ontological definitions that facilitate unit conversion (UC3) are often 

unclear. The ontological definitions that facilitate unit conversion (UC3) are often 

unclear. For example, for the qudt:abvolt an offset of 0 and a multiplier of 1.0e−8 are 

given, but the target unit (presumably qudt:volt) is not given. A more problematic 

example is the qudt:newton, for which correct offsets and factors are provided 

(namely 0 and 1), but again the target unit is not specified. This case is more 

problematic because the likely target unit, meter kilogram per second squared, is not 

specified in QUDT. 

OWL DL compatibility 

Both OM and QUDT are not valid OWL 1 DL. In OM this is caused by instances of 

om:Application_area that link to the quantity classes, quantity classes that link to 
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instances using om:unit_of_measure, and quantities being defined both as things and 

properties. In QUDT this problem has been avoided since it uses the “quantity kinds 

as instances” approach (i.e. quantities are not classes but instances). However, 

QUDT has chosen to model application areas as a meta-class qudt:Quantity-

KindCategory, the instances of which are classes themselves (e.g. qudt:Mechanics-

QuantityKind. In OWL 1 DL entities are not allowed to have multiple roles (entities 

are either class, instance or property). OWL 2 DL does support multiple roles 

through “punning”, which only disallows any reasoning that involves the entity in 

both its roles (to the reasoner they are simply two different entities). This is fine 

because the application-area part of the model is only needed to lookup which 

quantities and units belong to it (see UC2), i.e. no reasoning over them is needed. 

Moreover, the major use case for an OWL-compatible ontology (UC1) can be 

supported with generally available OWL 2 DL reasoners. In short, it does not 

appear to be necessary to support OWL 1 DL. 

Integration 

An attempt to integrate the two ontologies (i.e. merge them into one new ontology) 

could simply select one of the perspectives and drop the other. Another option is to 

allow both models to coexist but harmonize them such that one is automatically 

translatable into the other. This will allow users to choose based on the use case, 

without sacrificing interoperability. Services written for one could also handle data 

from the other. Difficulties in merging will be in the missing unit information in the 

definitions of derived units in QUDT and deviating names of quantities in QUDT 

and OM. 

A complete ontology of this domain should in any case contain information 

currently exclusive to both ontologies. OM provides additional label types, 

compositional units, clear representation of unit conversion characteristics and 

specification of allowed units which enables automatic consistency checks through 

OWL; QUDT provides physical constants. Perhaps the OASIS QUOMOS working 

group is a useful forum for integration, as it aims to integrate several (OWL and 

non-OWL) standards such as QUDT and UCUM.
27

 This would entail merging and 

selecting among the (partially overlapping) quantities and units defined in the 

separate approaches. 

An open question is whether ontologies such as OM and QUDT, although 

defined for practical purposes, can be aligned with foundational ontologies such as 

DOLCE, the Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering. 

DOLCE aims at capturing ontological categories underlying natural language and 

human common sense (Masolo et al., 2003). The class Quality in DOLCE cannot be 

defined as a superclass of OM class om:Quantity just like that; there are clear 

 
27 http://www.unitsofmeasure.org/. 
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differences between these two classes. Firstly, DOLCE qualities have specific 

properties, such as a temporal index. OM can be used to express dynamic and static 

data; in itself it does not make a choice. Additional concepts are needed to express 

assertions and functions, for expressing for example time dependence. Secondly, 

qualities in DOLCE have scales that represent their possible values (Probst, 2008). 

In OM, most quantities are related to units. In DOLCE, qualities can be grouped 

through spaces, which can be related to units of measure. So, relating quantities in 

OM and qualities in DOLCE is not straightforward and must be investigated. What 

can be related to DOLCE is a phenomenon such as the class ex:Fruit in Figure 3.2 by 

making it a subclass of Endurant or Perduant in this ontology. 

Studying the precise relations between concepts in OM and in DOLCE is 

definitely an interesting option. However, it is beyond the scope of our present 

work, and not needed to achieve our goals in operational support for scientific and 

engineering. 

3.9 Applying OM 

The formalization of the domain of units and quantities has its own value, but its 

impact is only fully appreciated if the ontology can be utilized in practical software 

applications. In the following subsections we present some applications of the 

ontology. First, web services that communicate with OM and a demo web 

application that uses these web services are described. Second, we present the 

Semantic Calculator, an application for converting quantities to different units and 

dimensions. Subsequently the demo web application and the Semantic Calculator 

are evaluated with users. Finally, we present Rosanne, an add-in for Microsoft 

Excel that offers support in units, quantities, systems of units and application areas, 

developed in response to the evaluation with the users. 

3.9.1 Web services and a demo web application 

In Section 3.2 we have sketched a number of functions that are relevant for the 

domain of units of measure, including annotation of data, dimensional analysis, and 

unit conversion. We have decomposed these functions into about forty elementary 

actions which are the necessary building blocks for providing the required 

functionality. These forty basic actions have been implemented as web services. 

They include functions to retrieve possible units of measure for a given quantity, 

retrieve alternative units for a given unit of measure, provide unit conversion 

factors, etc. The services are implemented in Java and made available via a SOAP 

(Simple Object Access Protocol) interface and a REST (REpresentational State 

Transfer) interface, so that they can be used by software developers in any 

application regardless of the programming language or platform. The SOAP and 
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REST interfaces describe the necessary input parameters for the services, and what 

data the services returns. 

To demonstrate the use of the OM services we have built a simple demo web 

application (Figure 3.6). It serves as an exercise in applying the web services and 

shows their basic functionality. End users may consult the application directly for: 

- Finding symbols for a given unit, 

- Finding symbols and units for a given quantity, 

- Finding the conversion factor between two given units, 

- Checking the unit and dimensional consistency of any equation given by the 

user. 

 

After this initial exercise we have developed two more practical applications of OM 

and its associated web services. Without the vocabulary these tools would have 

been difficult to develop. Now the underlying “knowledge base” was already 

available, and the knowledge contained by it can be updated centrally, instantly 

updating all applications using it. Other software developers can also base their 

tools on our services, benefiting from the same functionality. The demo web 

application is evaluated together with the Semantic Calculator in Section 3.9.3. 

3.9.2 The Semantic Calculator 

The second practical application is the Semantic Calculator, an engineering 

application for calculating product respiration. Fresh products are living products; 

they consume oxygen and produce carbon dioxide. These processes, called 

respiration, depend on oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations in the air. 

Respiration is identified as one of the most important processes in the senescence of 

vegetables and fruit
28

. Heat is produced in respiration. For controlling air input and 

heat in, for example, shipping containers it is important to compute temperature and 

gas concentrations. Relevant quantities in this domain are oxygen consumption, 

carbon dioxide production, heat production, and respiratory weight loss due to 

carbon dioxide loss. These quantities are related by formulas and can hence be 

calculated from each other using additional parameter values. Examples of the 

formulas are: 

-                             , 

-                   
   

   

, 

-               
  

 
. 

  

 
28 H.W. Peppelenbos, The Use of Gas Exchange Characteristics to Optimize CA Storage and MA 

packaging of Fruits and Vegetables, Ph.D. Thesis, Agricultural University of Wageningen, The 

Netherlands, 1996. 
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Figure 3.7. Semantic Calculator. 

Where     
 and    

 are specific dimensional variants of carbon dioxide and 

oxygen concentration rates,      is the power (heat) generated per mass,    is the 

density of the product,   is the porosity of the bulk product,    
 is the molar mass 

of oxygen,    
 is the density of oxygen,    is the amount of energy generated by 

respiration,   is volume,   is mass,   is amount of substance, and   is time. The 

first formula represents conversion between density rate and volume fraction rate of 

CO2, based on the density of the product and the porosity of the bulk. The second 

equation converts an amount-of-substance density rate of O2 to a density rate, based 

on the molar mass of O2 and the density of O2. The third formula calculates the heat 

generated per mass product from the O2 density rate and the respirational energy of 

the product. 

The variables in this domain can be expressed in different ways with different 

dimensions. For example, concentration rate can be expressed as amount of 

substance per mass time (N M
−1

 T
−1

), mass per mass time (M M
−1

 T
−1

), volume per 

mass time (V M
−1

 T
−1

), or volume per volume time (V V
−1

 T
−1

). What is more, each 

of the variables and parameters can have different units, for example amount of 

substance per mass time (N M
−1

 T
−1

) can have units mole per kilogram second 

(mol/kg s), micromole per kilogram second (μmol/kg s) or micromole per kilogram 

hour (μmol/kg h). Altogether this leads to a pool of formulas that have to be first 

described, and then searched, combined and, if necessary, rewritten in a different 
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causal form in order to calculate one variable from another. If done manually, this 

provides plenty of scope for errors. In order to prevent this, one will have to work 

very carefully, which takes up valuable time. 

In principle, listing all required formulas explicitly in for example a 

spreadsheet could be a solution. However, a disadvantage of this solution is that 

every possible combination and causal form of the formulas must be implemented 

manually, because it is not possible in a spreadsheet to automatically search, 

combine and rewrite the required set of elementary formulas. Moreover, all required 

units and conversion rules between these units would have to be defined. As far as 

we know, tools that do this and have a rich, open vocabulary do not exist. To solve 

this prob-lem efficiently, we have developed the Semantic Calculator (Figure 3.7 – 

magnifi-cation of the right side in Figure 3.8), which calculates quantities and units 

in a spe-cific domain, based on mathematical models given for that domain and the 

unit con-version rules from OM. On the left hand side in the tool we see the model 

equations for a given domain.  Below we see the nomenclature for all quantities that 

appear in the equations. The right hand side shows the selected source and target 

quantities with the desired value for the source quantity and the units of measure for 

both the source quantity and the target quantity. The computed value of the target 

quantity is shown below. The formulas that are needed to compute the source 

quantity to the target quantity are given in “Used Model Equations”. The tool 

selects the required formulas to convert from one quantity to another. The formulas 

for quantity conver-sion are specified in OQR. In OQR, for example, mathematical 

concepts such as “=”, “+” and “/”, required to express mathematical relations and 

operations, are defined. As to unit conversion of the quantities, the conversion rules 

are described in OM, in that every unit has its definition in terms of another unit 

(except for the base units which are defined in terms of standard experimental 

observations). Since conversion factors are calculated from the unit definitions, a 

newly added unit with its definition can directly be converted into compatible units 

(and vice versa) with-out having to adapt the services or the application. So, if one 

has a service that constructs the definition chain of a unit, all conversions between 

compatible units can be found, without ever having to manually create all 

conversion formulas between a new unit and all other compatible units. The 

Semantic Calculator is generic in the sense that, using OQR (and also OM), 

different or additional sets of quantities, formulas, units, and conversion rules can 

be specified. Only the relevant quantities and the minimum set of formulas by 

which they can be calculated from each other have to be given; the unit conversion 

rules are already available in OM. The end user doesn’t have to specify any unit 

conversion rule. 
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Figure 3.8. Right side of the Semantic Calculator. 
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3.9.3 Evaluation 

We have evaluated the OM demo web application (Figure 3.6) with four experts 

from the agro-technological domain in a structured walkthrough, on the basis of the 

following criteria: 

1. Relevance of the tool, 

2. Does the tool fit within one’s way of working? 

3. Completeness of the tool concerning the required units and quantities. 

 

The researchers confirm the relevance and usefulness of the tool for their work. 

Existing tools with the same functionality are not easy to find. Our tool prevents 

errors and saves time, especially for repetitive calculation. The users also indicate 

that it would even be better if information about units and quantities were shown in 

the tools they commonly use. It is important to know how a unit  exactly is defined 

and how it differs from other, similar units. Also, the users express the desire that 

alternative units are shown and to which systems of units they belong. Moreover 

they indicate that, where possible, it would be good to show both names and 

symbols for optimal recognition of the quantities and units. Finally, they would like 

to be able to convert a complete model or dataset from one system of units to 

another. 

The tool fits in the researchers’ way of working. However, the researchers also 

indicate that the services will provide much more value if they are integrated in the 

tools that they use in their everyday activities. It is important to make the step to 

this kind of functional support because many researchers actually prefer this type of 

free-format data files. Integration of this functionality in for example spreadsheet 

tools offers the user support in processing data. Visualization can be easier, because 

for example legends can be managed in a neat way. Automated data integration 

(integrating datasets from various origins and an important issue in research today) 

can subsequently be supported. 

The demo web application offers a large number of general units and quantities 

already available in OM. For the Semantic Calculator, however, some special units 

and quantities from the agricultural domain had to be added. 

3.9.4 The OM Excel add-in Rosanne 

To grant the researchers’ wish to integrate the services into tools in everyday use, 

we have – given the popularity of Microsoft Excel – constructed a third application, 

Rosanne. This application builds on the above-mentioned ontology-based services, 

offering new functionality in an existing and familiar application. From our 

experiences in supporting researchers (in the food domain) in their work, we have 

learned that spreadsheets, for example Excel, are widely used to store research data. 

This format gives the researchers a great deal of freedom in how they enter and 
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Figure 3.9. Data annotation and unit conversion side panes in Rosanne. 

manipulate their data. However, we have also observed that this free format 

frequently leads to sloppy specification of the semantics of the data. Units of 

measure are often omitted, parameters are given local names and tables are 

organized in an arbitrary fashion. Reuse or even just verification of the data at a 

later stage in slightly different circumstances or by other researchers is often 

impossible. 

It is important for Excel to have incorporated ways of semantically enriching 

data. On the other hand, the user should not be restricted in his freedom provided by 

a spreadsheet. Our add-in offers the opportunity to annotate data with concepts from 

OM and the possibility to convert between units. Annotation is a necessary first step 

to automated tasks such as data conversion, dimensional checking of formulas and 

integration of data. Currently, the add-in appears in Excel as two side panes; a data 

annotation pane and a unit conversion pane. 

With the data annotation pane, the user can define a table with a header (row or 

column), and subsequently specify a quantity and a unit for each header cell. 

Technically, pointers to associated concepts in OM are stored as “Names” (a 

standard feature in Excel) behind the respective cells. This information is thus 

available whenever the file is opened, even if the web services that provide the 

additional information contained (for example, unit conversion rules) in the 

ontology is temporarily unavailable. 
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Using the unit conversion pane, the user first selects a range of data, i.e., a 

number of cells in a table containing numerical data. Based on the annotations made 

via the annotation pane, the current unit and quantity may already be known; 

otherwise it can be specified on the fly using the pane. In the latter case, units that 

are compatible with the given quantities are displayed for the user to choose from. 

On the basis of the given current and desired unit, conversion is performed 

automatically for all selected cells. The annotation is updated automatically after the 

unit conversion has been performed. To do this, Rosanne calls the web services that 

communicate with OM, providing conversion factors, alternative units, symbols, 

IDs and other essential information that is required to perform the intended actions. 

Figure 3.9 shows a screenshot of Rosanne. 

We have evaluated the annotation pane with a number of researchers. The 

discussion focused especially on the question how essential it is to annotate objects 

and phenomena, in addition to annotating quantities and units only. In food research 

for example, the type of product studied needs to be identified in order to integrate 

data from different sources. For example, to compare different datasets on viscosity 

of food products, it is necessary to express that viscosity (a quantity) is measured on 

a specific mayonnaise (an object). However, this requires additional vocabulary on 

objects and phenomena that are outside the scope of OM. The user is already helped 

a great deal with formalizing the quantities and units only, as a first step. 

We also evaluated the unit conversion pane on the basis of our own experience 

with experiments on automated annotation. For developing a tool for automated 

annotation (see Chapter 5) we created a set of annotated data files for reference 

using Rosanne. Because the scope of the physics-oriented data files we collected 

from the internet (mainly from academic institutions and larger companies) was so 

wide, we were confronted with the limits of OM. Although the ontology is large, 

still many multiples and submultiples of units as well as their combinations in 

compound units are missing from OM. It is practically not easy to make a selection, 

i.e., to decide which multiples and submultiples should and which should not be 

included. 

In the field of unit conversion many tools exist, often available on-line. 

However, these tools are not based on a shared semantics – the underlying 

knowledge is not formal and open, available from any location for any user. 

Moreover, current unit converters typically do not include the notion of quantity, as 

a result of which suitable alternative units for a given quantity are not given. At 

most, units are grouped under headers that represent quantities, groups of quantities, 

or application areas in the user interface, which the user can use to search the 

suitable alternative units him/herself. Also, unit consistency checkers do exist but 

they do not distinguish between unit consistency and dimensional consistency. They 

mostly cover only a limited number of units. An adequate vocabulary can solve 

these problems. The Excel add-in we have developed makes it easier and more 
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Figure 3.10. Three Excel tables are shown. At the left two tables to be integrated and at the right the 

result, using the integration tool we develop. The tables are joined on the sample fields of both input 

tables, and columns are selected from both tables. The storage modulus column is aggregated, yielding 

the storage modulus at the temperature (another column in the second table) closest to 4 °C. 

attractive to make data reusable. Integrating services in Excel using an add-in is an 

important step towards data support in popular software, since there are a large 

number of potential users of this kind of functionality. 

Building on the annotated data obtained using the add-in, we construct a 

prototype application that suggests correspondences between different datasets and 

supports their integration. Similar quantities from different spreadsheets are 

recognized, on the basis of which columns and rows can be selected and combined. 

SPARQL operations replace textual search and dedicated join software. These 

commands query the data that is exported to RDF in advance. The result is written 

to an Excel file annotated in the same way as described. When integrating, 

conversion of units if necessary can occur automatically. Figure 3.10 shows at the 

left two Excel tables to be integrated and at the right the result yielded by the 

integration tool. 

3.10 Discussion and conclusion 

In this chapter we have drafted a semi-formal description of units of measure from 

official sources. We have used these sources to analyze existing ontologies of units 

of measure and to build a new ontology, preserving relevant ingredients from the 

existing ontologies. It is surprising how intricate a seemingly simple framework of 

units of measure and related concepts can be. In our analysis of the domain and the 
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selected standards, we encountered several pitfalls and peculiarities in the modeling 

of these concepts. 

Existing ontologies vs. OM 

The terms in the technical standards are used differently in standard works about 

observation and measurement theory (Suppes and Zinnes, 1962; Suppes et al., 

1989). E.g. in measurement theory, scales and units as appearing in the technical 

standards do not seem to be distinguished. However, we concentrate on use in 

operational science and engineering and therefore apply a different reference 

framework, with different terminology (see also Sections 3.3 and 3.4). 

The quality of the analyzed ontologies diverges significantly. The most 

important problem is that each of the ontologies only defines a subset of the main 

concepts and propositions as distinguished in the reference description. As a 

consequence of the shortcomings of the existing ontologies, we propose a new 

ontology, based on the semi-formal description, merging the best features of the 

existing ontologies. Our goal is to remain close to the official sources, and therefore 

remain close to widely adopted vocabulary in science and engineering. Using the 

semi-formal description we can indicate how the ontology is linked to the original 

paper standards. 

So, OM integrates existing approaches and extends them. It contains a 

comprehensive set of concepts in the domain of units and related concepts as 

distinguished in the original sources. As a result, the ontology can answer a wider 

range of competency questions than the existing ontologies can, such as conversion 

of relative as well as absolute temperatures, conversion of measurement scales, and 

grouping of quantities and units for practical use according to application areas. 

We note that the completeness of the ontology is hard to measure. An 

indication of the current extent of the ontology is that the entire SI and several 

physical domains (from thermodynamics to quantum physics) are now covered. The 

ontology also contains a set of length units from the typographical domain, 

illustrating that different units for rather specific domains can be added. We have 

defined some phenomena in the ontology in order to be able to define base units of 

systems of units. For example, the meter is defined explicitly in terms of the length 

of the path (i.e., the phenomenon) traveled by light in vacuum during a time interval 

of 1/299 792 458 of a second in the ontology. The phenomenon here is “light 

travelling in vacuum”. 

We provide a set of associated web services that extract various types of 

information from the ontology and perform a number of functions using this 

information. These web services can be integrated in user applications developed by 

external parties. One of our examples of a simple web application uses the services 

to demonstrate unit conversion. This is a simple task that however in practice 
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eliminates many errors. It also appears that conversion is not always as obvious as it 

seems, as for example in the case of temperature scales. 

We have also applied the ontology to develop an engineering tool in the 

agriculture domain. The tool concerns a respiration calculator. Practical advantages 

of the tool include no longer having to search for and apply the right formulas and 

unit definitions manually. Another application we have developed addresses the 

problem of annotating spreadsheet data. This is an essential step before tasks such 

as unit conversion, dimensional checks and data integration in general can be 

automated. This add-in for Excel makes it easier and more attractive to make data 

reusable by annotation, and also demonstrates how it can simplify unit conversion. 

We have created an extension of the tool which enables integration and automatic 

conversion of enriched data from different Excel files. 

QUDT and OM 

A number of open issues remain. Firstly, a problem for both OM and QUDT is how 

to deal with quantities that are a combination of an existing quantity and a 

mathematical operator such as “total pressure” and “average speed”, other than 

specifying them as atomic quantities. The addition provides information on how the 

value was obtained. Secondly, how to represent measures with just a number rather 

than a number with a unit is an issue. An example is the countable quantity (e.g. 

number of apples). This issue is not straightforward. Thirdly, unresolved 

ambiguities in SI are a source of problems (see Foster, 2010). For example, 

duplicate symbols for units and prefixes (e.g., “d” and “h” for respectively “day” 

and “deci”, and “hour” and “hecto”), which makes compound units such as “hW” 

(hour watt or hectowatt?) ambiguous. A fourth issue is which perspective on 

quantity kinds (“quantity kinds as classes” vs. “quantity kinds as instances” vs. 

“quantity kinds as properties”) is most appropriate (or whether a combination of 

these approaches must be made). The third perspective is fundamentally different 

from the first two, and the potential benefits of this representation still need to be 

explored. Presently in OM, quantity kinds are modeled both as classes and 

properties at the same time. 

When comparing OM and QUDT we found no particular reason to favor one 

over the other. For example, OM provides subclass reasoning between quantity 

kinds and under OWL semantics QUDT’s transitive generalization property provides 

similar functionality. One advantage of “quantity kinds as instances” is that it 

allows an OWL 1 DL compatible ontology (although both QUDT and OM are 

currently not OWL 1 DL), but it is not clear whether this is really needed in 

practice. 

OM’s and QUDT’s unit classes such as om:Electric_potential_unit and 

qudt:EnergyUnit are predictable in structure. Such classes could be generated 
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automatically (from each singular unit, and from each quantity, respectively). The 

labels of units are also highly regular (e.g. a compound unit’s name can be 

constructed from the labels of its constituents; a unit’s plural form is often created 

by suffixing -s). Therefore, instead of tedious and error-prone manual curation, it 

would be beneficial to automatically generate these elements. However, we do not 

know of an OWL-based ontology editor or manager that would allow us to specify 

this type of meta-knowledge and generate the ontology from it. Such issues might 

also play a role in other ontologies, so we suggest that this is a lacking component 

in the ontology management life cycle. 

Modeling domain practice 

Modeling issues do arise when we leave the standardized part of the domain, and 

look at how quantities and units are used in practice. Firstly, which application 

areas to include and which units belong to an area is hard to ascertain, as are the 

commonly-used units belonging to a quantity. Secondly, when modeling allowed 

units we find units that are theoretically possible (e.g., “microstatvolt”, 

“megasecond”, “millifoot”) but that are not used in practice. An empirical study is 

needed to decide on which units are more or less common. In many cases the use of 

these may even not be recommended. A reason to include these as allowed units is 

that when they do appear it is at least possible to interpret them. Thirdly, in 

everyday language and textual notes and tables, people use non-standard terms to 

refer to quantities and units. It is not enough to model the standards in an ontology, 

or even to reduce ambiguity within standards as proposed by Foster (2010). 

Unofficial terms, symbols and abbreviations should be linked to official ones in 

order to enable the use cases. 

Formalization of units of measure and related concepts is a first step towards 

formalization of quantitative information, including data and mathematical models. 

In the next chapter we formalize the structure of models and data as a means to 

represent their inception and transformation, making the underlying scientific 

reasoning process transparent. This is important in integrating, interpreting and 

processing quantitative information automatically in the future from the abundant 

resources becoming available on the web. 
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4 Ontology of computations 

In the previous chapter we have modeled quantities, units, and related concepts  

basic concepts required for formal specification of quantitative knowledge. In this 

chapter we model 1) the origin of data, in particular how the data has been 

computed and 2) a construct for inputs and outputs of these computations that is 

often used, the scientific table. 

In practice, it’s often unclear how the data has been created. For example, data 

may originate from specific statistical analysis methods, but these methods are not 

provided with the data. Computations can be done using various alternative 

software packages, each of them with its own implications. In short, scientific 

annotation of how data is obtained runs short in scientific practice. This in turn 

hampers interpretation, reproduction and reuse of results and thus leads to 

suboptimal science. The same goes for data itself. Often the tabular data are for 

example in spreadsheets. It’s unclear what the numbers mean exactly, which 

measured or observed phenomenon in the real-world they represent. In this chapter 

we focus on modeling of scientific computations and data. For this purpose we 

propose the ontology OQR (the Ontology of Quantitative Research). It includes a 

way to represent generic scientific methods and their implementation in software 

packages, invocation of these methods and handling of tabular datasets. This 

ontology allows scientists to understand the selected settings of computational 

methods and to automatically reproduce data generated by others. A prototype 

application demonstrates this can be done, illustrated by the case in food research 

introduced in Section 1.3. We evaluate this tool with a number of researchers in the 

considered domain. 

The chapter is accepted as a journal paper in the International Journal of 

Semantic Computing titled “Towards Conceptual Representation and Invocation of 

Scientific Computations”, co-authored with Bob Wielinga and Jan Top (Rijgersberg 

et al., Accepted). 

4.1 Introduction 

Computational processing of numerical data plays an important role in science and 

engineering. However, a lot of data can’t be reused or reproduced in practice. This 

chapter studies methods to capture and preserve details and context of computations 

and data in order to mitigate this situation. The question in this chapter is which 
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computer vocabularies are required for representing data and how it was created. 

We show how such a vocabulary can be applied in a computer tool. 

By performing statistical and model-based analysis on datasets – either arising 

from experiments or from other computations – new insight is created in terms of 

new data and models. These calculations range from PC’s running a spreadsheet, to 

supercomputer clusters performing high-performance computing on large, complex 

datasets. However, in spite of the enormous progress made over the years in 

computational power and sophistication, it remains difficult to retrieve and reuse 

information (Cohen et al., 2006), even if (or just because?) it’s digital and 

quantitative. The information resulting from numerical computations, stored in 

academic and industrial repositories, varies in quality and is often hard to interpret. 

Many possible causes can be given for this, such as lack of documentation, 

information being protected (Kleiner, 2011), or authors being unreachable for 

consultation. Another important cause is the lack of contextual information (Keller 

and Dungan, 1999), in other words, explicit semantics are missing. Imprecise 

annotation may run from sloppy descriptions of the units of measure and quantities 

used in datasets (Lawson et al., 2009; van Assem et al., 2010), to missing 

information on the phenomena observed and the provenance (e.g., computation) of 

data (Tan, 2004). This seriously hampers reproduction and reuse of data and models 

(Simmhan et al., 2005; Freire et al., 2008). In short, scientists have extensive means 

for performing computations at their disposal, but after execution their way of 

working is lost. Numerical packages do not yield conceptual results, only numbers. 

The question is how the data can be rendered with its meaning while using standard 

numerical analysis. 

In this chapter we propose to apply ontologies to add explicit semantics to how 

data and models are obtained and the data itself. We develop an ontology for 

representing how exactly data and models have been processed computationally. 

The ontology also contains formats for tabular data. Moreover, we aim at automatic 

invocation of numerical software, given such a formal description of data and 

computation. In this way we support traceability and reproduction of numerical 

data and models, crucial mechanisms in the growth of scientific and engineering 

knowledge. Other issues that need to be addressed in this field are the formal 

representation of scientific experiments as a source of data and scientific 

argumentation (De Waard, 2010). These issues are however outside the scope of 

this thesis. 

In present scientific practice, contextual information is only provided 

informally in textual descriptions of data and models (papers, documentation of 

models and data, lab journals, comments in software and datasets, etc.), if present at 

all. Besides providing imprecise descriptions of the units and quantities used, the 

objects and processes to which these numbers and quantities refer – such as a falling 

apple or a rocket in space – are typically left implicit when presenting the data. 
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Even more often a precise account of how the data was obtained by experiments or 

by computation is lacking. Surprisingly, this is also true for data obtained by 

automatic computations. The results are generally stored separately from the 

method (software code) that was used to produce them. This is a paradoxical 

consequence of the strong emphasis on the numerical side of data analysis, which 

traditionally has received most attention in information processing in science and 

engineering. This bias towards numerical analysis has caused a lack of attention for 

explicit expression of the context and coherence of data and models, let alone 

automatic processing of this type of conceptual information. Providing contextual 

information in a formal, machine-processable and standardized way can salvage this 

situation. It allows new software tools to check, verify and integrate distinct data 

sources, automatically derive meaningful new data and models, perform 

benchmarks on them, etc. 

Software applications in science and engineering increasingly provide solutions 

for the above problems. For example, they keep logs of the actions performed, 

which input was used and which output was generated. However, these solutions 

are sparse and mostly embedded in proprietary solutions. This means that they do 

not contribute to knowledge sharing between disparate and heterogeneous data 

sources. Information is effectively locked in local repositories, specific applications 

and research organizations. Sharing information requires a shared ontology. Recent 

developments within the Semantic Web can help developing a formal and shared 

ontology for representing the semantics of data and models and their provenance. In 

Chapter 3 we have presented OM, the Ontology of units of Measure, to add basic 

context knowledge to numerical data. However, the question how to cover 

aggregated data traditionally contained in (scientific) tables, and its origination 

(computation) was not covered. 

We expect the following effects in scientific practice to arise from a shared 

ontology that not only covers quantities and units, but also tabular data and 

operations on the associated data: 

- Explicit representation in ontologies makes numerical data and models more 

reusable and their derivation more reproducible. Such explicit representations 

can be embedded in publications, such that analyses of data can be traced. 

- The use of an ontology leads to a better understanding of how mathematical 

models and methods are used for data analysis. What is the theoretical 

foundation, which options can be set, which parameters can be selected, etc. 

- Making methods and concepts explicit allows data analysis to be applied more 

rapidly and in a more flexible way. This allows scientists to perform more 

meaningful and alternative numerical experiments. 

 

This chapter is structured as follows. In the following section we illustrate the 

problem in more detail. In Section 4.3 we relate the issues described above to other 
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research in this area. In Section 4.4 we formulate two important requirements on the 

ontology to be developed and its use: 

1. It must be possible to supply semantically enriched data to existing numerical 

software modules. However, the input must be “deconceptualized” because 

these modules typically only handle numerical data (basic datatypes). On the 

other hand, the newly acquired data must be “reconceptualized” after 

processing, following the input format as much as possible. 

2. It should be possible to invoke the computations and execute them directly, 

given the conceptual description of the data and the computational method. 

 

Sections 4.5 and 4.6 are the technical core of this chapter, describing how tabular 

input and output data on the one hand and computations on tabular data on the other 

hand can be modeled. In these sections we apply the proposed ontology in the use 

case in scientific food research (see Chapter 1). This is followed in Section 4.7 by a 

description of the process of de- and reconceptualizing semantically enriched data. 

As mentioned above, this is necessary if we wish to apply existing numerical 

software to data expressed in the ontology. Section 4.8 evaluates the use case, based 

on observations of how researchers perform a specific task with different levels of 

support. For this purpose we have developed a prototype tool that is able to use the 

ontology and can invoke numerical methods from there. Finally we conclude by 

summarizing what has been achieved and by listing remaining issues for future 

research. 

4.2 Illustration of problems 

In this section we illustrate the problems described in the introduction, such as 

reproducing data, in more detail. We show how the example from food science, a 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the sensory data of De Wijk and Prinz (see 

Chapter 1), is reproduced if no additional support is available. 

PCA is a statistical technique used to detect new independent variables in a set 

of existing variables describing a certain phenomenon or process. The essence of 

PCA is to get to a small number of artificial variables from a, usually, larger 

number of observed variables to explain these observations. In our example, we 

want to reduce the number of parameters expressing fat content, so that we 

understand better which parameters influence the perception of creaminess. The 

artificial variables are called the principal components. These new variables account 

for most of the variance in the observed variables. Subsequently, these principal 

components may be used as predictor or criterion variables instead of the original 

variables in subsequent analyses. PCA takes a matrix of data where the x-axis 

corresponds to measured variables and the y-axis to observations, see e.g. Table 4.3 

on page 114. For observations on samples the table gives values for a number of 
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observed variables. The PCA yields loadings (the weight each variable is 

represented in a new variable, or principal component), scores (the values of the 

observations expressed in the new variables), and other values depending on 

specific implementations of the method. For example, one implementation of the 

method gives the latent values as output and another method the cumulative 

explained variance. These variables are however related, they can be calculated 

from each other. Furthermore, important parameters state whether the output must 

be normalized or rotated, and whether the extraction method is on the basis of 

covariance or correlation. 

We have used the data and analysis of De Wijk and Prinz to illustrate problems 

that can be encountered in reproduction of scientific results in present practice. We 

have done this in three software packages: (1) The Unscrambler – the software 

package that De Wijk and Prinz used in their original exercise, (2) Matlab, and (3) 

SPSS. 

When reproducing the data analysis of De Wijk and Prinz, we encountered the 

following issues: 

1. Seven columns of input data appear to be left out of consideration. This is not 

mentioned as such in the paper of De Wijk and Prinz. These columns represent 

data about odor and temperature, which a priori are considered not relevant for 

creaminess. 

2. Matlab gives matrices without explanations. The terminology of the outputs of 

the PCA differs from the standard terminology, for example, Matlab uses the 

term “COEFF” instead of “loadings”. The method file itself is called 

“princomp”, rather than “PCA”. SPSS in contrast uses standard terminology. 

Moreover, that software package offers the possibility to specify alternative 

labels for variables. 

3. The labeling of samples and sensory attributes is unclear. For example, in the 

paper and the original data files (Excel) that we got from the authors, five 

different labels were used for Knorr cream sauce: S3, Sauce4, cS08, Knorr 

cream sauce, and K-ROOMSAUS. Moreover, SPSS labels were abbreviated to 

eight characters (K-ROOMSA). The order of the observation rows in the table 

of samples, the table of measurements, and the original Excel file differ as a 

result of which data can easily be mixed up. 

4. The original paper only discusses two principal components. The other 

components are left out of consideration. The reason for this is presumably that 

The Unscrambler only shows two components, in a graph. The paper of De 

Wijk and Prinz doesn’t mention any other criteria for focusing on two 

components only. They only mention that the first two components described 

80% of the variance. In SPSS, by default the number of principal components 

is determined from the eigenvalues, and in this case this results in four 

components. 
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5. It is difficult to compare the results of the software packages with the results in 

the paper because the mapping between variables from different packages is 

not clear. Moreover, there are differences between the results in Matlab, SPSS, 

and The Unscrambler. The scaling of loadings, scores and explained variances 

could not be reproduced at all. This was done by De Wijk and Prinz in an 

additional calculation, performed after their exercise in The Unscrambler. 

However, this information is not present in the article. In Matlab we needed an 

additional calculation of the explained variances, since these are not included in 

the standard PCA method in this package (“princomp.m”). In SPSS and The 

Unscrambler they are represented as cumulative explained variances. In SPSS 

there are more options than in Matlab and The Unscramber, which, for the 

present exercise, was a problem. The additional modeling choices were not 

explicitly made in the work of De Wijk and Prinz and hence were not described 

in the paper. It is common practice to rotate in SPSS, which was not done in the 

original analysis and is not possible in Matlab and The Unscrambler. The 

results in Matlab and The Unscrambler do correspond, as a consequence of the 

co-incidental same limited options that the PCA methods have in these 

packages. 

6. Some scores appear to be swapped in the paper (table vs. diagram), for example 

C3 and C4, and Sauce3 and S5. 

 

The case study leads us to conclude that if one tries to reproduce the data analysis, 

one encounters all kinds of discrepancies and decisions that cannot or only after a 

great effort be understood and dealt with. One of the causes is that the concerning 

information does not come from the paper but from other sources. This makes the 

problem only bigger. We have ample evidence, for example from student projects, 

that reproduction of analysis is often difficult when the assumptions and analysis 

methods are not made explicit. We assume that above-mentioned difficulties and 

also errors can be avoided by a more explicit representation of the method, data, and 

analysis choices that have been made. As to PCA, we would for example declare 

the different variants that exist in different software packages in OQR, which also 

implies that the user can easier switch between methods. We describe the methods 

independent of their implementations (i.e., in Matlab and SPSS) and connect them 

with these implementations. So, we define the generic methods (e.g., PCA) and 

distinguish them from specific implementations (e.g., princomp.m in Matlab). 

Summarized, the great challenge in this field is how to represent scientific data and 

its origination, in order to be able to trace and reproduce the data. 
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4.3 Related work 

In recent years, attention has been paid to adding annotations to an RDF graph that 

represent the provenance of the nodes in that graph (Groth et al., 2009). PROV-O, 

the Provenance Ontology (W3C, 2012a), defines concepts that can be used to 

express the origin of art works, literature, etc. Using the ontology one can describe 

who created which object, which paintings have influenced each other, etc. PROV-

O does not describe scientific processes, such as performing a measurement or 

computing data. Nevertheless, it is interesting to check which provenance concepts 

of PROV-O are relevant for scientific processes. However, this is beyond the scope 

of our work. In a broad sense, provenance of data on the web is still a major issue. 

The scientific formal description of computations, as discussed in this chapter, can 

be seen as a way to describe provenance. Rather than focusing on the source of 

origin, we express the process of inception. 

In addition to modeling the computational process, in practice there is a need to 

also execute it in order to reproduce the data in reality. This relates to work on 

computational workflows (Deelman et al., 2009), for example implemented in 

Taverna (Hull et al., 2006) and Kepler (Ludäscher et al., 2006). These tools support 

modeling and invoking sequences of computations that are wrapped into web 

services. However, these approaches do not disclose the semantics of the 

computations, and neither do they relate generic mathematical methods to specific 

implementations in popular toolboxes such as Matlab or SPSS. 

As already mentioned, we do not only discuss the annotation of computations, 

but also the grouping of their input and output data in terms of scientific tables. A 

multitude of scientific tables exist in the world. Ways to describe these semantically 

increasingly receives attention. RDF123, for example, is an application and web 

service for converting data in spreadsheets to an RDF graph (Han et al., 2008). 

However, this approach disconnects the rows in the table, as a consequence of 

which the tabular structure is reduced. Secondly they assume that all information 

from one row can be linked to one entity. Thirdly no quantities and units can be 

assigned to headers in this approach. One approach that comes a little closer to the 

classical table format appears for example in JSON (Huyng et al., 2007), where data 

is encoded as an array of objects containing property-value pairs, where values can 

be strings, numbers, or booleans. 

RDB2RDF aims at transforming information from relational databases, for 

example addresses and financial data, into RDF (W3C, 2009). In contrast to that 

approach we focus on a specific type of data, i.e., quantitative research data. We 

discuss how tabular data can be modeled preserving the actual contents, either with 

or without preserving  indices of columns and rows. 

A W3C initiative for publishing tabular data on the web is RDF Data Cube. A 

data cube represents tabular data and is organized according to a set of dimensions, 
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attributes and measures. Measures represent individual observations, such as  

“temperature = 25 °C”. The dimension components describe the conditions under 

which the observations have been made, such as “region = Amsterdam”. A set of 

values for all the dimension components is sufficient to identify a single 

observation. Examples of dimensions include the time that the observation is made, 

or a geographic region that the observations are about. The attribute components 

allow qualifying and interpreting the observed value. They enable specification of 

the units of measures, scaling factors, and metadata such as the status of the 

observation (W3C, 2012b). In RDF Data Cube a variable (or quantity) must be 

defined as either a dimension or a measure. The distinction between measures and 

dimensions reflects a bias across the data, because it presumes a specific role of a 

variable in the table. In RDF Data Cubes, cross-sections of data can only be made 

of measures by choosing specific values for the dimensions. As a consequence of 

the distinction between dimensions and measures, tables can not be reorganized in 

every desired way. To accomplish this, data should in some cases be converted 

(dimensions should be converted to measures and the other way around). This 

causes redundancy of data only because of formatting aspects. It would be better to 

distinguish between the original data and views on it. To address this, a different, 

more general model of tabular data is required. 

In conclusion, an ontology for storing computations is not available. For 

representing tables, we need a format-independent representation. If we do have 

such an ontology, it can be applied on data and in tools as a result of which data can 

be better interpreted and easier used in computational analyses. 

4.4 Requirements 

As already described in the introduction, the aim of this chapter is to support 

sharing of numerical scientific information and of the origination (computation) of 

this information. In this section we identify requirements that a solution to this 

problem should meet. Table 4.1 summarizes these requirements. 

To begin with, we assert that computations have to be represented in terms of a 

shared ontology, so that they can be reproduced by others than their authors. 

Computations are implementations of abstract computational methods, often 

described mathematically. These computational methods should be expressed in the 

ontology as well. For example, the abstract method for computing the average value 

of a series of numbers should be defined in the ontology, together with (references 

to) functions in different toolboxes. Tools that process scientific data have to 

understand the semantic descriptions and must be able to invoke the functions 

referred to. After evaluation of such a function, it should be possible to return the 

numerical values into the formal description. For passing values, variables or 

parameters are needed. 
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Table 4.1. Overview of requirements for representing quantitative scientific knowledge and its 

origination (computation). 

1. Abstract computational methods must be present in the ontology. 

2. Implementations of computations must be represented in the ontology. 

3. Related methods and implementations must refer to each other. 

4. It must be possible to invoke implementations of methods directly using standard toolboxes. 

5. When invoking a computational method, it must be possible to set input variables and read output 

variables to and from the formal description. 

6. It must be possible to relate operations to individual numbers and sets of numbers. 

7. It must be possible to use tables with headers. 

8. Semantically rich information must be stripped before being offered to an (external) computational 

method and the obtained numerical results must accordingly be enriched. 

9. An ontology of quantities is required. 

10. Domain ontologies are required to model objects, events or phenomena in these domains. 

 

An important issue is that conceptually rich quantitative information needs to 

be stripped to numbers for input to existing numerical methods. Next the obtained 

output numbers need to be enriched, on their turn, to semantically rich information. 

Assigning conceptual information occurs according to particular rules on the basis 

of information from the (semantically rich) input and the computation step 

involved. 

Existing computational methods are often black-box models in how they 

appear to users. One relies on software packages and their procedures or functions 

and the underlying assumptions, and uses these. For example, one uses an ANOVA 

algorithm from Matlab without knowing the exact internal implementation. These 

“external” computational methods (external, because the steps that the method 

consists of are not defined in the ontology) have to be declared in the ontology and 

it should be possible to refer to implementations in specific software packages. 

Ideally, similar procedures from different software packages are related to one 

another. For example, the procedure “mean” from Matlab should be related to the 

procedure “average” in another tool. This requires a general “mean” method in the 

ontology to which both procedures refer. In this way one can switch between 

different implementations of computational methods from different software 

packages for the same type of computation. 

Finally, many operations relate to sets of numbers. Preferably this kind of 

information is presented in the form of structured tables. In mathematical packages 

this information is reduced to just a collection of numbers, for example in a matrix. 

A table is however something else than a matrix. Experiments typically collect 

several similar observations to find correlations or even causal effects between 

them. The annotation of these observations is summarized in table headers. These 

headers define qualitative or quantitative variables, or types of objects or events. In 

current computer languages this concept “table” does not appear as such. This is 

due to the fact that computer languages are computation oriented and focus on the 
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Figure 4.1. Diagram of a “mean” computation. The mean computation 1  has raw tabular data as input 2  
and a table containing the mean values of these data 3  as output. Ellipses denote processes; rectangles 

represent input or output data.  

numerical aspects of data and models only. For modeling header information we 

need ontologies that represent quantities and entities in specific domains. 

To demonstrate the effect of meeting such requirements, we provide the 

following example. Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of computing mean values for a set 

of observations 1 . The input is a table of data 2  and the output is a table of mean 

values of the data 3 . 

Figure 4.2 shows the same computation, but split up in steps. First, the input 

data is stripped, that is, its semantic information such as units, quantities, and 

objects, is separated from the numerical data 4 . The numerical data is arranged if 

necessary (e.g., columns and rows switched) such that it can be processed in a 

correct way. Subsequently, the mean computation is delegated to an external 

software application (Matlab in the example) 5 . The parameter “dim”, which is 

used to indicate the index of the dimension over which the mean is taken in case of 

more-dimensional input data, is set to 1
29 6 . Finally, the obtained numerical data is 

enriched (semantics are added) 7 . Ideally, all existing numerical procedures should 

be extended to be able to handle conceptually rich data. In Section 4.7 we discuss 

this issue in more detail. 

4.5 Modeling tabular data in experimental science 

In the previous section we have argued which requirements an ontology of 

quantitative scientific computations should meet. In this section and the next 

sections we create this ontology in two steps. First we model tabular data that is 

input or output for computations. Next, in Section 4.6, we model the numerical 

computations as such. Section 4.7 describes how numerical details are extracted 

from a semantically rich representation and how, vice versa, semantics is added to 

numerical data. 

 
29 We assume that in this example the mean computation takes place along the first dimension of the 

input data. Input data can be multidimensional, in which case the dimension along which the mean is 

taken has to be chosen.  
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A preliminary outline of the ontology, called Ontology of Quantitative 

Research (OQR), is given in Chapter 2. A part of this ontology is the Ontology of 

units of Measure and related concepts (OM; described in Chapter 3). OM contains 

units, classes of quantities (length, mass, time, etc.), dimensions, and so on. In 

addition, OQR contains other concepts, describing reasoning steps and 

mathematical constructs, but we will not discuss them in this chapter. 

4.5.1 Classical table representation 

In science data is often organized in terms of tables. They are not only abundant as 

raw data or intermediate results, but also in final reports and publications. The 

repetitive character of the data is a consequence of the fact that comparison of 

similar observations is an essential element of science to facilitate statistical or 

model-based analysis. One can for example relate similar properties of different 

objects, subsequent values of a single property changing over time, or multiple 
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Figure 4.2. Expanded diagram of a “mean” computation. The input table first has to be stripped and 

arranged if necessary 4 . Subsequently the computation is delegated to Matlab 5 . The obtained results 

are, on their turn, enriched 7 . 
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Table 4.2. Example of a classical 

table with a header row, cells, and a 

global observation. 

product mass (g) temp (°C) 

yoghurt 4.7 4.4 

custard 5.3 5.1 

all at RH = 67% 

 

properties for which a correlation is conjectured. Tables can originate from 

manually generated data, but nowadays more often data is produced by automated 

equipment. 

Computers are typically used for rapid analysis of large amounts of tabular 

data, using tools such as Matlab, SPSS, Excel, etc. For the analysis these tools 

consume the numerical or textual values contained by the tables. The link between 

the data and the computation is optimized for speed, requiring a tight connection 

between data and processing. The semantics of this connection is implicit in the 

structure of the table; the position of a variable (row column number) rather than its 

meaning is used as an identifier. As a consequence, traditionally little attention is 

paid to making the meaning of the data and its role in specific computations 

explicit. This holds for example in classical relational databases, but even more in 

the free-style spreadsheet format. Scientists are fond of the flexibility of tools like 

Matlab and Excel, but this is at the expense of describing the meaning and context 

of the data per se (Asuncion, 2011). These tools leave lots of room for sloppy and 

ambiguous annotation of the data in terms of the quantities measured, the units of 

measurement used, relations between quantities and the objects it refers to, etc. It is 

possible to enforce more rigid, prescribed formats (as in RDMS; Schloen, 2001), 

but this is at the expense of the scientist’s freedom and creativity. The extensive use 

of relational databases and spreadsheets for numerical data has led to neglect of 

descriptive and contextual information. As a consequence, tabular data is often hard 

to interpret due to lack of metadata. Moreover, it is not possible to combine records 

from different sources. Different datasets on the same subject are difficult to 

integrate, because identification and mapping information is missing. 

The structure of a traditional table as used in science and engineering (see for 

example Table 4.2) has implied semantics. Each row represents a “snapshot”, i.e. a 

set of linked measurements and statements. Measurements within such a snapshot 

are related by the fact that they are obtained either at the same moment in time (as 

in a time series), or on the same object, at the same place or by any other common 

aspect. In the example table the mass of a sample of yoghurt has been measured at 

an observed temperature of 4.4 °C. In a scientific table, each column expresses the 

fact that the numbers or strings in that column are values of the same attribute or 

refer to objects or events of a certain kind. For example, an attribute can be 

“temperature” or “frequency” and objects may be of the type “milk product”. In 
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oqr:Spreadsheet_table

oqr:Cell

oqr:row_index: rdf:Integer

oqr:column_index: rdf:Integer

oqr:value: rdf:Float, rdf:String

oqr:Header_cell

oqr:column_index: rdf:Integer

oqr:value: rdf:String

om:Statement

rdf:label: rdf:String

oqr:value: rdf:String
oqr:statement

oqr:header_cell

oqr:cell

 

Figure 4.3. UML class diagram of a spreadsheet table with headers 

and cells. 

such a classical table the individual records do not contain any explanatory 

information. We only know that the table is a collection of records (snapshots) with 

values for a certain set of parameters. The simplest and most common way to 

express some semantics is by adding a table header. The header row of a table (if 

present) is not a record in the above sense, but a set of labels just provided to supply 

a minimum of semantics for consumption by humans. In computer systems, this 

scientific table is typically presented either using (1) the spreadsheet model defining 

rows, columns and cells or (2) the relational database model with records and fields. 

The schemas for these models are presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. In the 

spreadsheet format one can also add additional measurements, such as the fact that 

the relative humidity was at 67% during the entire experiment (RH = 67%). Both 

formats are semantically poor because no formal references are made to predefined 

concepts openly available. It depends very much on the strictness of the individual 

scientist of how accurate and correct they adhere to the official standards. 

Whereas in the previous chapter we described how to formalize individual 

quantities and units, in this section we focus on a semantically rich way to model 

tabular data. Based on a few assumptions on what a dataset typically represents in 

science and engineering, we first construct a model that defines records consisting 

of self-contained objects and measurements. In the ideal form, traditional header 

information is translated into entirely independent object pointers and 

measurements. Secondly, we suggest an extended version of the classical models 

shown above. This form allows addition of some semantics, while retaining record 

IDs or cell coordinates, as in legacy applications these may still be needed. 
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oqr:Relational_table

oqr:Relational_field

oqr:name: rdf:String

oqr:value: rdf:Float, rdf:String

oqr:Relational_record

oqr:id: rdf:String

oqr:Relational_field

oqr:name: rdf:String

oqr:value: rdf:Float, rdf:String
oqr:field

oqr:record oqr:field

 
 

Figure 4.4. UML class diagram of a relational database table with record and fields. 

4.5.2 The semantic table 

If we restrict ourselves to experimental data, some assumptions can be made on the 

semantics of tables. A record (or row) presents a single instance of a coherent set of 

observations and statements. The columns or fields refer to either (1) identifiable 

“things” (real world objects, events or phenomena) or (2) observed or computed 

quantities (such as time, temperature, frequency). A table may contain multiple 

columns with “things” and multiple columns with quantities. The quantities may 

represent attributes of the objects occurring in the same table, for example in a table 

describing several yoghurts and their viscosities. However, they may also be 

connected to some other, hidden object or phenomenon, as in “time of registration” 

or “temperature of the environment”. In such a case, “registration” or  

“environment”  has not been added as an explicit “object”. 

We define the concept oqr:Experimental_dataset to consist of 

oqr:Experimental_records. Each oqr:Experimental_record in turn consists of (1) one or 

more om:Phenomenons, visualized in the table by their labels, and (2) one or more 

om:Quantitys, with their values specified as om:Measures (numbers and units, for 

example “4.4 °C”). In the above table (Table 4.2) the first oqr:Experimental_record 

refers to an instance of an om:Phenomenon of type food:Product with label “yoghurt”, 

an instance of an om:Quantity of type om:Mass with value “4.7 g”, and an om:Quantity 

of type om:Temperature with value “4.4 °C”. If we know that an om:Quantity refers to 

an om:Phenomenon this is represented explicitly through the om:phenomenon 

attribute. 

Figure 4.5 shows the UML view of these concepts and their relations as defined 

in OQR using RDFS/OWL. When we compare this to the traditional spreadsheet 

and relational models (see Figure 4.12) all indices and IDs have effectively been 

replaced by URIs of phenomena and quantities. The oqr:Experimental_records 

(snapshots) are identified by their implied URIs. 
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For the above example table this results in the following triples. First, we 

define the dataset as a whole (Figure 4.6): 

 

 

Then the first record of the table is modeled as follows (Figure 4.7): 

 

 
 

The second record is modeled analogously to the first record. The additional, 

record-independent measurement reads as (Figure 4.8): 

 

(oqr:Experimental_record) ex:r1
(om:Mass) ex:q1

om:phenomenon: ex:y1

(food:Yoghurt) ex:y1

rdf:label: “yoghurt”

(om:Temperature) ex:q2

om:phenomenon: ex:y1om:quantity

om:phenomenon

(om:Measure) ex:m2

om:numerical_value: “4.4”

om:unit: om:degree_Celsius

(om:Measure) ex:m1

om:numerical_value: “4.7”

om:unit: om:gram

om:valueom:quantity

om:value

 
 

Figure 4.7. UML class diagram of the first record of the table shown in Table 4.2. 

(oqr:Experimental_dataset) ex:e1

oqr:record: ex:r1

oqr:record: ex:r2

om:quantity: ex:q3
 

 

Figure 4.6. UML class diagram 

of a dataset as a whole. 

Records are modeled in 

subsequent figures. 

oqr:Experimental_record

om:Phenomenon

rdf:label: rdf:String

om:Quantity

rdf:label: rdf:String

om:phenomenon: om:Phenomenon

oqr:value: om:Measure
om:quantity

om:phenomenon
oqr:Experimental_dataset

oqr:record

 
 

Figure 4.5. UML class diagram of a dataset with records referring to observed 

phenomena and quantities. 
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It is clear that this representation is more flexible than the traditional model. 

For example, we have already included in the above triples the fact that the 

measured mass in the first record is that of the object food:Yoghurt, which is not 

expressed in the original table. We could also have specified that the observed 

temperature is that of the environment rather than that of the yoghurt sample. The 

environment would then be added as an additional object (“phenomenon”). 

Furthermore, phenomena can be instances of different classes, whereas in the 

traditional approach a single header allows only a single “class” description for all 

instances in the column. Another thing is that one can freely switch between units 

of measure for the same quantity. The ontology of units of measure (OM) knows 

how to relate them. 

Also the addition of record-independent statements such as “RH = 67% 

throughout the experiment” is straightforward. We can extend this model to include 

record-independent information by allowing an oqr:Experimental_dataset to refer 

directly to phenomena and quantities. This is shown in Figure 4.9 with the relations 

between oqr:Experimental_dataset and om:Phenomenon, and oqr:Experimental_dataset 

and om:Quantity. 

 

 
 

The most important benefit of this approach is that – in addition to allowing 

additional contextual information to be expressed formally – this model allows us to 

combine arbitrary records from disparate datasets. Assume for example that an 

experiment performed by a different researcher contains a record that states that at 

oqr:Experimental_recordoqr:Experimental_dataset

om:Phenomenon

rdf:label: rdf:String

om:Quantity

rdf:label: rdf:String

om:phenomenon: om:Phenomenon

oqr:value: om:Measure

om:quantity

om:phenomenon

oqr:record

 
 

Figure 4.9. UML class diagram of a dataset with both records and dataset itself referring to phenomena 

and quantities. 

(om:Relative_humidity) ex:q3

(oqr:Experimental_dataset) ex:e1

ex:Air

(om:Measure) ex:m3

om:numerical_value: “67”

om:unit: om:percent

om:phenomenon

om:quantity om:value

 

 

Figure 4.8. UML class diagram of the second record of the table shown in Table 4.2. 
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(oqr:Experimental_record) ex:r3

(om:Temperature) ex:q4

om:phenomenon: ex:y1

(om:Viscosity) ex:q5

om:phenomenon: ex:y1om:quantity

(om:Measure) ex:m5

om:numerical_value: “300”

om:unit: om:micropascal_second-time

(om:Measure) ex:m4

om:numerical_value: “293”

om:unit: om:kelvin

om
:v

al
ue

om:quantity

om
:v

al
ue

 
 

Figure 4.10. UML class diagram stating that phenomenon y1 has viscosity 300 mPa s at T = 293 K. 

temperature 293 K yoghurt has viscosity 300 mPa s, the following triples, shown in 

Figure 4.10, can simply be added to the above dataset. 

The above examples show how quantities and units from OM are used to 

annotate tables. Additional ontologies are needed to model phenomena (objects, 

events). For example, Figure 4.11 shows an ontology of food products representing 

the sample materials to refer to. 

The fact that also the objects under study are defined in an ontology forces the 

user (through the application that generates this data) to explicitly decide what is 

intended by “instance y1 with label yoghurt”. Does it refer to a specific bottle of 

yoghurt in the fridge in her/his lab, or to a specific batch produced on a certain date, 

or to yoghurt in general? This is precisely the kind of information one would like 

researchers to be explicit about. If the additional record about viscosity of yoghurt 

refers to another bottle, this would be another instance (y2) which is (automatically) 

identified as a different sample. However, the statements could still be combined 

adding the assumption that the differences between the samples are irrelevant for 

this study. Analysis software then explicitly registers this assumption by stating the 

assumed equivalence of these instances. In yet another way, the software could have 

suggested similarity between the samples by inferring that they are both instances of 

class food:Yoghurt. The required matching of units (degrees Celsius and kelvins) can 

be done automatically. Additional knowledge can be added at will by extending the 

associated ontologies, thus allowing more inferences to be made. This is the kind of 

reasoning that a semantic approach brings to scientific data processing. 
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food:Product

food:Custard food:Mayonnaise food:White_sauce

preferred_label: “K-ROOMSAUS”

alternative_label: “S3”

ex:Knorr_roomsaus

food:Yoghurt

 

Figure 4.11. UML class diagram of yoghurts, custards, mayonnaises, and 

white sauces. 

4.5.3 Classical table extended 

The above approach to modeling scientific tables is ideal for entirely new data and 

applications that are capable of understanding RDFS/OWL. However, in legacy 

applications it is not always possible and necessary to apply this entirely semantic 

route. Classical computations only consume numerical data, simply using indices of 

rows and columns as identifiers to allow fast processing. They disregard any 

contextual information and assume that the connections between data and 

computations are correct, using the indices or record IDs. These indices can’t be 

chosen randomly because the particular positions can be important for the 

algorithm. In those cases the spreadsheet and relational models as presented before 

in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are applied. The only annotation given is in terms of the 

string labels in the headers of the table or as the names of fields. 

However, it may be useful to extend this classical model of a table with a bit of 

semantic information without having to migrate to the “entirely semantic” 

oqr:Experimental_dataset. This allows some semantics-based reasoning as explained 

in the previous section, while maintaining indices and IDs for direct use by standard 

numerical tools. First, the serialization of standard spreadsheet or relational data can 

be translated (automatically) into RDFS/OWL using the models presented in 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Semantics can then be added by making the header elements of 

an oqr:Spreadsheet_table or the field names of oqr:Relational_table refer to 

Phenomenon classes or Quantity classes with Unit_of_measure instances from an 

ontology such as OM rather than being just strings. The cells or fields that refer to 

phenomena contain labels of instances of the class given in the respective column 

header. Numerical cells contain the numerical value of the implied measure, for 

which the quantity and unit are given in the associated header (or record field 

name). 

In terms of RDF this results in the representation for a table (example Table 

4.2) given in Figure 4.12. This representation is poorer than the full OQR 
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oqr:column_index: 1

oqr:value: food:Product

(oqr:Header_cell) ex:h1

oqr:column_index: 2

oqr:value: om:Mass

(oqr:Header_cell) ex:h2

oqr:column_index: 4

oqr:value: om:Relative_humidity

(oqr:Header_cell) ex:h4

oqr:rowIndex: 1

oqr:column_index: 1

oqr:value: food:Yoghurt

(oqr:Spreadsheet_cell) ex:c1_1

oqr:rowIndex: 1

oqr:column_index: 3

oqr:value: 4.4

(oqr:Spreadsheet_cell) ex:c1_3

(...)

oqr:rowIndex: 1

oqr:column_index: 2

oqr:value: 4.7

(oqr:Spreadsheet_cell) ex:c1_2

oqr:rowIndex: 1

oqr:column_index: 4

oqr:value: 67%

(oqr:Spreadsheet_cell) ex:c1_4

oqr:column_index: 3

oqr:value: om:Temperature

(oqr:Header_cell) ex:h3

(oqr:Spreadsheet_table) ex:e1

oq
r:

ce
ll

oq
r:

ce
ll

oq
r:

he
ad

er
_c

el
l

oq
r:

he
ad

er
_c
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Figure 4.12. UML class diagram of a classical table, Table 4.2. 

representation. However, it allows complete reconstruction of the original table in 

terms of the order of rows and columns. We note that in principle this information 

can also be added to the fully semantic representation given before. It may be 

relevant for the user to keep the original row and column numbers in case the 

ordering information is not explicitly defined (for example, a time order). 

Nevertheless, we assert that this ordering information is in general irrelevant, and if 

not, some hidden relation suggested by it should be made explicit. For example, the 

position of columns in experimental data is often associated with input (preset) and 

output (observed) data, or records are ordered by time of observation. This assumes 

additional information which should be modeled explicitly (e.g. time stamps). For 

some ordering information new ontological concepts may be needed. These 

concepts are considered part of future versions of OQR. 

This “extended” version of the classical table is useful for semi-automated 

annotation of legacy data. Adding semantics in this way requires the supporting 

software to identify classes and instances through their labels. It depends very much 

on the meticulousness of the researcher or the data-generating equipment how 

successful this mapping is. In legacy data found in practice the labels are often 

applied very loosely, which induces ambiguities in the mapping to formal standards 

(see Chapter 5). 
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Finally, besides adding semantics to legacy data to allow reasoning, this kind of 

intermediate representation is also useful for the reverse process, stripping 

semantics for computations (extracting a numerical matrix from OQR-based 

models). Data that is “fully semantic” (i.e. entirely based on RDFS/OWL and URIs) 

must be prepared for numerical processing using traditional mathematical tools. 

This is a matter of “deconceptualizing” semantically rich data to the datatype level; 

the data is stripped from its conceptual context. This process of de- and 

reconceptualizing data (the newly obtained numerical results) is described 

extensively in Section 4.7. 

4.6 Modeling computational methods 

In this section we take a closer look at computations. A computation generates new 

data and models based on existing – or rather: earlier obtained – data and models 

which are given as input. A computation works according to a specific algorithm 

implemented in software. In this context we focus on numerical algorithms based 

on mathematical operations. They process numbers, vectors, matrices, etc. but can’t 

deal with contextual information such as descriptions of objects observed, the 

systems that the objects are part of, the people that performed the measurements or 

computations, the methods used, quantities (such as length and mass), and units of 

measure (such as meter and inch). For the remainder of this section we assume that 

data has been stripped from such contextual information and focus on reproducible 

descriptions of the bare numerical computation. In Section 4.7 we discuss stripping 

and enriching numerical data when delegating the semantically rich data to 

numerical computational software. In the next subsection we set out how 

computations can be represented in the ontology, for example how variables can be 

interfaced to computational methods, how computations can be invoked, and how 

external software packages can be referred to. 

4.6.1 Outline of the approach 

The structure that we offer is the following. OQR defines specific classes to 

represent the abstract computations, such as oqr:Mean_computation. An instance of a 

computation class represents a specific computation, performed on specific data at a 

specific time. For example, an instance of oqr:Mean_computation has input values 2 

and 4 and output value 3. This is the place where the researcher actually registers 

his research formally. The abstract computation classes are connected to instances 

of classes that represent implementations in specific software packages. An 

example of such a class is oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_mean_computation. This connection is 

realized using the property “workflow”, indicating the candidate implementations 

for an abstract computation. E.g., the class oqr:Mean_computation is connected with 

computational methods from Matlab, R, etc. The instance of an implementation 
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class maps variables of abstract computations to variables as defined in software 

packages. 

An essential requirement when invoking a computational method is that it must 

be possible to set the parameters (input variables) of the method. Furthermore it 

should be possible, after evaluation, to read the output variables back into the 

formal description. Values of variables can be numbers, vectors, matrices, etc. Input 

and output variables represent specific roles within a computational method. For 

this reason we propose to model variables as properties apart from as independent 

concepts (see also Chapter 2). In this way, triples in the form of “computational 

method-variable-value” can be formed, a principle that exactly fits to how variables 

are used in computational methods in practice. An example of such a triple is “sum-

argument-[3,7,8]”. This should be read as variable “argument” of operation “sum” 

has value “[3,7,8]”, where “argument” is an input variable and “[3,7,8]” is a 

vector. Actually the concept Property from RDF has the same functionality as the 

concept “variable”. 

The classes that represent abstract computational methods must refer to their 

executable implementations in software. For instance, the generic “mean” method 

must be related to “mean” functions in e.g. Matlab and R. Moreover, the function 

has to be “run” in the end, which is not possible with just an ontology. We model 

the generic method as an OQR class and we also need an OQR class for 

representing an implementation in a software package. The link between the generic 

class and its implementation is also part of OQR. Parameter values will be 

transferred via these links, both input values and the obtained values back to the 

instance of the generic method. We will illustrate this with an example below. 

4.6.2 Illustration of the use of OQR 

We illustrate our modeling approach with the “mean” computation example 

mentioned earlier. Figure 4.13 shows the class oqr:Mean_computation (the generic 

method), with properties oqr:series and oqr:mean. The property oqr:series gets a set of 

numerical values, for which the average value is returned through the property 

oqr:mean. The property oqr:workflow is used to list the appropriate methods 

implemented in software packages such as Matlab. The properties oqr:input and 

oqr:output indicate which properties (oqr:series and oqr:mean are input properties and 

output properties of the computational method. oqr:Mean_computation has possible 

implementations in Matlab, R, and other toolboxes. Figure 4.13 also shows an 

instance of this class, ex:mean_computation_of_my_data, which represents the actual 

invocation of the procedure on our data. This instance has ex:my_data and 

ex:my_mean_data as its values for respectively oqr:series and oqr:mean. Both datasets 

are of type oqr:Matrix, not shown in the figure. 
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The procedure that is needed to execute the abstract method is specified as a 

Matlab “mean” computation, in this case Matlab_7_0_4_mean_computation, which is 

also defined as a class in OQR (right hand side of Figure 4.13). The 

oqr:software_application attribute of this class points to oqr:Matlab_7_0_4, which is also 

a concept in the ontology representing a particular version of Matlab. The procedure 

is further specified as “mean.m”, a reference to a function (file) available in Matlab. 

This function has input variables oqr:X and oqr:dim (an optional parameter), and 

output oqr:Y; X, dim, and Y being names defined by Matlab. We define these as 

properties of the procedure in OQR. Here we see clearly why allowing different 

realizations of a single computational method is not trivial as their interfaces may 

differ. For example, the parameter oqr:dim is not always included in 

implementations of “mean” functions. Finally we define the instance 

ex:Matlab_7_0_4_mean_computation_on_series. This instance is needed to map these 

parameters to the variables of the generic method. The property oqr:workflow of the 

instance ex:mean_computation_of_my_data has this instance as its value. The same 

method oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_mean_computation can also be part of another abstract 

computational workflow, requiring another instance with different variable 

bindings. 

4.6.3 Illustration of the use of OQR in the food science example 

Having introduced tabular data and computations in OQR, we can now illustrate the 

use of the ontology in our food science example (see Chapter 1). We specify the 

case of creaminess in custards, mayonnaises, and white sauces in further detail and 

see how well the case can be expressed using the ontology. Figure 4.14 shows a 

UML class diagram of the PCA analysis method. It also shows the instance 

ex:my_PCA as it is carried out in the food science example. This method can be 

delegated to Matlab, SPSS, or any other mathematical software package. In 

ex:my_PCA we choose for delegating to Matlab through the oqr:workflow property. 

The parameter values are passed to this particular method. We link the input 

variable oqr:observations to our table with sensory measurements. In Matlab the 

other parameters, such as oqr:rotated and oqr:normalized, are not present. We execute 

the computational method and obtain the values for the outputs oqr:loading, oqr:score, 

oqr:latent, and oqr:tsquare. The table ex:sensory_measurement_of_custard_mayonnaise_-

and_white_sauces, a possible input for the PCA, is modeled as described in Section 

4.5.1. 
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Figure 4.15. Diagram of references between an application interface for the user, “my data 

analysis” (the formal description of the performed research), OQR  and computational and 

auxiliary software (e.g., Matlab, SPSS, a stripping and enriching library). 

In summary, OQR specifies computations and tabular data. Figure 4.15 shows 

the larger picture. The user has access to an application interface (bottom right) that 

reads the RDF/OWL specification of the actual computational process, called “my 

data analysis”. This specification uses concepts and relations from OQR (top left). 

Computations in OQR refer to executable routines in software packages, such as 

“princomp.m” in  Matlab. This is shown as a collection of computational and 

auxiliary functions (top right), also covering other toolboxes such as SPSS and R 

and functions needed for stripping and enriching semantic descriptions of 

computations. This latter subject is described in the next section. 
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ex:my_data ex:my_mean

ex:mean_computation_of_my_data

oqr:C_get_table_header
oqr:C_create_-

table_from_numerical_-
matrix_and_header

 

oqr:C_table_to_-
numerical_matrix

oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_-
mean_computation

 
 

Figure 4.16. Activity diagram of ex:mean_computation_of_my_data. 

 

4.7 Automatically calling external computational methods: stripping 

and enriching data 

Standard computational methods can only deal with simple basic data types such as 

floats, integers, strings and booleans. However, our ambition is to offer 

semantically rich (i.e., annotated) data, for example from an open repository of 

scientific data or as part of a journal paper. Using such data in a purely numerical 

procedure requires stripping down semantically rich information to numbers only, 

and after evaluation enriching the newly obtained numerical results. In the previous 

section we have postponed this subject. Stripping individual data (such as 

“m=5kg”) is fairly straightforward. Handling semantically rich tables is more 

complex. Stripping a table to a numerical matrix comes down to removing the 

semantic concepts and constructing a vector or matrix of numbers that fits the 

computation. Enriching a numerical output matrix to a semantically rich table 

implies identifying the quantities and units for the respective columns and creating 

an instance of the class oqr:Experimental_dataset.  In our PCA example case this 

implies binding the original product samples and sensory attributes to sample labels 

(strings) and attribute values (floats)  in the output table. In this section we describe 

functions needed for stripping and enriching. We extend OQR with new concepts 

that model these actions, exactly in the same way that numerical computations are 

modeled. 

4.7.1 Stripping and enriching variables in the “mean” example 

In this section we concentrate on stripping and enriching output matrices of 

computations from and to semantically rich tables. We first illustrate the approach 

with the “mean” computation as presented in Section 4.6. Figure 4.16 shows a 

UML class diagram for the full “mean” computation process, including stripping 

and enriching. The figure extends Figure 4.13 with stripping and enriching 

functions. 
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First the header of the input table, ex:my_data, is extracted in a function called 

oqr:C_get_table_header. The extracted header is later input to oqr:C_create_table_-

from_numerical_matrix_and_header, the function that enriches the obtained result from 

the mean computation. Subsequently, in oqr:C_table_to_numerical_matrix, we convert 

the table oqr:series to a numerical matrix, i.e., all semantic information is removed 

and we only keep a matrix of numbers in the right order for computation. This 

matrix is offered to the Matlab procedure (in oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_mean_computation). 

The output from Matlab, a new matrix, is linked to annotations in the headers, with 

quantities and units. This occurs in oqr:C_create_table_from_numerical_matrix_-

and_header. The end result is a semantic table ex:my_mean. 

Since the semantic representation of the computational workflow also needs to 

describe these auxiliary functions (in addition to the purely numerical operations), 

they are also modeled in OQR. Also the entire workflow is stored in OQR. Figures 

4.18-4.21 show UML diagrams of instances that are used in Figure 4.17. The 

property oqr:workflow may have several alternative values. Every possible workflow 

consists of a list of sequential activities. The researcher selects a specific workflow 

for his case. 

Application software can read the workflow from OQR and have Matlab 

execute the functions from the library in the correct order (see Figure 4.17). Remind 

that it is important to specify this workflow to make a study transparent. Below, we 

will describe this process in a declarative way. 

 

 
 

 

oqr:Mean_computation

oqr:series

oqr:mean

oqr:workflow: (

                           {

                               oqr:C_get_table_header_of_series,

                               oqr:C_series_to_intermediate_matrix,

                               oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_mean_computation_on_intermediate_matrix,

                               oqr:C_intermediate_header_and_intermediate_mean_to_mean

                           },

                           {(...)}

                      )

oqr:input: oqr:series

oqr:output: oqr:mean

ex:mean_computation_of_my_data

oqr:series: ex:my_data

oqr:mean: ex:my_mean

oqr:workflow: {oqr:C_get_table_header_of_series, (...)}

 

Figure 4.17. UML class diagram of ex:mean_computation_of_my_data, a 

concept presented in the activity diagram of Figure 4.16. 
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oqr:table: oqr:series

oqr:matrix: oqr:intermediate_matrix

oqr:C_series_to_intermediate_matrix

oqr:table

oqr:matrix

oqr:implementation: “tableToNumericalMatrix.c”

oqr:software: oqr:C

oqr:input: oqr:table

oqr:output: oqr:matrix

oqr:C_table_to_numerical_matrix

 

Figure 4.19. UML class diagram of 

oqr:C_series_to_intermediate_matrix, a con-

cept referred to in Figure 4.17. 

oqr:table: oqr:series

oqr:header: oqr:intermediate_header

oqr:C_get_table_header_of_series

oqr:table

oqr:header

oqr:implementation: “getTableHeader.c”

oqr:software: oqr:C

oqr:input: oqr:table

oqr:output: oqr:header

oqr:C_get_table_header

 

Figure 4.18. UML class diagram of 

oqr:C_get_table_header_of_series, a concept 

that is referred to in Figure 4.17. 
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oqr:header: oqr:intermediate_header

oqr:matrix: oqr:intermediate_mean

oqr:table: oqr:mean

oqr:C_intermediate_header_and_intermediate_mean_to_mean

oqr:header

oqr:matrix

oqr:table

oqr:implementation: “createTableFromNumericalMatrixAndHeader.c”

oqr:software: oqr:C

oqr:input: {oqr:header, oqr:matrix}

oqr:output: oqr:table

oqr:C_create_table_from_numerical_matrix_and_header

 

Figure 4.21. ML class diagram of 

oqr:C_intermediate_header_and_intermediate_mean_to_mean, a 

concept referred to in Figure 4.17. 

oqr:X: oqr:intermediate_matrix

oqr:Y: oqr:intermediate_mean

oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_mean_computation_on_intermediate_matrix

oqr:X

oqr:Y

oqr:implementation: “mean.m”

oqr:software: oqr:Matlab_7_0_4

oqr:input: oqr:X

oqr:output: oqr:Y

oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_mean_computation

 

Figure 4.20. UML class diagram of 

oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_mean_computation_on_intermediate_matrix, a 

concept used in Figure 4.17. 
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4.7.2 Stripping and enriching variables in the PCA example 

Now we discuss the PCA case from the previous section. An illustrative part of the 

entire process is depicted in Figure 4.22. In this example, again, first the numerical 

part of the input table must be cast into a matrix. Enriching the output is, again, 

more complicated. We’ve stated earlier that the output is enriched in line with the 

input, but if we look at the output oqr:loading, for example, we see that the columns 

(principal components) do not appear as such in the input. These will have to be 

created and added to the output matrix. What is more, the first column of the output 

lists the quantities (columns) from the input. This column, thus, must have a class 

that covers all quantities. Since these quantities only have the root class om:Quantity 

as their common superclass, that becomes their class. Figure 4.23 shows a UML 

diagram of the extended generic PCA. The only difference with Figure 4.14 is in the 

workflow, which is now extended with stripping and enriching mechanisms. 

Figures 4.24-4.28 show UML diagrams of classes and instances of functions used in 

this diagram. 

 

 
  

oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_-
princomp

ex:PCA_of_my_sensory_measurements_of_-

custards_mayonnaises_and_white_sauces

oqr:C_get_header_-
cells_from_numerical_-

columns_only

oqr:C_add_first_-
column_to_table

 

oqr:C_table_to_-
numerical_matrix

oqr:C_matrix_to_table_-
with_autonumbered_principal_-

component_header_cell

ex:sensory_measurements_of_custards_-
mayonnaises_and_white_sauces

(...)

(...)

(...)

(...)
(...)

(...)

ex:my_loading

-

 
 

Figure 4.22. Partial activity diagram of ex:PCA_of_my_sensory_measurements_of_custards_mayonnaises_-

and_white_sauces (only acquiring the loading output is shown in the figure). 
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oqr:observations: ex:sensory_measurements_of_custards_mayonnaises_and_white_sauces

oqr:loading: ex:my_loading

(...)

oqr:workflow: {oqr:C_get_observations_headers_to_intermediate_first_column, (...)}

ex:PCA_of_sensory_measurements_of_custards_mayonnaises_and_white_sauces

oqr:observations

oqr:selected_quantities

oqr:correlation_matrix_or_covariance_matrix

oqr:centered

oqr:normalized

oqr:rotated

oqr:loading

oqr:score

oqr:latent

oqr:tsquare

oqr:workflow: (    

                           {oqr:C_get_observations_headers_to_intermediate_first_column,

                            oqr:C_observations_to_intermediate_matrix,

                            oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_princomp_on_intermediate_matrix_to_intermediate_loading_matrix,

                            (...),

                            oqr:C_intermediate_loading_matrix_to_intermediate_loading_with_autonumbered_-
                                principal_component_header_cell,

                            oqr:C_add_intermediate_first_column_to_intermediate_loading_to_loading

                           },

                           (...)

                      )

oqr:input: oqr:observations

oqr:output: {oqr:loading, oqr:score, oqr:latent, oqr:tsquare}

oqr:PCA

 

Figure 4.23. UML class diagram of oqr:PCA_of_my_sensory_measurements_of_custards_-

mayonnaises_and_white_sauces, presented in the activity diagram of Figure 4.22. 
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oqr:table: oqr:observations

oqr:matrix: oqr:intermediate_matrix

oqr:C_observations_to_intermediate_matrix

oqr:table

oqr:matrix

oqr:implementation: “tableToNumericalMatrix.c”

oqr:software: oqr:C

oqr:input: oqr:table

oqr:output: oqr:matrix

oqr:C_table_to_numerical_matrix

 
 

Figure 4.25. UML class diagram of 

oqr:C_observations_to_intermediate_matrix, referred to in 

Figure 4.23. 

oqr:table: oqr:observations

oqr:column: oqr:intermediate_first_column

oqr:C_observations_headers_to_intermediate_first_column

oqr:table

oqr:column

oqr:implementation: “getHeadersFromNumericalColumnsOnly.c”

oqr:software: oqr:C

oqr:input: oqr:table

oqr:output: oqr:column

oqr:C_get_headers_from_numerical_columns_only

 

Figure 4.24. UML class diagram of oqr:C_get_-

observations_headers_to_intermediate_first_column, a con-

cept referred to in Figure 4.23. 
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oqr:matrix: oqr:intermediate_coeff_matrix

oqr:table: oqr:intermediate_coeff

oqr:C_intermediate_loading_matrix_to_intermediate_loading_with_autonumbered_principal_component_header

oqr:matrix

oqr:table

oqr:implementation: “matrixToTableWithAutonumberedPrincipalComponentHeader.c”

oqr:software: oqr:C

oqr:input: oqr:matrix

oqr:output: oqr:table

oqr:C_matrix_to_table_with_autonumbered_principal_component_header

 
 

Figure 4.27. UML class diagram of oqr:C_intermediate_loading_matrix_to_intermediate_loading_with_-

autonumbered_principal_component_header_cell, referred to in Figure 4.23. 

oqr:X: oqr:intermediate_matrix

oqr:coeff: oqr:intermediate_coeff_matrix

oqr:score: (...)

oqr:latent: (...)

oqr:tsquare: (...)

oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_princomp_on_intermediate_matrix_to_intermediate_coeff_matrix

oqr:X

oqr:coeff

oqr:score

oqr:latent

oqr:tsquare

oqr:implementation: “princomp.m”

oqr:software: oqr:Matlab_7_0_4

oqr:input: oqr:X

oqr:output: {oqr:loading, oqr:score, oqr:latent, oqr:tsquare}

oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_princomp

 
 

Figure 4.26. UML class diagram of oqr:Matlab_7_0_4_princomp_on_intermediate_matrix_to_-

intermediate_coeff_matrix, a concept referred to in Figure 4.23. 
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Now the oqr:loading matrix is enriched. Similar procedures are defined for the 

other outputs. 

4.8 Evaluation 

Having designed OQR and illustrated its use in the previous sections, we can now 

evaluate the ontology with users. We have designed an experiment to measure the 

effect on users using OQR, supported by preliminary test software. The task for the 

user is to reproduce the computed data from the paper of De Wijk and Prinz, 2007, 

as introduced in Chapter 1, with and without using OQR. The experimental subjects 

had to reproduce the PCA results (loadings, scores, and (cumulative) explained 

variance). For a brief introduction to PCA, see Section 4.2. The ontology was 

offered to a number of experimental subjects using a prototype system, Quest. 

Quest plays the role of the application interface shown in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.29 

shows two screens of the system. Quest is a successor of the preliminary tool 

described in Chapter 2. It manages the communication between user, semantic 

description of the computational process and data, and computational software. At 

the left side in the figure we see classes of computational methods. To keep the 

experiment simple, we have only given one class, the required PCA. The second list 

from the left shows all instances of the particular method class. In the middle block, 

properties of the selected instantiated method are shown, such as the name of the 

method, the chosen method from an external tool to delegate the computation to, the 

values for the inputs, the “Evaluate” button, and the values for the obtained outputs 

for this case. 

  

oqr:table: oqr:intermediate_coeff

oqr:column: oqr:intermediate_first_column

oqr:loading: oqr:my_loading

oqr:C_add_intermediate_first_column_to_intermediate_coeff_to_loading

oqr:table

oqr:column

oqr:loading

oqr:implementation: “addFirstColumnToTable.c”

oqr:software: oqr:C

oqr:input: {oqr:table, oqr:column}

oqr:output: oqr:loading

oqr:C_add_first_column_to_table

 
 

Figure 4.28. UML class diagram of oqr:C_add_intermediate_first_-

column_to_intermediate_coeff_to_loading, a concept referred to in 

Figure 4.23. 
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(b) 

 

Figure 4.29. (Continued) 
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Our objective was not to get a quantitative evaluation of the achieved 

performance increase due to the use of OQR, but to get an impression of the e®ects 

of our approach and feedback on the way it was presented to them. Moreover, an 

elaborate statistical analysis requires many more functions to be modeled in OQR, 

which is not feasible in this early stage of development. We performed the 

experiments with three subjects. One had a mathematical background and was used 

to working with software packages such as Matlab, one was an experimental 

researcher with little experience in a simple statistical software package, and one 

had no experience in mathematical software packages. We have chosen for this 

varied group of people to investigate whether the proposed support can be 

understood and used by people with varying background. 

In the experiment we distinguish four levels of support: 

1. The exercise without the ontology and Quest. The experimental subjects had to 

reproduce the output data using Matlab. The input data had to be loaded from 

Excel. 

2. The exercise without the ontology and Quest, but now the data was already 

available in Matlab, so the subjects did not need to load them themselves. 

3. The exercise with the ontology and Quest. The data was present in Matlab, but 

the subjects still had to parameterize the PCA method manually (i.e., setting the 

parameters in Quest). 

4. The complete reproduction in the ontology and Quest, including parameterized 

method call. The subjects only had to push the button “Evaluate”. This level 

seems trivial, but was used as a reference level. 

 

These four levels span the space from current computer support in quantitative 

methods up to the intended advanced support with Quest/OQR. As compared to 

Level 4, the user has to perform important actions manually in the other levels. In 

Level 3 he has to set parameter values by himself, in Level 2 he also has to find his 

way in a mathematical package, and in Level 1 he must even load data from an 

external package (a spreadsheet). We gain insight in each of these activities in this 

experiment. 

We have not executed the experiment in the above order. Had the experimental 

subjects performed the exercise in Matlab first (level 1), they would have known 

exactly what to do in the next levels, as a consequence of which Quest/OQR would 

have been evaluated too positively. For this reason the subjects had to run the levels 

in the opposite order.  First the subject only had to push the button to reproduce the 

PCA results, next only the input data and the PCA method were available in Quest, 

where the subjects had to set the parameters manually. In the experiment we did not 

reveal that this second level would follow after the first, in order to prevent that the 

subjects would (try, intend to or accidentally) remember parameter settings 

specified in OQR. After this phase the Levels 2 and 1 followed (each time by 
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surprise), i.e., reproducing without the help of Quest and OQR (“manually” in 

Matlab). This way we addressed the factor “knowledge obtained in the previous 

level” in favor of the manual approach, contra OQR and Quest, which leads to a 

more skeptical (“honest”) judgment of OQR/Quest. 

In executing PCA methods, the experimental subjects had to consider 

parameters and options, for example to delegate the computation to Matlab or 

another package, such as SPSS or R. In all levels we pointed out to the user which 

methods and data exactly to use. What remained for the subjects was to correctly 

link data to method and parameterizing the method call. 

As a first indication of the effort needed at each level, we measured the time 

that the experimental subjects needed in each of the levels. To keep the experiments 

manageable for the subjects, we sometimes gave hints. We accounted for these 

hints; they should be seen as additional time that the subjects needed for the levels, 

say penalty minutes. At the end of the experiment we asked additional questions 

about their understanding of the results and possible discrepancies, to what extent 

the subjects were able to follow the line of thought of the authors (De Wijk and 

Prinz), which methods they used and whether the subjects would have done it the 

same or in a different way. 

As already mentioned, the experimental subjects had to reproduce the PCA 

results (loadings, scores, and (cumulative) explained variance) from the paper by 

René de Wijk and Jon Prinz (reproduced in Figure 4.30). In Figure 4.30 we see 

loadings (the principal component coefficients for every measured variable), 

indicated with labels such as Salt-fl and Sticky-mo, and scores, indicated with labels 

such as C1 and M5. The graph shows the values for the first two principal 

components for each loading and score. The reproduction of these results had to 

occur on the basis of the measurements which were given in the paper (reproduced 

here in Table 4.3). The table shows all measured values for the variables (such as 

Salt-fl and Sticky-mo) of the products (the custards, mayonnaises, and white 

sauces). Figure 4.29 shows a screenshot of Quest with the results reproduced by 

Matlab. In the experiments, the outputs “Coefficients” and “Scores” are also 

presented as an additional Matlab 2D graph (for the first two principal components 

only), so that the experimental subjects were able to (visually) compare it with 

Figure 4.30. Figure 4.31 shows this graph. The coordinates of the points in the pop-

up graph differ slightly from the seeming coordinates of the points in Figure 4.30. 

This is because in the latter (from the original paper) the dots in the graph are 

missing and should be imagined to the left of each label rather than in the middle 

(as one might expect). Also the codes C1-C5 differ from the original codes, as we 

discovered that the author of the data mixed them up. The field “Explained” isn’t 

part of the standard Matlab PCA function “princomp”. We have extended the 

Matlab procedure for this particular experiment, as it was a result of the exercise of 
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De Wijk and Prinz as well. At the right in Figure 4.29a we see a diagram of the 

computation workflow, with inputs, chosen method, and outputs. 

Quest was briefly introduced (0.5 to 1 minute) to the experimental subjects. 

Two subjects were not familiar with Matlab, which was also briefly introduced then 

(which took a few minutes). We did not take these introduction times into account. 

The results of the experiments were as follows. The subjects needed 2 to 3 

minutes to perform the Level 4 (everything already available in Quest and only 

having to push on “Evaluate”). Included is the time that the experimental subjects 

needed to get acquainted to Quest and the information they were confronted with. 

This took most of the time. Level 3, the level in which the subjects had to 

parameterize manually in Quest, took between 2 and 6 minutes. This includes the 

time that the experimental subjects needed to discover why the parameterization at 

first was not correct, until the experimenter revealed that they had to exclude the 

first seven columns of data, which was not reported in the paper. Level 2, 

parameterizing in Matlab where data and method were already given, took 3 to 18 

minutes. Level 1, in which the subjects had to load the data themselves, took 3 

minutes. 

In Level 4 (full support in Quest), the subjects did not need any hints. In Level 

3 they needed one hint, as already mentioned, on which columns should be left out 

of consideration, and how that could be specified (namely using a dash (“-”), which 

indicates a range in Matlab). In Level 2 the Matlab-skilled experimental subject 

needed one hint, on how ranges should be specified in Matlab (namely with a 

colon). The subjects that are not Matlab skilled needed more, often small hints on 

which commands to use and which precise syntax was required in the command 

line of Matlab. The results of the experiment are summarized in Table 4.4. We can 

conclude that full support in Quest was faster with fewer hints than doing 

everything manually in Matlab, which seems obvious, but was the research goal of 

this experiment. Quest was approximately 1½ to 2 times faster with 1 to many less 

hints than Matlab. 

The experimental subjects considered stripping and enriching information 

exchanged with the computational software (Matlab) of great importance and 

comfort. They indicated this would give strong support; it would improve the 

interpretation of the data and gain time. Showing the variable names and sample 

names in the biplot in Quest is an exponent of this. Without OQR this would have 

to be done manually. The support is, as the Matlab- and mathematically-skilled 

subject indicated, especially important for non-Matlab or spreadsheet-skilled users. 

Also when creating new data one is helped with this approach. It helps for example 

in reporting and publishing the results and it is easier to create graphs. 
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The experimental subjects indicated that after the experiment they could 

imagine themselves better in the position of the authors for the work they had done 

and the choices they had made. Moreover, the mathematically-skilled subject 

became interested in PCA for his own use. Finally, it was indicated that Quest – at 

this moment still a prototype – should give more information, for example about the 

computational methods used. This can be realized by specifying textual comments 

in OQR for the particular concepts. 

The experimental subjects judged the results of the PCA by the eye, looking at 

the graphical representation. They considered the results as correct (they looked the 

same as in the original paper of De Wijk and Prinz). However, had they looked 

closer, as we did in Section 4.2, they would have discovered discrepancies. In the 

paper of De Wijk and Prinz C3 and C4 have been switched in the graphic results. 

The time it would have taken to figure this out would have influenced the 

experimental results. The judgment should not be done by the eye. Quest could be 

equipped to compare the numerical values for the user, offering functionalities to 

compare data from different computations. 

4.9 Discussion and conclusion 

This chapter studies methods to capture and preserve details and context of 

computations and data and its origination. The question in this chapter is what 

 
 

Figure 4.30. Loadings and scores that had to be reproduced by the experimental subjects (reprinted from 

Food Quality and Preference, Vol. 18, R.A. de Wijk and J.F. Prinz, Fatty versus creamy sensations for 

custard desserts, white sauces, and mayonnaises, 641-650, Copyright (2007), with permission from 

Elsevier). 
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computer ontologies are required to do so. We have proposed the ontology OQR 

and shown how it can be applied in computer tools. The general idea of the 

ontology and the tool is to make details of a computation explicit and to support its 

reproduction. 

We have demonstrated the adequacy of the ontology for expressing quantitative 

scientific research in a research case. For our purpose this case represents 

computational research in general sufficiently. As such, the evaluation tells 

something about the usefulness of our approach in generic situations. Moreover, the 

approach does not restrict itself to experimental results computed by Matlab or 

SPSS, as presented in the chapter, but can be used for expressing results obtained 

by computations in general (not limited to certain software packages). 

OQR is published through our vocabulary and ontology portal Wurvoc.
30

 OQR 

can be used freely under the Creative Commons 3.0 Netherlands license. The 

ontology currently contains concepts for tables and the functions mean, PCA – both 

 
30 http://www.wurvoc.org/vocabularies/oqr-1.0. 

 

 

Figure 4.31. Additional Matlab 2D graph showing the outputs “Coefficients” and “Scores” (for the first 

two principal components only). 
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Table 4.4. Summary of the quantitative 

results of the experiment. 

Level Time (min) Number of hints 

4 2-3 0 

3 2-6 1 

2 3-18 1 - >10 

1 3 1 - >10 

 

including the instances as described in this chapter –, standard deviation, ANOVA, 

and least square curve fit, as well as the stripping and enriching mechanisms 

discussed. 

Since tables are frequently used in science we have modeled them in OQR. 

One of the most important benefits of modeling tables in OQR is that concepts 

behind the data are made explicit. This concerns an enrichment as compared to 

Excel sheets that only consist of numbers and strings. The semantic table connects 

quantities and phenomena from the header with values in the cells in a conceptual 

way. In this way preventing important sources of misunderstandings is addressed, 

plus tables can be joined at the conceptual level rather than the “index” level. 

Stripping and enriching quantitative information is required to move between 

the conceptual and the numerical perspective. Our test subjects considered stripping 

and enriching information for use in computational software of great importance 

and comfort. In current computer support, the many manual actions of linking input 

to a computational method, putting it in the right format and after evaluation 

interpreting numerical values (assigning semantics) hamper experimentation with 

computations. If this is done automatically, the researcher is enabled and even 

encouraged to try out experimenting with different methods on the fly. This will 

boost research quality. In this chapter, we have given some examples of stripping 

and enriching input and output for numerical packages. Which mechanisms are used 

in practice for a wide range of numerical functions must be further investigated. A 

number of mechanisms will be generic. For example, assigning quantities and units 

from an input table will occur in other functions than “mean” as well, such as 

calculating the standard deviation. 

We have applied the obtained ontology in a software application and obtained 

feedback from the users. A first objection against our approach may be that it 

increases the workload of the researcher. However, this outweighs the advantages: 

on the one hand it is part of the scientific method to register research and its results 

in an unambiguous way, even if it costs more work; on the other hand future use 

will gain efficiency if the data and its origination are recorded carefully. Using the 

ontology, the user does not have to figure out the data merely from terms mentioned 

in the table. The meaning of the data is immediately understood by the tool. 

Interfacing with numerical methods (and stripping the input data and enriching the 

output data) occurs automatically. The user doesn’t have to perform such actions 
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manually. In spite of the fact that the experimental subjects knew already what to do 

in the non-supported levels (i.e., without OQR/Quest, because these levels followed 

after the OQR/Quest-supported levels), their process was up to two times faster in 

the OQR/Quest-supported levels. Another effect is that a better understanding of the 

method is promoted. 

We have made a number of modeling decisions. One of them is to model the 

generic method as an abstract computation class, in the sense that for its instances 

specific computation routines, such as defined in Matlab, R, etc., must be chosen. 

Another approach to specifying computations would be that the underlying 

computation method is entirely specified using defined mathematical and 

programming constructs in the ontology. 

The ontology is still small at this moment (excluding OM, the ontology of units 

of measure and quantities, which is quite large). The intention was to provide a 

format that “obeys” the philosophy behind the ontology presented in this thesis. The 

two quantitative examples presented in this chapter (a mean computation and a 

PCA) are specified and stored in the ontology. Extending to “all” possible 

procedures in Matlab, SPSS, R, etc. requires an enormous effort. A large amount of 

functions exists in a multitude of packages. An option can be to set up a 

mathematical wiki on the web. Users of mathematical software contribute 

formalizations on the fly, incrementally building a repository of semantically 

annotated mathematical procedures. This would also support a broad discussion 

about differences between implementations and possible effects of these 

differences. We also recommend investigating whether it is possible to develop 

semi-automated tools for defining existing functions in the ontology. An even 

greater amount of data exists in the world. To enrich these, automated tools are 

indispensable (see Chapter 5). Heuristic rules for interpreting quantitative and 

textual (meta) information should be implemented to accomplish this. 

The greater goal of this work is to move from the numerical level of 

quantitative data and analyses, and reach a more meaningful level. We accomplish 

this by proposing the structure and some elements of an ontology with quantitative 

concepts and computational methods. Using this ontology, e-science tools can 

interface between data and mathematical packages, and thus make quantitative data 

and analyses more reusable and better reproducible. 
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5 Annotating quantitative legacy data 

In the previous chapters we have designed a quantitative research vocabulary and 

developed applications that use the vocabulary. This in order to improve computer 

support of quantitative research. Our approach comprises just one step towards 

formalizing new data to be produced in future. However, there is also an enormous, 

if not astronomical, amount of legacy data. Formalizing even a small part of this 

data requires specific computer support. Integrating and reusing existing data will 

benefit from a semantic description of the data. However, the notation used is often 

ambiguous, making automatic interpretation and conversion to RDF or other 

suitable formats difficult. For example, the table header cell “f (Hz)” refers to 

frequency measured in hertz, but the symbol “f” can also refer to the unit farad or 

the quantities force or luminous flux. Current annotation tools for this task either 

work on less ambiguous data or perform a more limited task. In this chapter we 

introduce new disambiguation strategies based on OM proposed in Chapter 3. 

These strategies allow to improve the interpretation of “sloppy” datasets not yet 

targeted by existing systems. Once annotated, the legacy table can be treated as a 

semantic table as discussed in Chapter 4. 

This chapter was published as M.F.J. van Assem, H. Rijgersberg, M.L.I. 

Wigham, J.L. Top, “Converting and annotating quantitative data tables,” 

Proceedings of 9th International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC’10), LNCS, 

Vol. 6496, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2010. pp. 16-31. 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we study how to convert and annotate relatively unstructured, 

unformalized, quantitative data stored in tables into a semantic representation in 

RDF(S). Quantitative data is found in diverse sources, such as scientific papers, 

spreadsheets in company databases and governmental agencies’ reports. The data 

consists of observations such as the heart rate of a patient measured in beats per 

minute, the viscosity of a sample of mayonnaise in pascal second, or the income of 

households in dollars in the US. Usually the tables consist of a header row that 

indicates which quantities and units are being measured and which objects; e.g. 

“Sample Nr. / Fat % / Visc. (Pa∙s)”. Each content row then contains the values of 

one actual measurement. 
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Current reuse and integration of such data is not optimal, because a semantic 

description is not available. Researchers tend to write their data down in a “sloppy” 

way, because it is not anticipated how or even if the data will ever be reused. This 

causes data to be “lost” and experiments to be needlessly repeated. To enable 

traceability, reproduction and integration of data from different tables with each 

other, a complete description of all quantities and units in the table is necessary; 

annotation with a few key concepts does not suffice. There are two main reasons 

why it is difficult to automatically convert the original data to a semantic 

description. Firstly, humans in different settings use different syntax for expressing 

quantities and units (e.g. separating the quantity from the unit with either brackets 

or a space). Secondly, the symbols and abbreviations used are highly ambiguous. 

For example, the symbol “g” can refer to at least ten different quantities and units. 

This problem is not tackled by existing systems for conversion of tabular data 

to RDF, such as XLWrap (Langegger and Woss, 2009). These rely on a mapping 

specification constructed by a human analyst that is specific to the header of one 

table. Creating such a mapping is labor-intensive, especially if there are many 

differently structured tables involved. This is the case in government repositories 

such as Data.gov (Ding et al., 2009), and repositories of research departments of 

companies (from our experience in food industry we know these repositories 

contain thousands of different tables). 

A solution is to include an automated annotation system into the conversion 

tool, as proposed by Lynn and Embley (2008). However, such an annotation system 

needs to tackle the ambiguity problem if it is to be succesfully used in the domain 

of quantities and units. We know of two existing annotation systems that target the 

domain of quantities and units (Hignette et al., 2009; Agatonovic et al., 2008), and 

our research can be seen as a continuation of these efforts. The results of these 

systems are good (over 90% F-measure), but they target “clean” datasets such as 

patent specifications, or focus on part of the total problem, such as detecting units 

only. Here we focus on datasets with a high degree of ambiguity and attempt to 

detect quantities and units (including compound units). 

Our main contribution is to show how ontology-based disambiguation can be 

used successfully in several ways. Firstly, ambiguous quantity and unit symbols can 

be disambiguated by checking which of the candidate units or quantities are 

explicitly related to each other in the ontology. Secondly, ambiguous unit symbols 

may refer to units in specific application areas (e.g., nautical mile in application 

area “sailing”) or generic ones (e.g. meter). Some concepts act as indicators for a 

particular area (e.g. the nautical mile for “sailing”). After the area is identified by 

the presence or absence of indicators, we can disambiguate unit symbols. Thirdly, 

ambiguous compound unit expressions such as “g/l” can refer to gram per liter or 

gauss per liter. Only the former makes sense, as the ontology allows to derive that it 

refers to the quantity density, while the latter matches no known quantity. We show 
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the benefits of ontology-based disambiguation by measuring precision and recall on 

two datasets and comparing with the performance achieved without these 

techniques. The datasets concerned are: (1) tables from the Top Institute Food and 

Nutrition; and (2) diverse scientific/academic tables downloaded from the web. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows. We first present a detailed 

description of the problem, followed by related work (Sections 5.2 and 5.3). In 

Section 5.4 the datasets and ontology used in our experiment are described. Our 

approach is given in Section 5.5, which we evaluate in Section 5.6. We conclude 

with a discussion in Section 5.7. 

5.2 Problem description 

Correct annotation of documents is faced with similar problems across many 

domains, including homonymy (a cause of low precision) and synonymy (a cause of 

low recall if the synonym is not known to the system). Below we discuss in what 

way these problems play a role in this domain. 

Homonymy occurs in several ways. Firstly, it is not known beforehand whether 

cells contain a quantity (e.g. frequency), a unit (e.g. hertz), or both (e.g. “f (Hz)”). 

Secondly, homonymous symbols such as “f” are used, which can refer to quantities 

(frequency, force), units (farad) and prefixes (“femto”). The cell “ms-1” might stand 

for either reciprocal millisecond or meter per second.
31

 This problem is aggravated 

because people often do not use official casing (e.g. “f” for force instead of the 

official “F”). 

There are several types of synonymy involved in this domain, such as partial 

names (“current” for “electric current”), abbreviations (e.g. “freq”, “Deg. C”), 

plural forms (“meters”) and contractions (“ms-1” and “m s-1” for “meter per 

second). Another type of synonym occurs when a quantity is prefixed with a term 

that describes the situation in more detail (“finalDiameter”, “start time”, 

“mouthTemperature”). People also use colloquial names for quantities which 

overlap with other quantity names (i.e. the people confuse them). Two examples are 

“weight (kg)” and “speed (1/s)”. The former should officially be “mass” (weight is 

a force measured in e.g. newton); the latter should be “frequency”. 

A problem that is specific to this domain is the correct detection of compound 

units. The system has to detect the right compound unit instead of returning the 

units of which the unit is composed. For example, it should detect that “km/h” 

means kilometer per hour, instead of returning the units “kilometer” and “hour” 

separately (these should be counted as incorrect results). This problem is aggravated 

by the fact that the number of compound units is virtually unlimited. For example, 

 
31 In the latter case “m” and “s-1” should in fact have been separated by a multiplication sign or space if 

the official standards had been followed. 
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the quantity speed can be expressed in kilometer per hour, millimeter per 

picosecond, mile per year, etc. It is impractical (impossible) to list them explicitly in 

an ontology. The interpretation of compound expressions is also difficult because of 

homonymy: “g/l” might stand for gram per liter or gauss per liter. The annotation 

process must somehow detect that gram per liter is the right compound unit (gauss 

per liter is not used), without “gram per liter” being present in the ontology. 

Returning “gram”, “gauss” and “liter” separately means returning three wrong 

results. 

For correct detection of compound expressions, syntactic variations have to be 

taken into account (multiplication signs, brackets, etc.). Compound expressions are 

also sometimes combined with substances, e.g. “Conc. (g sugar/l water)”. In short 

this means that a flexible matching process is needed instead of a strict grammar 

parser. 

Particular to this domain is also that people tend to write down a quantity that is 

too generic or specific for the situation. For example, “velocity (m/s)” is too 

specific if the table contains scalar values only. Officially the quantity velocity is 

only appropriate when a vector or a direction is indicated (e.g. “180 km/h north”). 

The other way round, the cell “temperature(degree Celsius”) should not be 

annotated with “temperature”. The specific quantity “Celsius temperature” 

(measured in degrees Celsius), is more precise. These “underspecifications” need to 

be corrected before successful automated data integration can take place. 

5.3 Related work 

Annotation systems for quantitative data 

As far as we know there are two existing systems that focus on automated 

annotation of tables with quantities and units. The system of Hignette et al. (2009) 

annotates table headers with both quantities and units, focusing on the biological 

domain (it contains generic physical quantities such as temperature and domain-

specific ones such as colony count). The names and symbols are matched against 

their own ontology of 18 quantities with their associated unit symbols. Table 

headers and labels in the ontology are first lemmatized, turned into a vector space 

model, and compared using cosine similarity. Weights for terms are fixed 

beforehand: tokens that appear in the ontology get a weight of 1, stop words and 

single letter tokens get weight zero. The advantage of this technique is that the order 

of tokens within terms is not important, so that “Celsius temperature” matches 

“temperature Celsius”. This technique does not take abbreviations and spelling 

errors into account (e.g. “temp cels” will not match). 

Agatonovic et al. (2008) present a system based on GATE/ANNIE for 

annotating measurements found in patent specifications (natural language 
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documents). Symbols found in the documents are first tagged as possible unit 

matches using a flat list
32

. Domain-specific pattern matching rules then 

disambiguate the results, using the actual text plus detected types as input. For 

example, if a number is followed by one or more letters that match a unit symbol 

(e.g. “100 g”), then the letter(s) are classified as a unit. It uses a similar rule to 

detect that “40-50mph” refers to a range of numbers. Thirty of such rules were 

defined using the JAPE pattern language, but these cannot be inspected because the 

work is not open source. As far as we can tell no use is made of features of an 

ontology. 

Both systems make simplifications. Agatonovic et al. only aim to identify 

units, not quantities. No techniques are provided to deal with homonymy and 

synonymy of unit symbols. The matching step is based on a list of units that does 

not contain homonymous symbols (e.g. uses “Gs” for gauss instead of the official 

“G”; fahrenheit has symbol “degF”). Matching using this list will miss correct 

matches (e.g. when “g” is used to refer to gauss). 

Simplifications made by Hignette et al. include that they assume that quantities 

are only written with their full name, and units only written with their symbol. Both 

system’s high performance (over 90% F-measure) are not likely to be reached on 

ambiguous data as found in repositories of research results. We conclude that 

existing systems do not sufficiently target the homonymy and synonymy problems. 

In the remainder of this section we discuss techniques used in other domains that 

may help solve these. 

Ontology-based filtering and disambiguation 

A usual technique for filtering out false positives and disambiguating between 

alternative candidates is to provide a scoring function and a threshold. The 

candidate with the highest score is accepted (if it scores above the threshold). We 

give two examples of scoring functions found in literature. 

Firstly, the similarity of the whole document being annotated can be compared 

with already correctly annotated documents. Their vector representations are 

compared using cosine similarity. Hakenberg et al. (2007) use this technique to 

disambiguate matches for the same text fragment, and to find matches missed 

earlier in the process (in the BioCreative effort where genes are detected in medical 

texts; a task similar to ours). Unfortunately, the “documents” in our domain usually 

contain little content (in natural language) to compare. Often there is no more 

information available beyond the text in the header row, which is already 

ambiguous in itself. Secondly, an example of a scoring function specific to our 

domain is proposed by Hignette et al. They observe that sometimes the data cells in 

a column contain units and can be used as evidence to disambiguate the column’s 

 
32 Obtained from http://www.gnu.org/software/units. 
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quantity. Their function is composed of (1) cosine similarity of a quantity to a 

column header; and (2) average cosine similarity of units in that column to the 

quantity’s units. Cosine similarity is computed on a vector representation of the 

terms; terms are first lemmatized. This function only works if the data cells in the 

column contains units, which is relatively rare in our datasets. 

Ontology-based filtering and disambiguation 

A useful ontology-based scoring technique is to use concepts related to the 

candidate concept. If these related concepts are detected in the text near to the 

candidate concept, this increases the likelihood that a candidate is correct. 

Hakenberg et al. (2007) implemented this technique so that the candidate genes for 

string “P54” are disambiguated by comparing the gene’s species, chromosomal 

location and biological process against occurrences of species, location and process 

in the text surrounding “P54”. We implement this technique for our domain through 

the relationship between units and their quantity listed in our ontology. 

Hignette et al. use the value range of units stored in the ontology to filter out 

false positives. They look up the data values (numbers) in the column. If the values 

lie outside the unit’s value range, the candidate is removed. This works on their data 

set and quantities, but this is not likely to work for large quantitative ontologies and 

varied datasets. For example, a temperature value of −20 can only rule out the unit 

kelvin (its scale starts from 0), but leaves degree Celsius and degree Fahrenheit as 

possible interpretations. In case we are dealing with a relative temperature, then 

“−20” can even not strike kelvin from the list of candidates. Degree Celsius and 

degree Fahrenheit can only be disambiguated by values that are presumably 

unlikely to appear in actual measurements. 

None of the techniques mentioned above, addresses the problem of ambiguous 

compound concepts (e.g. “m/s” might refer to meter per second or mile per 

siemens). We developed a solution that uses an ontology to determine whether the 

units together express a quantity that is defined in the ontology. 

5.4 Materials 

5.4.1 Datasets 

We use two datasets to develop and validate our approach. The first set is obtained 

from a data repository of researchers at the Dutch food research organization TI 

Food and Nutrition
33

. 

The second dataset was collected from the web, especially from .edu, and .org 

sites and sites of scientific and academic organizations. The files were found 

 
33 http://www.tifn.nl. 
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through Google by querying for combinations of quantity names and unit symbols 

and filtering on Excel files, such as in “speed (m/s) filetype:xls”. Topics include 

chemical properties of elements, throughput of rivers, break times and energy usage 

of motor cycles, length and weight of test persons. 

Our datasets may be considered a “worst-case scenario”. The dataset of 

Hignette et al. (2009) is simpler in that (1) quantities are always written in their full 

name and units with symbols only; (2) no abbreviations or misspellings occur; (3) 

no compound units appear; and (4) both data and ontology contain no ambiguous 

unit symbols. The dataset used by Agatonovic et al. (2008) may be simpler because 

the documents (patent specifications) are intended to be precise. 

We make the assumption, like Hignette et al. and Agatonovic et al., that the 

header rows have already been identified and separated from the content rows. We 

have effectuated this assumption by deleting cells that do not belong to the table 

header from the Excel files used in our experiment. 

5.4.2 Ontology 

We use OM in the annotation process. A number of characteristics of OM are 

particularly relevant for disambiguation of legacy data. Concepts in OM have 

English and Dutch labels. OM is discussed thoroughly in Chapter 3; below we will 

discuss a number of aspects relevant for the present exercise. 

Because units can be prefixed and composed, the number of possible units is 

almost endless. For example, units for the quantity velocity may be a combination 

of any unit for length (e.g. kilometer, centimeter, nautical mile) and any unit for 

time (hour, picoseconds, sidereal year, etc.). For practical reasons OM only lists the 

more common combinations, but the analysis of what is “common” has not been 

finalized yet. As a consequence, for specific application areas some compound units 

may be missing. Each quantity or unit has one full name and one or more symbols. 

Each full name is unique, but words in the name can overlap (e.g. “magnetic field 

intensity”, “luminous intensity”). 

Humans regularly confuse some quantities (e.g. weight and mass). Our 

ontology records the concepts and their definitions as they are prescribed in 

standards, but for automated annotation it is useful to know which terms people use 

to denote these concepts. This dichotomy is well known in the vocabulary world, 

and reflected in the SKOS standard through the skos:hiddenLabel property
34

. It is 

used to record labels not meant for display but useful in searching. In OM we have 

included properties om:unofficial_label (subproperty of skos:hiddenLabel) and 

om:unofficial_abbreviation for this purpose (see Chapter 3). Less than ten of such 

abbreviations and confusions are currently included. 

 
34 http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/NOTE-skos-primer-20090818/#sechidden. 
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5.5 Approach 

We have divided the annotation process into the following steps: (0) table 

extraction; (1) tokenization; (2) basic matching; (3) matching compounds listed in 

OM; (4) matching unknown compounds using dimensional analysis; (5) 

disambiguation. We do not treat the extraction step here; its output is a list of cells 

and their contents. Our main assumption is that the identification of the header 

row(s) has already been done. 

5.5.1 Tokenization 

The string value of a cell is separated into tokens by first splitting on spaces, 

underscores (“start_time”) and punctuation marks (brackets, dots, stars, etc.). 

Number-letter combinations such as “100g” are separated, as are camel-cased 

tokens (“StartTime”). Basic classification of tokens into numbers, punctuation, and 

words is performed. Punctuation tokens that may represent multiplication (period, 

stars, dots), and division (slash) are also typed. Two other token types are detected: 

stop words and a list of “modifiers” that are particular to this domain (e.g. “mean”, 

“total”, “expected”, “estimated”). 

5.5.2 Basic matching: full names and symbols 

Before matching takes place we generate several alternative labels for terms in the 

ontology, i.e., plural forms of units (e.g. “metres”), contractions of compound unit 

symbols (e.g. “Pas” for pascal second), some alternative symbols or spellings (e.g. 

“C” for °C, “s-1” vs. “s^-1” vs. “1/s” for reciprocal units, “s2” vs. “s^2” for 

exponentiated units). Because these can be generated systematically this is easier 

than adding them statically to the ontology. 

Matching starts by comparing the input to full names of quantities and units, 

including om:unofficial_label and om:unofficial_abbreviation. The match with the highest 

score above a threshold is selected. We have used a string distance metric to 

overcome spelling mistakes, called Jaro-Winkler-TFIDF (Cohen et al., 2003). 

After full name matching is completed, a second matcher finds matches 

between input tokens and quantities/units based on their symbols, e.g. “f”, “km”, 

“s”). This is a simple exact match that ignores case. The outcome of this step will 

contain many ambiguous matches, especially for short unit and quantity symbols. 

5.5.3 Matching: compounds in OM 

The matches obtained in the basic matching in some cases represent compound 

units that are listed in OM. For example, the previous step will return for the cell 

“C.m” the matches om:calorie, om:coulomb, om:metre, om:nautical_mile. We detect that 

this is the compound om:coulomb_metre by detecting that some of the unit matches 
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are constituents of a compound listed in OM. Comparison to a unit multiplication 

uses the properties om:term_1 and om:term_2, for comparing to unit division the 

properties om:numerator and om:denominator. In the latter case the additional 

constraint is that units have to appear in the input in the order prescribed (first 

numerator, then denominator). The punctuation used in the input determines 

whether we are dealing with a multiplication or a division. Notice that this step 

already helps to disambiguate matches; in this case om:calorie and om:nautical_mile 

could be excluded. 

A special case are compounds consisting of (sub)multiple units, e.g. 

micronewton meter (μNm). Because OM at the time of the study only listed 

newton_metre, we had to first detect the prefix (in this case micro; μ), remove it and 

then perform the compound check described above. 

5.5.4 Matching: compounds not in OM 

The previous step will miss compound units not listed in OM. If the unit symbols in 

the compound are not ambiguous, we can assume that the interpretation described 

in the previous section is correct. However, in many cases the symbols are 

ambiguous. For example, “g/l” can either denote gauss per liter or gram per liter. A 

way to disambiguate is to find out if the compound is associated with a quantity 

listed in OM. The quantity implied by the compound can be computed using the 

dimensional properties of the units (also listed in OM). 

The first step is to compute the overall dimension of the compound based on 

the individual units, the second step is to check whether a quantity with that 

dimension exists in OM. Computing composite dimensions is a matter of 

subtracting or adding exponent values of the underlying elementary dimensions. 

Each unit is associated with an instance of om:Dimension, which in turn lists the 

dimension exponents through the properties om:SI_length_exponent, om:SI_time_-

exponent, etc. If, for example, we interpret “g/l” as gram per liter, we retrieve the 

units’ dimensions (om:mass-dimension and om:volume-dimension, respectively). Then 

we divide the dimensional exponents of mass L
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 These dimensional exponents match exactly with the dimensions of the 

quantity om:Density. On the other hand, viewing “g” as om:gauss would yield L
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 for the dimension of the compound unit, which does not correspond 

to the dimension of any quantity in OM. 

This step is implemented by normalizing the input string, constructing a tree 

representation of the compound through a grammar parser, assigning the units to it, 

and sending it to a service that calculates the implied dimension components. 

An interesting option in the future is to automatically enrich OM with new 

compounds that pass the above test, and add them to OM. This would be a valid 
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way to continuously extend the set of compound units in OM, not in an arbitrary 

manner, but learning from actual occurrences in practice. If we combine this with 

monitoring which compound units are never used in practice (but were added for 

theoretical reasons or just arbitrarily), a reliable mechanism for maintaining a 

relevant set of compound units in OM would be created. 

5.5.5 Disambiguation 

The previous step will still contain ambiguous matches, e.g. for the cells “f (Hz)” 

and “wght in g”. We have developed a set of heuristics or “rules” to remove the 

remaining ambiguities. First we list domain-specific pattern matching rules in the 

style of Agatonovic et al. (2008), then three disambiguation rules that make use of 

relations in the ontology (Rules 7, 8 and 9): 

1. Symbols in brackets usually refer to units. For example, “s” in “delay (s)” 

refers to second and not area or entropy. 

2. Prefer singular units over (sub)multiples. Symbols for singular units (e.g. 

pascal (Pa)) overlap with symbols for (sub)multiples (e.g. picoampere (pA)). In 

these cases, select the singular unit because it is more likely. 

3. A symbol that follows a number usually refers to a unit. For example, “100 g” 

refers to gram. This disambiguation deletes six potential quantity matches for 

“g”, and retains units om:gram and om:gauss. (Rule also used by Agatonovic et 

al. (2008).) 

4. Take letter case into account for longer symbols. People are sloppy in the 

correct letter case of symbols. One-letter symbols such as “t” may stand for 

temperature (T) or tonne (t). Two-letter symbols such as “Km” may stand for 

kilometer (km) or maximum spectral luminous efficacy (Km). Casing used in 

the text cannot be trusted to disambiguate; the context usually does make clear 

which is meant. However, casing used in writing down units of three or more 

letters may be more reliable. For example, we assume that the symbols of 

(sub)multiples such as millipascal and megapascal (“mPa” and “MPa”) are 

written correctly. Humans pay more attention to submultiples because errors 

are hard to disambiguate for humans too. We thus perform disambiguation 

based on case if the symbol is three letters or longer. 

5. Modifier words usually appear before quantities, not units. For example, 

“mean t” or “avg t” is an indication that “t” stands for the quantity time instead 

of the unit tonne. The idea of using specific types of tokens to improve correct 

concept detection is due to Hanisch et al. (2005) in the gene annotation domain. 

6. Too many symbol matches implies it is not a quantity or unit. If previous steps 

were not able to disambiguate a symbol that has many candidate matches (e.g. 

“g” can match ten quantities and units), then the symbol probably does not 

refer to a quantity or unit at all (it might be a variable or e.g. part of the code of 
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product). For such ambiguous symbols, humans usually provide 

disambiguating information, such as the quantity. We therefore delete such 

matches. This rule can hurt recall, but has a greater potential to improve 

precision which will pay off in the F-measure. This rule should be executed 

after all other rules. 

7. Symbols that refer to related quantities and units are more likely than 

unrelated quantities and units. For example, “T (C)” is more likely to refer to 

om:Temperature and om:degree_Celsius than to om:time and om:coulomb. The 

former pair is connected in OM through property om:unit_of_measure 

(domain/range om:Quantity/om:Unit), while the latter pair is not. We filter out the 

second pair of matches. We first apply this rule on quantities and units in the 

same cell. This rule also allows to select the quantity om:Mass for cell “weight 

(g)” instead of the erroneous om:Weight. om:Mass was found in basic matching 

through its om:unofficial_label label. We repeat application of the rule on the 

whole table after application on single cells. A quantity mentioned in one cell 

(e.g. “mass”) can thus be used to disambiguate cells where the quantity was 

omitted (e.g. containing only “g”). During application of this rule we prefer 

matches on preferred symbols over matches on non-preferred (“alternative”) 

symbols. For example, cell “Length (m)” matches om:Length/om:metre (om:metre 

has om:symbol “m”) which we prefer over om:Length/om:mile (om:mile has 

om:alternative_symbol “m”). 

8. Choose the most specific quantity that matches the evidence. Generic quantities 

such as om:Temperature have specific subclasses such as om:Celsius_temperature 

and om:Thermodynamic_temperature. The user may have meant the specific 

quantity. If a unit is given, this can be disambiguated. For example, 

temperature expressed in om:degree_Celsius means that om:Celsius_temperature 

was meant. When om:kelvin is used, om:Thermodynamic_temperature was meant. 

In other cases, the units of the specific quantities overlap, so that the proper 

quantity cannot be determined (e.g. om:Diameter and om:Radius are forms of 

om:Length measured in units such as om:metre. 

9. Choose the interpretation based on the most likely application area. Symbols 

such as “m” can refer to units from a generic application area or a specific 

application area (e.g. om:nautical_mile in om:sailing or om:metre in om:space_-

and_time). If there is evidence that the table contains measurements in a specific 

area then all ambiguous units can be interpreted as a unit used in that area, 

instead of those in more generic areas. If there is no such evidence, the unit  

from the generic area is more likely. As evidence that the observations concern 

a specific area we currently accept that the table contains at least one 

unambiguous unit that is particular to that area (i.e. written in its full name). 

Other types of evidence can be taken into account in the future (e.g. column 

labeled “distance to star”). 
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5.5.6 Implementation 

We developed a prototype implementation of our annotation approach in Java. It 

provides a simple framework to implement matchers and disambiguation rules. Our 

matchers and disambiguation rules can probably also be implemented as JAPE rules 

on top of GATE; this is future work. 

The Excel extractor uses the Apache POI library
35

. The prototype can emit the 

parsed and annotated tables as RDF files or as CSV files. For representing and 

manipulating the OM ontology and the output as objects in Java we used the Elmo 

framework
36

 with Sesame as RDF backend. For string metrics we use the 

SecondString
37

 library developed by Cohen et al. The parser for compound units 

was built using YACC. 

5.6 Evaluation and analysis 

5.6.1 Evaluation type and data selection 

We evaluate our approach by measuring recall and precision against a gold standard 

for two datasets. We could not measure the performance of our system on the data 

of Agatonovic et al. (2008) because it is not publicly available. Comparison against 

the data of Hignette et al. (2009) is not useful as they identify only a few 

(unambiguous) quantities and units. 

The tables were selected as follows. We randomly selected files from the food 

dataset and removed those that were unsuitable for our experiment because they 

were (1) written in Dutch, or (2) contained no physical quantities/units, or (3) had 

the same header as an already selected file (this occurs because measuring machines 

are used that produce the same table header each time). We kept selecting until we 

obtained 39 files. Selection of 48 web tables was also random; no tables had to be 

removed. How the selection of web files has taken place is described in detail in 

Section 5.4.1. 

The success of disambiguation is measured by counting (in)correctly assigned 

URIs of OM concepts. They are counted on a per-document basis, by comparing the 

set of URIs returned by the system with the set of URIs of the human, ignoring the 

cell in which they were found. Based on the total number of correct/wrong/retrieved 

URIs, the macro-averaged precision and recall is calculated (each correct/wrong 

URI contributes evenly to the total score)
38

. 

 
35 http://poi.apache.org. 
36 http://www.openrdf.org/doc/elmo/1.5. 
37 http://secondstring.sourceforge.net. 
38 A comparison per cell would introduce a bias towards frequently occurring quantities and units, which 

either rewards or punishes the system for getting those frequent cases right. Micro-averaging calculates 

precision and recall for each document and takes the mean over all documents. The contribution of a 
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5.6.2 Gold standard creation 

The files were divided over three annotators (the authors). They used the Excel add-

in Rosanne (see Chapter 3) which allows selection of concepts from OM. Each cell 

could be annotated with zero or one quantity, and zero or one unit. The annotators 

were encouraged to use all knowledge they could deduce from the table in creating 

annotations. If the exact quantity was not available in OM, a more generic quantity 

was selected. For example, the cell “half-life” (denoting the quantity for substance 

decay) was annotated with om:Time. After that, each file was checked on 

consistency by one of the authors. 

Compound units that do not appear in OM cannot be annotated by assigning a 

URI to them (simply because they have no URI in OM). They were put in a 

separate result file and were compared by hand. 

5.6.3 Results 

We have tested different configurations of the of the analysis software (Table 5.1). 

Firstly, a baseline system that only detects exact matches, including our strategies to 

enhance recall such as contraction of symbols and generation of plural forms 

(comparable to Hignette’s system). Secondly, with flexible string matching turned 

on. Thirdly, with pattern disambiguation rules turned on (Rules 1-6); this may be 

comparable to the GATE-based system (Agatonovic et al., 2008). We cannot be 

certain because their system is not open source. This indicates what can be achieved 

with pattern matching only. Fourthly, with also compound detection and ontology-

based rules turned on (Rules 7-9). 

The following points are of interest. Firstly, the baseline scores show that the 

extent of the ambiguity problem is different for quantities and units. Performance 

for quantities is not high (F-measure ranging from 0.09 to 0.20), while F-measure 

for units is already reasonable (around 0.40). It turns out that the datasets in our 

experiment relatively often use non-ambiguous unit symbols, including “N” for 

newton and “sec” for second. Secondly, flexible string matching does not help to 

                                                                                                                                   
single annotation to the total precision or recall depends on whether it appears in a document with little 

or a lot of annotations. 

Table 5.1. Results of evaluation. Precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F) are given for both datasets, 

based on macro-averaging. Best F-measures are in bold. 

 Food  Web 

 Quantities  Units  Quantities  Units 

 P R F  P R F  P R F  P R F 

baseline 0.11 0.84 0.20  0.30 0.61 0.40  0.05 0.70 0.09  0.29 0.61 0.40 

flex. match 0.11 0.84 0.20  0.29 0.61 0.39  0.05 0.72 0.09  0.28 0.61 0.39 

pat. rules 0.78 0.82 0.80  0.50 0.57 0.53  0.63 0.64 0.63  0.50 0.57 0.53 

full 0.83 0.93 0.87  0.72 0.83 0.78  0.59 0.67 0.63  0.63 0.76 0.69 
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increase recall (threshold 0.90 was used but no clear increase was seen at 0.85 

either). The results of the remaining two configurations are obtained with flexible 

matching turned off. Thirdly, pattern matching rules help considerably, improving 

F-measure with 0.15-0.60. Fourthly, ontology-based disambiguation increases the 

F-measure further for units: 0.16-0.25. The results for quantities are mixed: 0.07 

increase in the Food dataset, no difference in the web dataset. Fifthly, in the web 

dataset unit scores are higher than quantity scores, and the other way around in the 

Food dataset. 

5.6.4 Quantitative analysis 

We analyzed the causes for false positives and false negatives in the results. The 

following should be highlighted. Firstly, in the case of quantities the performance of 

the pattern rules as compared to the “full” set of rules does not increase as much as 

we had expected. One explanation is that many of the symbols in the input did not 

represent a quantity, and the pattern rules successfully filter these false positives out 

through Rule 6. In the future we will try our method on more varied datasets to 

determine if this effect is consistent or not. 

Secondly, some quantities were simply missing in OM, such as half-life and 

resonance energy. The annotators used the more generic quantity (om:time and 

om:molar_energy) to annotate the cells where they appear. The generic quantities are 

not found because there is no lexical overlap. This can be solved by adding them or 

importing them from another ontology. 

Thirdly, a number of quantities is not found because they are not mentioned 

explicitly, but implied. For example, letters X and Y are used to indicate a 

coordinate system, and thus imply length. Failing to detect the quantity also causes 

loss of precision in unit detection: the quantity would help to disambiguate the units 

through Rule 7. This issues points to the importance of a high-coverage ontology. 

Fourthly, another cause for missed quantities is that the object being measured 

is stated, which together with the unit implies the quantity. For example, the cell 

“Stock (g)”, refers to quantity mass as the word “stock” implies a food product 

(stock is a basis for making soup). This can be solved by using more ontologies in 

the matching step, and link concepts from those ontologies to OM. For example, a 

class ex:Food_product could be linked to quantities that are usually measured on food 

products such as mass. Because field strength is not one of those quantities, the 

erroneous match om:gauss could be removed. 

Fifthly, some of the problems are difficult to solve, as very case-specific 

background knowledge would be required. For example, cells “Lung (L)” and 

“Lung (R)” produce false positive matches such as om:röntgen and om:litre. In 

general, it is difficult to determine whether a term refers to a quantity or a unit, or  
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some other object in general. Additional ontologies are required to be accomplish 

this. 

Finally, analysis of the detection of compounds that are not available in OM 

shows that this step performed well at recognizing unit divisions (kilojoule per 

mole, newton per square millimeter). However, its performance is degraded 

considerably by false positives such as “dP” for om:decapoise and “V_c” for 

om:volt_coulomb. 

5.7 Discussion 

In this chapter we have studied annotation of quantitative research data stored in 

tables. This is relevant for today’s world because scientists, companies and 

governments have accumulated large amounts of data, but these datasets are not 

semantically annotated. We presented several ways in which an ontology can help 

solve the ambiguity problems: (1) detection of compound units present in the 

ontology; (2) dimensional analysis to correctly interpret compound units not 

explicitly listed in the ontology; (3) identification of application areas to 

disambiguate units; and (4) identification of quantity-unit pairs to disambiguate 

them both. Especially the performance for unit detection is good. This is positive, as 

correct unit detection is more important than correct quantity detection  the 

quantity can sometimes be derived from the unit using the ontology whereas the 

other way round a unit cannot be derived from a given quantity. For example, time 

can be derived from millisecond. Even when the right specific quantity is not 

known (e.g. half-life), the more generic quantity that could be derived is a suitable 

starting point for data integration. For example, to integrate two datasets about the 

half-life of elements it is probably correct to merge columns that deal with time (if 

the units are not the same they can be automatically converted into each other). 

We note that the retrieval results reported in this chapter have been obtained on 

an older version of OM. We assume that using the latest update yields a better 

performance since many concepts an labels have been added since then. 

However, performance is still far from perfect. We have suggested several 

ways in which performance may be improved, of which linking ontologies about 

the objects being measured is an attractive one. An important step forward would be 

to carefully implement several “application areas”. A question is how generic or 

specific these areas should be and which units and quantities should be part of them. 

Another promising line of future work is the application of machine learning (ML) 

techniques to mitigate the disambiguation problem. However, this is not 

straightforward since our domain lacks the typical features that ML approaches rely 

on, e.g. those based on the surrounding natural language text. We do see 

possibilities to use the properties of the candidate concepts as features and thus 

combine our rule-based approach with a machine learning approach – as e.g. 
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proposed by Medelyan and Witten (2005). This would require a larger annotated 

dataset to serve as training and test set. 

An implication of this work for the web of Data is that conversion tools need to 

be tuned to the domain at hand. Current tools target sources that are already 

structured to a large extent, but if the web of Data is to grow, more unstructured 

sources should be targeted. The work of Lynn and Embley (2008) already suggests 

to include an annotation system into a conversion tool, but the annotation system is 

generic. As shown a generic system will fail to capture the semantics of this 

domain. A system that can be configured for the domain is required. 
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6 Conclusions 

In this thesis we have developed a vocabulary for describing quantitative scientific 

data and its origination from computations. We have applied the vocabulary in tools 

that we developed subsequently. Using these tools we have evaluated the 

vocabulary with researchers, sometimes in an iterative process of development and 

evaluation. The feedback indicates that the chosen way is promising. The power of 

the approach is that it combines existing standards on one hand and scientific and 

engineering practice on the other. With the vocabulary and associated web services 

tool developers can create new applications. In this section we summarize our 

achievements and return to the original research questions. Finally we provide a 

future outlook. 

6.1 What have we achieved? 

The goal of this thesis is how to improve computer support of scientific research. 

We focus on supporting (re)production and (re)use of quantitative data and models. 

It appears to be feasible to build an ontology for this purpose and to apply it in 

tools. We also demonstrate that it is possible to annotate quantitative data semi-

automatically using heuristic rules. 

As a first result we have drafted an informal workflow model of quantitative 

research based on philosophical accounts. It contains steps like “design 

experiment”, “perform measurement”, and “analyze data”. Using this model we 

have constructed an initial epistemological ontology. This ontology can be used to 

express actions on basis of which scientific knowledge is acquired (such as 

performing a measurement or stating a new hypothesis) and relate it to 

accompanying data. This allows researchers to record the provenance of their data 

and others to trace and reproduce their work. This ontology needs further 

refinement at the level of describing details of lab experiments, scientific 

argumentation, etc. In modeling epistemology, we have learned that roles of 

statements (hypothesis, theory, etc.) can be regarded as properties of reasoning 

steps. 

Secondly, we have analyzed existing ontologies of units of measure and related 

concepts (such as quantities and dimensions) and evaluated these using a semi-

formal description of the domain of units. This semi-formal description is based on 

the existing informal paper standards, drafted by authorities such as ISO. The most 
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important weakness of the existing ontologies is that they only define a subset of 

the required concepts and relations as distinguished in the semi-formal description. 

Building on the semi-formal description and the corresponding parts of the analyzed 

ontologies, we have created a new ontology, called OM. The ontology contains a 

large range of quantities and units, as well as other concepts such as systems of 

units and measurement scales. The ontology can be considered as quite complete 

with regard to modern science and engineering purposes. We have constructed web 

services that can be used to programmatically access OM and to perform a number 

of tasks, for example unit conversion or checking the consistency of the units and 

dimensions of an equation. We have applied the vocabulary in a Microsoft Excel 

add-in and an infrastructure for computations by mathematical software. The 

developed tools demonstrate the usefulness of the vocabulary. The tools appear to 

be clear for the users and give them support in their work. Building on the annotated 

data obtained in that way, we construct a prototype application that suggests 

correspondences between different datasets and supports their integration. Similar 

quantities from different spreadsheets are recognized, on the basis of which 

columns and rows can be selected and combined using SPARQL. 

As a third result, we have demonstrated the feasibility of creating an ontology 

for expressing quantitative scientific computations, called OQR. In terms of the 

above epistemological vocabulary, OQR focusses on representing how numerical 

computations have created new knowledge, i.e., new data and models. The idea is to 

make details of a specific computation explicit and to support the reproduction of it. 

For communication with existing numerical software it is necessary to strip 

semantically rich information and enrich the newly obtained information (moving 

between the conceptual and the numerical perspective). We support this with 

reusable “bookkeeping” and manipulating functions, which are also represented in 

the ontology. 

Fourthly we have created a generic representation of tabular data, such that 

semantics is either integrated in a formal table or in a way that more semantics can 

be added to traditional tables in spreadsheets or relational databases. 

Finally, we have drafted a number of heuristics that enable semi-automated 

annotation of legacy data, based on knowledge presented in OM. This results in fair 

levels of recall and precision, but further improvement can probably be reached by 

introducing additional domain-specific knowledge. 

In this thesis, there are a number of things that we have learned on the process 

side of developing ontologies. One important lesson that we learnt from 

constructing OM is to develop an ontology in two steps. We recommend to work 

first on a shared, semi-formal description and afterwards on the formalization of it. 

So, we conclude that more focus, in first instance, should be put on the aspect of 

“sharedness” of a conceptual model. One important accompanying aspect is that 

this way we have been able to judge other ontologies on correspondence with this 
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shared view and even as a result integrate the corresponding parts in our design. 

This is a lesson that can be important in the general practice of the Semantic Web. 

As to the practical design and application of the ontology we have learned a 

number of things. One of the things is that the user interface of a “semantic 

application” has to remain close to what the user is familiar with. Use existing 

packages, such as Excel, and extend them with plug-ins that offer the advanced 

functionality. Use a popular data format (for example an Excel file) to store 

annotations in, so that everywhere and always the annotations are available, even if 

the additional semantic software is not present. 

It is important that the computer supports the user in actions that appear 

frequently, even if these actions may seem small or insignificant. Automated unit 

conversion for example, in case of data integration, is such an action. This offers a 

degree of reliability and releases the user from laborious and error-prone work. 

In storing research data and supporting performing computations it is important 

to offer clear overview maps, to show where one exactly is in the workflow. A large 

graph of concepts related to one’s research is quickly overwhelming. On the other 

hand only a view on local concepts leads to the user getting lost. 

6.2 The research questions revisited 

The main research question in this thesis is: 

 

“How can we support quantitative research processes using formal vocabularies?” 

 

Assuming that a formal quantitative vocabulary is required to answer this question, 

we can subsequently ask the following subquestions: 

1. What does a quantitative research vocabulary look like? 

2. Which tools can be developed to support quantitative research processes? 

3. How can legacy data be automatically semantically upgraded? 

6.2.1 Subquestion 1. What constitutes a quantitative research vocabulary? 

The proposed quantitative research ontology (OQR) contains the following main 

parts: 

- reasoning, experiments, observations, measurements, etc. (Chapter 2),  

- units and related concepts (Chapter 3),  

- tables and computational methods (Chapter 4). 

 

OQR is based on existing epistemological models of Popper, Bunge, and others. We 

add a new concept representing actions to acquire new knowledge: scientific 

reasoning. This class has subclasses like “hypothesis formulation” and 

“computation”, actions that yield new statements. These scientific reasoning steps 
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themselves are, by the way, also statements. They are statements about how new 

statements are acquired. The proposed ontology appears to be adequate, as it can be 

used to express a quantitative research case (PCA in food research). One important 

conclusion of our work is to define concepts like “hypothesis”, “theory”, etc. as 

properties of actions in the scientific workflow. In this way models and data can 

play different roles within reasoning. For example, “eating eggs is healthy” may be 

a hypothesis in one school and a theory in another. 

The general agreement in science is that it is important to record the process 

how results are obtained. It is for example common practice to describe in scientific 

papers how results are obtained and to refer to literature. We see a discrepancy 

between this goal and existing epistemologies we studied. The concept “method” 

does not appear as a prominent concept there. Perhaps because it is not the objective 

of philosophy to be practically usable. 

What is in the quantitative research vocabulary? One important part of the 

vocabulary concerns units of measure and related concepts. This comprises for 

example quantities, dimensions, measurement scales, measures, etc.; concepts that 

are required in quantitative knowledge statements to represent the relation with the 

real, observed world. Another important part of the ontology concerns scientific 

tables. OQR contains different kinds of tables with different gradients of semantics 

and verbosity. This is necessary to a) facilitate different ways of use of the concept 

in practice and b) to enable storage of large amounts of tabular data. A final 

important part of OQR is computations. Computational methods and external 

software packages that perform computations are declared in OQR. Computations, 

such as PCA, can be delegated to different external packages. The communication 

of parameter values and rules for stripping and enriching (semantic) results are also 

part of OQR. 

With our model we answer the first subquestion. The most important aspect of 

the answer is, probably, that in addition to the data also the origination methods can 

be represented. By defining obtainment methods and computations as concepts in 

the ontology with properties such as “hypothesis”, “result” etc. we have answered 

subquestion 1b “How can the processes and computations by which these data and 

models are obtained be formally specified?” Modeling the objects that constitute 

data and models, such as quantities, mathematical operations, units, studied 

phenomena, etc. answers subquestion 1a “How can data and models be formally 

represented?” 

Challenges are the definition of existing methods of mathematical packages 

and already performed computations from earlier research. This legacy is so large 

that, as earlier mentioned, automation is necessary. Distributed activity and 

formulation of heuristic rules are important in this task. 
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6.2.2 Subquestion 2. Which tools can be developed to support quantitative 

research processes? 

The second subquestion is: “Which tools can be developed to support quantitative 

research processes?” We have shown that the above-described ontology can be 

applied in the prototype system Quest to provide this kind of support. Experimental 

subjects have linked computational methods to data using this system. Normally 

this requires detailed attention from the researcher and specific skills in using 

mathematical packages. We have shown that computations can be repeated, 

independent from the software package use for processing the data. 

Another tool that provides support for scientists is Rosanne, the add-in for 

Excel, which lets researchers annotate Excel files and perform simple quantitative 

processes, such as data annotation and conversion. Rosanne also supports semantic 

export, thus allowing further processing of its contents as Linked Data. We are 

developing an extension supporting integration of Excel data using SPARQL 

queries. A very important lesson that we have learned is that new, advanced 

functionality must be integrated in existing user interfaces so that the user does not 

experience a hurdle. Web services for disclosing vocabulary and actions that can be 

done on (and using) it, are important for software developers. We have developed 

such web services for OM and applied them in tools we have developed. Among 

these tools are Rosanne and a web application for dimension and unit consistency 

checking of formulas. This latter tool is an example of a simple tool that is more 

transparent now and better extendible in a semantic approach than existing tools. 

Open issues are to make Quest and the Excel add-in more mature. More cases 

should be worked out in order to discover needs for and develop new advanced 

tools. 

6.2.3 Subquestion 3. How can legacy data be automatically semantically 

upgraded? 

The third subquestion is: “How can legacy data be automatically semantically 

upgraded?” In other words, how can more meaning be given to already existing, 

numerical data? In our investigation we show that using heuristics the quality of 

automated annotations in spreadsheets can be improved. These heuristics can be 

seen as extensions to the vocabulary OM. Examples of heuristic rules are “symbols 

in brackets refer to units” and “prefer singular units over (sub)multiples”, in case of 

overlap of symbols of singular units with symbols for (sub)multiples (e.g., candela 

vs. centiday (both have symbol cd)). 

Open issues are to formulate more heuristic rules to increase the precision of 

the interpretation. One may think of applying natural language processing 

techniques in context analysis, on the basis of collections of files. 
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6.2.4 Main research question: “How can we support quantitative research 

processes using formal vocabularies?” 

After answering the three subquestions we can answer the main research question: 

“How can we support quantitative research processes using formal vocabularies?” 

With OM and OQR we have learned that a vocabulary can be created for that 

purpose. This vocabulary can, subsequently, preferably be applied in existing, 

popular applications in order to keep the hurdle for use as low as possible. 

6.3 Future outlook 

As part of the conclusions we have mentioned some open issues, but it is also 

interesting to look further ahead. First of all, we would like to encourage 

epistemology to work further on a general shared formal epistemological model 

featuring the method more prominently. Using such a model, knowledge can be 

rated better and interpreted more unambiguously, which improves reuse, quality, 

and speed in science. 

Extending mathematical packages with automatic stripping of input and 

enriching of output is a requirement for processing semantically annotated scientific 

data. Gradually many computational methods of mathematical packages in use and 

the interfacing between them will have to be defined formally. This is quite an 

effort, something that will have to be done on the fly and in a distributed way 

(“EpistemoPedia”), preferably (semi)automatically. All different stripping and 

enrichment rules will have to be classified. Subsequently, all computational 

methods from mathematical packages need to be declared formally and the 

stripping and enrichment rules specified. Only then a user can receive high quality 

support for all conditions. This would be an enormous step in the (not only 

scientific) computational world, with far reaching effects for (scientific) knowledge 

development, client and patient services, financial services, etc. 

It is not possible to upgrade all existing data manually. This will have to be 

done automatically. In this thesis we have shown that this is possible using heuristic 

rules. However, the precision is not yet high enough to lead to sufficiently-high 

level data. Consequently, more and more detailed, complex heuristic rules must be 

developed. 

There’s increasing awareness that scientific data needs to be published more 

transparently. Institutions that finance research can stimulate this. In education this 

can be included in curricula, something that is happening more and more often. 

Careful management of research data in a responsible way will be part of the 

standard research methodology. Using the necessary user-friendly tools it will be 

more and more common to first store the data in a responsible way for yourself and 

then share it with others. As a result, experiments and derivations will be better 
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reproducible. Understanding the analysis and the data will gain. As a side effect 

fraud with quantitative data will become more difficult and hopefully be the past in 

the future. 

Something that is interesting in the light of acquisition of new knowledge, is 

the integration of data. Similar quantities from different spreadsheets are 

recognized, which simplifies integration. But this is only the beginning. The many 

(more qualitative) phenomena that appear in arbitrary data have to be formalized as 

well, in order to lift the data integration to a higher level. So, many ontologies will 

have to be built and applied. Presently, in our tool the user has to interpret which 

phenomena are related in what way. In the future this can be automated using 

additional domain ontologies and advanced ontological reasoning. Another issue is 

that large amounts of data are being produced by automatic  equipment. Instead of 

yielding pure numerical or textual data, these devices should also generate 

semantically rich data. Then the data would be better interpretable and usable. 

In the future one may think of interpreting data and models in journal and 

conference papers and other documents so that they can be expressed in the 

vocabulary, for example in the form of embedded semantics (RDFa or 

microformats). Also how one has acquired these data and which computations have 

been done using the data can  be expressed using the vocabulary. Since there is a lot 

of legacy information, we recommend to develop automatic procedures for 

expressing this information in the ontology. This would be an interesting challenge 

for text interpretation tools. For example, interpreting papers that describe how data 

is acquired and also reproducing data in order to identify gaps and imperfections in 

these descriptions (that are to be expected) can be done. 

The question is what is required to extend OQR and get it more widely used. It 

is essential to work out more research cases and practical applications. The domain 

is so large that a lot of unexpected problems will be encountered. Integration with 

other ontologies will contribute to its extension and wider acceptance. It would be 

best if OQR were extended in a distributed way. For automated enrichment of data, 

additional heuristic rules are necessary. Ultimately, the Semantic Web will be 

extended to such level that all knowledge in the world will be stored fully formally. 

Till then we’ve got some work to do... 
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Appendix A  Propositions describing the domain of units 
of measure, drafted from official text sources 

1. Units of measure, measurement scales, and measures express the extent of 

quantities. 

2. Each class of quantities is expressed by a subset of units of measure or 

measurement scales.
39

 

3. A unit of measure or measurement scale can be used for expressing more than 

one class of quantities. 

4. Units of measure are direct or indirect references to specific (standard and 

constant) quantities. 

5. A quantity represents a metrological aspect of a studied object, system, 

situation, etc. (proposed to be called phenomenon
40

).
41

 

6. Quantities are classified according to similarity in their metrological aspect 

rather than the phenomena they relate to.
42

 

7. Different kinds of unit of measure exist: multiples and submultiples of units, 

compound units, and what we propose to call singular units. 

8. Multiples and submultiples of units combine a prefix and a singular unit.
43

 

9. Prefixes represent conversion factors. 

10. SI prefixes and binary prefixes are different kinds of prefixes. 

11. SI prefixes represent powers of ten. 

12. Binary prefixes represent tenth powers of two. 

13. Compound units are compositions of units using the mathematical operations 

multiplication, division or exponentiation.
44

 

14. We propose to use the term “singular unit” to denote units of measure with a 

special name.
45

 

 
39 For example, length quantities are expressed using meter, inch, and so on. 
40 “Phenomenon” means “observable” or “something that can be seen”. 
41 For example, the diameter of a steel cylinder represents the diameter (a metrological aspect) of 

phenomenon “a steel cylinder”. 
42 For example, the diameter of a steel cylinder is classified as a diameter rather than a cylinder quantity. 
43 Examples of multiples and submultiples are kilogram and millisecond. 
44 Compound units must not be confused with derived units. The term “derived unit” only signifies the 

role of a unit in a system of units, in contrast to its base units. Examples of compound units are cubic 

meter (m3), pascal second (Pa s), and candela per square centimeter (cd/cm2). 
45 Examples are meter and pascal. Singular units are not regarded as special in the standard literature 

sources. We argue, however, that they should be distinguished in the ontology for the reason that only 

these units can be used as the elementary building blocks in forming multiples and submultiples of units. 
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15. Only singular units can be used to form multiples and submultiples of units. 

16. Measurement scales usually have a number of categories or points referring to 

standard quantities.
46

 

17. Four types of measurement scales exist: nominal scales, ordinal scales, interval 

scales, and ratio scales. 

18. Nominal scales have categories. 

19. Ordinal scales have categories in a certain order. 

20. Interval scales and ratio scales have points, which relate to quantities or 

phenomena in the real world. 

21. Ratio scales additionally have a true zero point, representing an absolute zero. 

22. Interval scales and ratio scales can be expressed using units of measure. 

23. An important aspect is that most units and scales refer to standard quantities 

indirectly. Usually they are defined in terms of other units of measure and 

scales, often using measures, which combine numerical values with units of 

measure or measurement scales.
47

 

24. A measure combines a numerical value with a unit of measure or measurement 

scale. 

25. Measures are used for expressing conversion rules between units of measure. 

26. In order to achieve a coherent, interdependent set of units of measure in the 

wide variety of units that exist, they are organized in systems of units.
48

 

27. A system of units is based on a set of units chosen by convention to be the 

system’s base units, units that are considered to be mutually independent (i.e., 

can’t be expressed in terms of each other). 

28. The units of measure of derived quantities – quantities defined in terms of the 

system’s base quantities – are expressed in terms of the base units. 

29. A system of units has base dimensions and derived dimensions, which are 

determined from the dimensions of a system’s base quantities and derived 

quantities. 

30. Dimensions are abstract properties of units and quantities neglecting their 

vectorial or tensorial character and all numerical factors including their sign. 

31. Units of measure and quantities have a dimension. 

32. Dimensions can be expressed as the products of powers of base dimensions of a 

system of units.
49

 

 
46 For example, the points of the Kelvin scale refer to triple points of metals or fluids under standardized 

conditions. 
47 In this way, for example, the inch is defined in terms of the meter (“0.0254 m”). 
48 The most widely used system of units is the International Systems of Units (SI). Other important 

systems of units are the United States Customary System and several cgs (centimeter gram second) 

systems, such as the Gaussian system of units. 
49 For example, the mass dimension has an expression of L = 0, M = 1, T = 0, and so on, in the SI, and L 

= −1, F = 1, T = 2 in the United States Customary System. 
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33. For the purpose of grouping units of measure and quantities for practical use, 

we propose to use an additional concept “application area”.
50

 

34. We propose to define this concept on the basis of the fourteen categories 

distinguished in Cohen and Giacomo (1987), among which are mechanics, 

thermodynamics, and electricity and magnetism. 

 
50 Units of measure and quantities are commonly grouped in practice according to their use in a certain 

domain. For instance, the units newton, kilogram, and meter per second squared, and the quantities force, 

mass, and acceleration are grouped together in the mechanical domain. 
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Appendix B  Class diagrams of OM 

            
 

             
  

om:symbol: xsd:string

om:definition: om:Quantity,

    om:Unit_of_measure,

    om:Measure

om:Singular_unit om:Compound_unit

om:singular_unit: om:Singular_unit

om:prefix: om:Prefix

om:definition: om:Quantity,

    om:Unit_of_measure, om:Measure

om:Unit_multiple_or_submultiple

om:term_1, om:term_2:

    om:Unit_of_measure

om:Unit_multiplication

om:numerator,

om:denominator:

    om:Unit_of_measure

om:Unit_division

om:base:

    om:Unit_of_measure

om:exponent: om:Float

om:Unit_exponentiation

om:Unit_of_measure

 
 

Figure B.2. Class diagram (UML) of Unit_of_measure in OM. 

om:symbol: "l"

om:unit_of_measure: om:metre, om:inch, (...)

om:dimension: om:length-dimension

om:Length

om:symbol: "l_table"

om:phenomenon: om:my_table

ex:length_of_my_table

om:symbol: "v", "u"

om:unit_of_measure: om:metre_per_second, (...)

om:dimension: om:speed-dimension

om:Speed

om:symbol: "c"

om:phenomenon: om:light_in_vacuum

ex:speed_of_light_in_vacuum

om:phenomenon

om:symbol: xsd:string

om:unit_of_measure: om:Unit_of_measure

om:dimension: om:Dimension

om:Quantity

 

Figure B.1. Class diagram (UML) of Quantity in OM. 
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om:base_unit: om:Unit_of_measure

om:derived_unit: om:Unit_of_measure

om:System_of_units

om:base_unit: om:metre, om:kilogram, (...)

om:derived_unit: om:square_metre,

    om:newton, (...)

om:International_System_of_Units

om:base_unit: om:centimetre, om:gram, (...)

om:derived_unit: om:dyne, om:erg, (...)

om:centimetre-gram-second_system_of_units

 
 

Figure B.4. Class diagram (UML) of System_of_units in OM. 

om:symbol: xsd:string

om:SI_length_dimension_exponent: xsd:float

om:SI_mass_dimension_exponent: xsd:float

(...)

om:Dimension

om:symbol: "L"

om:SI_length_dimension_exponent: 1

om:SI_mass_dimension_exponent: 0

om:SI_time_dimension_exponent: 0

om:SI_electric_current_dimension_exponent: 0

om:SI_thermodynamic_temperature_dimension-
    _exponent: 0

om:SI_amount_of_substance_dimension-
    _exponent: 0

om:SI_luminous_intensity_dimension_exponent: 0

om:length-dimension

om:SI_length_dimension_exponent: 1

om:SI_mass_dimension_exponent: 0

om:SI_time_dimension_exponent: -1

om:SI_electric_current_dimension_exponent: 0

om:SI_thermodynamic_temperature_dimension-
    _exponent: 0

om:SI_amount_of_substance_dimension-
    _exponent: 0

om:SI_luminous_intensity_dimension_exponent: 0

om:speed-dimension

 

Figure B.5. Class diagram (UML) of Dimension in OM. Two instances of dimensions are 

shown (underlined). 
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Summary 

De title of this thesis is: “Semantic support for quantitative research.” We define 

quantitative research as the scientific investigation of phenomena and their 

properties and relationships using quantitative concepts such as numbers, 

measurement scales, units of measure, mathematical operations, tables, graphs, etc. 

Semantic support implies supporting scientists with actions that can be done on the 

basis of formal, contextual meaning assigned to the quantitative data and models. In 

this thesis we show how formally describing data and models and their origination – 

especially using computational methods – can promote reuse and reproduction of 

scientific results. This fits within a vision on improving scientific collaboration and 

quality and the academic challenge to develop computer semantics, evaluate it, and 

apply it to enrich data. 

Formal representations can be based on vocabularies, in particular ontologies. 

Ontologies are systems of concepts and relations between these concepts. 

Ontologies are central in what is called the Semantic Web, the Internet built on 

(formalized) meaning. The Internet here plays the role of the medium for 

communicating the vocabulary and data expressed in the vocabulary, an important 

technical condition for really sharing vocabulary and data.  

In this thesis we investigate how we can support quantitative research using 

ontologies. For this reason we construct an ontology of quantitative research 

(OQR), demonstrate the use of this ontology to express quantitative knowledge and 

its origination, apply the ontology in computer applications and evaluate these with 

users. We construct the ontology stepwise and base it on widely accepted principles 

of philosophy of science and official standards for quantities and units. We apply 

the proposed ontology to a research case from the food domain. It appears that the 

argumentations, measurements and analyzed results yielded in this case can be 

expressed adequately by the proposed vocabulary. Subsequently we apply the 

model for this case in a prototype computer system and evaluate it with users, 

proving the usability of the model in practice. 

To create a vocabulary for quantitative research, we first need some 

understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of scientific research, in addition to a 

model of the research workflow. This workflow contains steps like “design 

experiment”, “perform measurement”, and “analyze data”. We make a step towards 

constructing an (initial) epistemological ontology, based on models of renowned 

philosophers of science such as Karl Popper and Mario Bunge. The ontology can be 
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used to express actions on basis of which scientific knowledge is acquired (such as 

performing a measurement or stating a new hypothesis) and relate it to the data. 

This allows researchers to record the provenance of their data and others to trace 

and reproduce their work. An important conclusion of our work is to define 

concepts like “hypothesis”, “theory”, etc. as properties of actions in the scientific 

workflow rather than as independent concepts. In this way, models and data can 

play different roles within reasoning. This is important because scientific statements 

are always set within the scope of a specific scientific reasoning or study. 

Something that’s an accepted theory in one scientific school might be a (yet 

unsupported) hypothesis in another. 

An important part of OQR is the Ontology of units of Measure and related 

concepts (OM). To determine which concepts and relations represent this domain 

we have drafted a semiformal description of the domain from textual descriptions of 

standards in the field. Subsequently we have compared existing ontologies of units 

with this description, which revealed that the existing ontologies only define subsets 

of the required concepts and relations. We therefore propose a new ontology, OM. 

This ontology is based on the semiformal description of textual standards and 

therefore defines the most comprehensive set of relevant concepts in the domain. 

OM extends the corresponding parts of the analyzed existing ontologies. As a result 

the ontology can answer a wider range of competency questions than the existing 

approaches do. Conducting an intermediate phase in the form of a semiformal 

description of the domain is a viable approach because the phases of merging the 

different standards and drafting the eventual formal vocabulary are distinguished 

and made transparent. OM is also compared with QUDT, another current OWL 

model in the domain of quantities and units of measure. The comparison is based on 

use cases from our own projects and general experience in the field. Merging 

QUDT and OM is a recommendation for the future. 

The second issue we address is how to represent data processing steps and how 

to cover aggregated data that is traditionally contained in (scientific) tables. We 

define computational methods which can be instantiated and connected with input 

and output data and models. Generic methods are distinguished from their 

implementations in external software packages, such as Matlab, R, and SPSS. These 

methods (generic and implementation) are interrelated; the user can decide which 

external package will perform his computation. Interfacing between these methods 

uses properties that represent variables. These variables (properties of the methods) 

appear as independent concepts in translation rules from the generic method to an 

implementation of the method in an external package. Mechanisms for stripping and 

enriching quantitative information, required to move between the conceptual and 

the numerical perspective, are explored. The modeling steps are taken by further 

analyzing the research case from the food engineering domain. One of the most 

important benefits of modeling scientific tables is that the information embedded in 
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headers and cells is properly identified and connected. This paves the way for 

finding related quantitative data across different sources. The data can be selected, 

combined (integrated), and if necessary automatically converted. Adding semantics 

to headers and cells goes beyond present databases and spreadsheets which only 

contain basic datatypes. A challenge is to develop automated methods for 

converting existing computational methods and tabular data to OQR. A step 

towards the latter (tabular data) is made in this thesis, see further below. 

After defining the required vocabulary, we investigate which tools can be 

developed to support quantitative research processes. To make OM available for 

arbitrary software systems, we provide a number of web services that offer a 

standardized interface. Three applications demonstrate the usefulness of OM and its 

services. First, a web application checks dimension and unit consistency of 

formulas. Second, an engineering application for agricultural supply chains 

computes product respiration quantities and measures. Third, a Microsoft Excel 

add-in assists in data annotation and unit conversion, and an extension in data 

integration. User evaluations indicate that OM and the associated services provide a 

useful component for software applications in science and engineering. We show 

how OQR can be applied in Quest, a computer tool we develop for connecting data 

and models to computational methods, and delegating the computations to external 

software. OQR/Quest support automated reproduction of computed results, which 

we have tested with users. Our test subjects considered Quest of great importance 

and comfort. In current computer support, the many manual actions of linking input 

to a computational method, putting it in the right format and after evaluation 

interpreting numerical values (assigning semantics) hamper experimentation with 

computations. If this is done automatically, the researcher is enabled and even 

encouraged to try out experimenting with different methods on the fly. This is 

expected to boost research quality. OQR/Quest enable automated invocation of 

computational (numerical) methods from a conceptual level. The approach fills the 

gap between humans interpreting textual information and computers processing the 

underlying data and mathematical models. Computational software can execute 

these methods, linking the required input data and output data automatically to the 

particular methods. OQR presently contains a limited number of computational 

methods to demonstrate the principle. Future research should investigate in which 

direction the development of tools should be, in a technical sense or leading to new 

research questions. 

Finally, once computer tools have been developed, we study how to convert 

and annotate relatively unstructured legacy data stored in tables into a semantic 

representation in RDF(S). We introduce new disambiguation strategies based on 

OM, which allow improving the quality of annotation in “sloppy” datasets not yet 

targeted by existing systems. We present several ways in which OM can help 

solving the ambiguity problems based on detection of compound units, dimensional 
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analysis, identification of application areas and identification of quantity-unit pairs. 

An example of such a heuristic rule is “Symbols that refer to related quantities and 

units are more likely than unrelated quantities and units”. For example, “T (C)” is 

more likely to refer to temperature and degree Celsius than to time and coulomb. 

However, performance is not yet perfect. More heuristic rules need to be formulated 

and, for example, more application areas must be drafted in order to provide 

knowledge about quantities and units appearing in practice. 

We can conclude that the relevance of developing and using ontologies in 

science and engineering is confirmed for the cases considered. We have shown that 

this road is worthwhile exploring when aiming at advanced computer support of 

quantitative research. The scientific community has always been a driving force for 

innovation in communication technologies, the (Semantic) Web being an 

outstanding example. However, only now the reverse effect of using the web to 

perform science is getting proper attention in what is called e-science. Due to a 

number of developments, we expect e-science to influence scientific and 

engineering practice profoundly in the near future. Firstly, because scientists are 

moving from free text documents to digitized, structured information that can be 

processed by automated systems. Secondly, because the interaction between 

scientists has become much more intensive, crossing disciplinary boundaries, at an 

early stage of research. This will significantly influence the dynamics of scientific 

research. It will be a challenge for e-science to eliminate other impediments such as 

political, sociological, and legal barriers. This thesis intends to show that 

vocabularies can support the scientific process in a technical sense. 

We are only beginning to design, implement and use ontologies of science in e-

science. As more developers realize the need for collective and independent 

vocabulary and its use in research supporting systems, we predict a vast increase in 

advanced support of research processes. 
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Samenvatting 

De titel van dit proefschrift luidt: “Semantische ondersteuning voor kwantitatief 

onderzoek.” We definiëren kwantitatief onderzoek als de wetenschappelijke 

bestudering van fenomenen en hun eigenschappen en relaties met gebruikmaking 

van kwantitatieve concepten zoals getallen, meetschalen, eenheden, mathematische 

operaties, tabellen, grafieken, etc. Semantische ondersteuning impliceert het 

ondersteunen van wetenschappers door middel van acties die gedaan kunnen 

worden op basis van formele contextuele betekenis die is toegekend aan de 

kwantitatieve data en modellen. In dit proefschrift laten we zien hoe het formeel 

beschrijven van data en modellen en hun ontstaan – in het bijzonder door middel 

van computationele methoden – hergebruik en reproductie van wetenschappelijke 

resultaten kan bevorderen. Dit past in een visie over het verbeteren van 

wetenschappelijke samenwerking en kwaliteit en de academische uitdaging om 

computersemantiek te ontwikkelen, te evalueren, en toe te passen om data te 

verrijken. 

Formele representaties kunnen gebaseerd worden op vocabulaires, in het 

bijzonder ontologieën. Ontologieën zijn systemen van concepten en relaties tussen 

deze concepten. Ontologieën vervullen een centrale rol in wat het Semantisch Web 

wordt genoemd, het Internet gebouwd op (geformaliseerde) betekenis. Het Internet 

speelt hier de rol van medium voor het communiceren van het vocabulaire en data 

uitgedrukt in het vocabulaire, een belangrijke technische conditie voor het werkelijk 

delen van vocabulaire en data. 

In dit proefschrift onderzoeken we hoe we kwantitatief onderzoek kunnen 

ondersteunen met behulp van ontologieën. Daarom construeren we een ontologie 

van kwantitatief onderzoek (OQR), laten zien hoe de ontologie gebruikt kan worden 

om kwantitatieve kennis en zijn verkrijging uit te drukken, passen we de ontologie 

toe in computerapplicaties en evalueren deze met gebruikers. We construeren de 

ontologie stapsgewijs en baseren het op algemeen aanvaarde principes van de 

wetenschapsfilosofie en officiële standaarden voor grootheden en eenheden. We 

passen de voorgestelde ontologie toe in een onderzoekscase uit het voedseldomein. 

Het blijkt dat de argumentaties, metingen en geanalyseerde resultaten die verkregen 

zijn in deze case op adequate wijze kunnen worden uitgedrukt door het voorgestelde 

vocabulaire. Vervolgens passen we het model voor deze case toe in een 

prototypecomputersysteem en evalueren het met gebruikers, op deze wijze de 

bruikbaarheid van het model in de praktijk aantonend. 
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Om een vocabulaire voor kwantitatief onderzoek te creëren hebben we eerst 

enig begrip nodig van de fundamentele mechanismen van wetenschappelijk 

onderzoek, naast een model van de onderzoeksworkflow. Deze workflow bevat 

stappen zoals “ontwerp experiment”, “voer meting uit”, en “analyseer data”. We 

zetten een stap in de richting van het construeren van een (initiële) epistemologische 

ontologie, gebaseerd op modellen van bekende wetenschapsfilosofen zoals Karl 

Popper en Mario Bunge. De ontologie kan gebruikt worden om acties op basis 

waarvan wetenschappelijke kennis wordt verkregen uit te drukken (zoals het 

uitvoeren van een meting of het stellen van een hypothese) en deze te relateren aan 

de data. Dit stelt onderzoekers in staat de herkomst van hun data vast te leggen en 

anderen om hun werk te traceren en reproduceren. Een belangrijke conclusie van 

ons werk is om concepten zoals “hypothese’, “theory”, etc. als eigenschappen van 

acties in de wetenschappelijke workflow te definiëren in plaats van als 

onafhankelijke concepten. Dit is belangrijk omdat wetenschappelijke statements 

altijd binnen de scope van een specifieke wetenschappelijke redenatie of studie 

worden gesteld. Iets dat een geaccepteerde theorie is in de ene wetenschappelijke 

school kan een (vooralsnog ongedragen) hypothese zijn in de andere. 

Een belangrijk deel van OQR is de Ontologie van Eenheden en gerelateerde 

concepten (OM). Om te bepalen welke concepten en relaties dit domein 

representeren hebben we een semiformele beschrijving van het domein opgesteld op 

basis van tekstuele beschrijvingen van standaarden in het veld. Vervolgens hebben 

we bestaande ontologieën van eenheden vergeleken met deze beschrijving, wat 

duidelijk maakte dat de bestaande ontologieën slechts subsets van de vereiste 

concepten en relaties definiëren. Daarom stellen we een nieuwe ontologie voor, 

OM. Deze ontologie is gebaseerd op de semiformele beschrijving van tekstuele 

standaarden en definieert daarom de meest veelomvattende set van relevante 

concepten in het domein. OM breidt de overeenkomstige delen van de 

geanalyseerde ontologieën uit. Daardoor kan de ontologie een grotere 

verscheidenheid aan competentievragen beantwoorden dan de bestaande aanpakken. 

Het aanhouden van een tussenfase in de vorm van een semiformele beschrijving van 

het domein is een levensvatbare benadering omdat de fasen van het samensmelten 

van de verschillende standaarden en het opstellen van het uiteindelijke formele 

vocabulaire onderscheiden zijn en transparant gemaakt. OM is ook vergeleken met 

QUDT, een ander actueel OWL-model in het domein van grootheden en eenheden. 

Het vergelijk is gebaseerd op use cases uit onze eigen projecten en algemene 

ervaring in het veld. Het samensmelten van QUDT en OM is een aanbeveling voor 

de toekomst. 

De tweede kwestie die we aanpakken is hoe dataverwerkingsstappen te 

representeren en hoe geaggregeerde data die traditioneel in (wetenschappelijke) 

tabellen staan weer te geven. We definiëren computationele methoden die 

geïnstantieerd kunnen worden en verbonden met input- en outputdata en -modellen. 
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Generieke methoden worden onderscheiden van hun implementaties in externe 

softwarepakketten, zoals Matlab, R, en SPSS. Deze methoden (generiek en 

implementatie-) zijn aan elkaar gerelateerd; de gebruiker kan beslissen welk externe 

pakket zijn berekening zal uitvoeren. Interfacing tussen deze methoden gebeurt op 

basis van eigenschappen die variabelen representeren. Deze variabelen 

(eigenschappen van deze methoden) komen als onafhankelijke concepten voor in 

vertalingsregels van de generieke methode naar een implementatie van de methode 

in een extern pakket. Mechanismes voor het strippen en verrijken van kwantitatieve 

informatie, vereist om tussen het conceptuele en het numerieke perspectief te 

migreren, worden geëxploreerd. De modelleerstappen worden genomen door het 

verder analyseren van de onderzoekscase uit het food-engineering-domein. Een van 

de belangrijkste voordelen van het modelleren van wetenschappelijke tabellen is dat 

de informatie die zich in headers en cellen bevindt netjes geïdentificeerd en met 

elkaar verbonden is. Dit opent de poort voor het vinden van gerelateerde 

kwantitatieve gegevens uit verschillende bronnen. De data kan worden geselecteerd, 

gecombineerd (geïntegreerd), en indien nodig automatisch geconverteerd. Het 

toevoegen van semantiek aan headers en cellen gaat verder dan huidige databases 

en spreadsheets die alleen elementaire datatypes bevatten. Een uitdaging is het 

ontwikkelen van geautomatiseerde methoden voor het converteren van bestaande 

computationele methoden en tabulaire data naar OQR. Een stap in de richting van 

het laatste (tabulaire data) wordt gemaakt in dit proefschrift, zie verder. 

Na het definiëren van het vereiste vocabulaire onderzoeken we welke tools 

kunnen worden ontwikkeld om het kwantitatieve onderzoeksproces te 

ondersteunen. Teneinde OM beschikbaar te maken voor willekeurige 

softwaresystemen voorzien we in een groot aantal web services die een 

gestandaardiseerde interface bieden. Drie applicaties demonstreren de bruikbaarheid 

van OM en zijn services. Ten eerste checkt een webapplicatie dimensie- en 

eenheidconsistentie van formules. Ten tweede berekent een engineering-applicatie 

voor agriculturele distributieketens productrespiratiegrootheden en -maten. Ten 

derde assisteert een Microsoft Excel add-in in data-annotatie en eenheidconversie, 

en een extensie in dataintegratie. Gebruikersevaluaties geven aan dat OM en de aan 

OM gerelateerde services een bruikbare component voor softwareapplicaties in de 

wetenschap en engineering bieden. We laten zien hoe OQR kan worden toegepast 

in Quest, een computertool die we ontwikkelen voor het verbinden van data en 

modellen aan computationele methoden, en het uitbesteden van berekeningen aan 

externe software. OQR/Quest ondersteunen geautomatiseerde reproductie van 

berekende resultaten, wat we hebben getest met gebruikers. Onze testpersonen 

achtten Quest van grote importantie en gemak. In huidige computerondersteuning 

belemmeren de vele handmatige acties zoals het linken van inputgegevens aan 

computationele methoden, het in de juiste format gieten van deze gegevens en na 

evaluatie het interpreteren van de numerieke waarden (het toekennen van betekenis) 
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het experimenteren met berekeningen. Als dit automatisch gebeurt wordt de 

onderzoeker in staat gesteld en zelfs aangemoedigd om te proberen te 

experimenteren met verschillende methoden “on the fly”. Verwacht wordt dat dit 

onderzoek een boost zal geven. OQR/Quest stellen in staat om computationele 

(numerieke) methoden automatisch aan te roepen vanaf een conceptueel niveau. 

Deze benadering vult het gat tussen de mens die textuele informatie interpreteert en 

de computer die de onderliggende data en modellen verwerkt. Computationele 

software kan deze methoden uitvoeren waarbij de vereiste input- en outputgegevens 

automatisch gelinkt worden. Op dit moment bevat OQR een beperkt aantal 

computationele methoden teneinde het principe te illustreren. Toekomstig 

onderzoek moet uitwijzen welke kant de ontwikkeling van tools op moet gaan, in 

technische zin dan wel leidend tot nieuwe onderzoeksvragen. 

Tenslotte bestuderen we hoe relatief ongestructureerde “legacy data” 

opgeslagen in tabellen geconverteerd en geannoteerd kan worden tot een 

semantische representatie in RDF(S). We introduceren nieuwe 

disamiguatiestrategieën gebaseerd op OM, die assisteren in het verbeteren van de 

kwaliteit van de annotaties zoals nog niet door bestaande systemen bereikt. We 

laten verschillende manieren zien hoe OM kan helpen in het oplossen van 

amiguïteitsproblemen gebaseerd op detectie van samengestelde eenheden, 

dimensionele analyse, identificatie van toepassingsgebieden en identificatie van 

grootheid-eenheidkoppels. Een voorbeeld van zo’n heuristieke regel is “Symbolen 

die naar aan elkaar gerelateerde grootheden en eenheden refereren zijn 

waarschijnlijker dan ongerelateerde grootheden en eenheden.” Bijvoorbeeld, “T 

(C)” refereert waarschijnlijker naar temperatuur en graad Celsius dan naar tijd en 

coulomb. Echter, de performance is nog niet perfect. Meer heuristische regels 

moeten worden geformuleerd en, bijvoorbeeld, meer toepassingsgebieden moeten 

opgesteld worden om kennis aan te kunnen bieden over grootheden en eenheden 

zoals ze voorkomen in de praktijk. 

We kunnen concluderen dat de relevantie van het ontwikkelen en gebruiken 

van ontologieën in de wetenschap en engineering bevestigd is voor de beschouwde 

cases. We hebben laten zien dat het de moeite waard is deze weg te bewandelen bij 

het streven naar geavanceerde computerondersteuning van kwantitatief onderzoek. 

De wetenschappelijke gemeenschap is altijd een drijvende kracht geweest achter 

innovatie in communicatietechnologieën, waarbij het (Semantisch) Web een 

treffend voorbeeld is. Echter, nu pas krijgt het omgekeerde effect van het gebruiken 

van het web voor het uitvoeren van wetenschap aandacht in wat e-science wordt 

genoemd. Door een aantal ontwikkelingen verwachten we dat e-science de 

wetenschappelijke en engineering-praktijk in de nabije toekomst flink gaat 

veranderen.  Ten eerste omdat wetenschappers migreren van vrije-tekstdocumenten 

naar gedigitaliseerde, gestructureerde informatie die door geautomatiseerde 

systemen kan worden verwerkt. Ten tweede omdat de interactie tussen 
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wetenschappers veel intensiever is geworden, waarbij disciplinaire grenzen 

overschreden worden, in een vroeg stadium van het onderzoek. Dit zal de dynamiek 

van wetenschappelijk onderzoek significant veranderen. Het zal een uitdaging voor 

e-science zijn om andere hindernissen zoals politieke, sociologische en juridische te 

overwinnen. Dit proefschrift beoogt te laten zien dat vocabulaires het 

wetenschappelijke proces in technische zin kunnen ondersteunen. 

We staan slechts aan het begin van het ontwerpen, implementeren en gebruiken 

van wetenschappelijke ontologieën in e-science. Als meer ontwikkelaars beseffen 

wat het nut is van collectief en onafhankelijk vocabulaire en het gebruik daarvan in 

onderzoeksondersteunende systemen voorspellen we een grote toename in 

geavanceerde ondersteuning van onderzoeksprocessen. 
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